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Abstract
In Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs), mobile nodes communicate over an error prone 
wireless channel without any centralized control. MANETs have no fixed topology because 
mobile nodes can freely join or leave the network at any time. As a consequence, it is 
difficult to guarantee Quality of Service (QoS) in these networks. The current routing 
protocols provide only best effort services to the applications. Multimedia communications 
become very popular and require various types of QoS guarantee from the network such as 
guranteed throughput, bounded end-to-end delay.
The QoS-aware routing (QA) and Admission Control (AC) protocols try to address the issue 
of QoS to some extent. In this work, a novel Flow Aware Admission Control (FAAC) 
protocol is designed to assure the guaranteed throughput to data sessions. It utilizes the route 
cache of routing protocol and devises a new admission technique to accept or reject data 
session to the network. It is partially coupled with the Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) 
protocol as it has used the basic functionality of route search of the DSR protocol. The 
protocol has two phases: (i) route discovery and (ii) test the route nodes resources for a data 
session entry. The performance evaluations show that the protocol outperforms the existing 
best effort routing and QAR and AC protocols such as DSR and Contention Aware 
Admission Control (CACP) protocols in providing QoS in MANETs. Mobility is a big 
challenge to assure guaranteed throughput to data sessions. To address this issue, we have 
designed FAAC-Multipath protocol that uses multiple routes for data transmission. The 
protocol maintains two tested routes for each data session and devises new fast switching 
mechanisms that switch the data flow from one route to another to guarantee the throughput.
Multimedia applications require guaranteed throughput as well as bounded end-to-end delay. 
To address this issue we have designed Flow Aware Admission Control-Multipath with 
Multiple constraints (FAAC-MM). This protocol assures the application with guaranteed 
throughput as well as bounded end-to-end delay. FAAC-MM switches the data flow from 
primary to secondary route on the basis of achieved throughput and end-to-end delay. We 
have also analyzed and compared the proposed protocols with the state of the art protocols 
such as CACP and Multi-path for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks. The simulation results show 
that our protocol outperforms the above mentioned protocols.
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1 Introduction
Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) are system of autonomous mobile devices or nodes 
that communicate over wireless error prone channel. The field of MANET is evolved from 
radio packet networks [1]. Due to signal degradation and shared nature of wireless channel, 
it may become difficult for mobile nodes to communicate directly in a single hop. In such 
case, a multi-hop scenario occurs, in which nodes forward each other’s data packets for their 
respective destinations [2].
In MANETs there is no centralized control because nodes can leave or join the network at 
their own free will [3]. Free and independent motion of nodes results in an unpredictable 
topology. Decentralization makes the network more robust and ubiquitous. Hence, MANETs 
envision providing a ubiquitous, spontaneous and robust communications framework in 
infrastructure-less environment [4]. Mobile nodes can communicate with a gateway that has 
an access to the Internet [5]. The typical applications offered by MANETS are emergency 
disaster relief, military operation as well as education in infrastructure-less remote areas 
because each node within the network can collaborate and share content with each other 
without a need of specialized infrastructure [6].
Apart from node mobility and decentralized control within MANETs, the availability of 
limited resources and the error prone wireless channel makes it a great challenge to 
guarantee QoS to the data applications. The popularity of MANET based applications is on 
the rise and this includes the use of multimedia application over MANETs. The existing 
routing protocols in MANETs provide best effort service, but do not provide any guarantee 
of QoS provisioning. QoS provisioning in MANETs is a multi layer or cross layer problem 
[7]. It cannot be solved only by designing efficient routing protocols. A full QoS 
provisioning system consists of QoS-Aware Routing (QAR), Admission Control (AC) 
Protocol, Traffic Policing (TP), resource reservation and distribution, traffic scheduling as 
well as MAC layer information.
In our research, we have emphasized QoS-Aware routing and Admission Control protocols. 
Admission control based QoS-aware routing approaches are desirable and play a vital role in 
maintaining QoS for MANET-based applications. The purpose of AC protocols is to gather 
and monitor network resource information. AC protocol accepts or rejects the data session 
request on the basis of acquired network resource information. If the available resources can 
satisfy the requirements of the data session, then the data session request is granted otherwise 
rejected. AC protocols also monitor the network resources and make sure that the
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requirements of all the admitted sessions meet throughout the duration. AC protocols must 
be aware of the interference that may be created by the new data session.
We have designed a novel Admission Control and QoS-aware routing protocol called Flow 
Aware Admission Control (FAAC) protocol, that will maintain guaranteed throughput to the 
applications requiring QoS. FAAC protocol is designed to utilize the caching mechanism of 
the Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol. It is implemented in two stages: (i) searching 
the cache for untested routes from source to destination and initiating the route discovery;
(ii) testing of local and carrier sensing neighbours’ resources. The newly arrived data traffic 
is blocked when there are not enough network resources to support the existing and newly 
arrived traffic. Figure 1-1 shows simple multi-hop mobile ad hoc networks topology.
Tx Range
Figure 1-1 Multi-hop MANETs Scenario
The arrows indicate the possibility of direct communication amongst the devices and the 
large dotted circles represents the transmission range of mobile node. Mobile nodes in 
MANETs receive and transmit messages to each other in multi-hop scenario.
1.1 M ANET Applications
With the increase of portable devices as well as progress in wireless communication, ad hoc 
networking is gaining importance with the increasing number of widespread applications. Ad 
hoc networking can be applied anywhere where there is little or no communication 
infrastructure or the existing infrastructure is expensive or inconvenient to use. Ad hoc 
networking allows the devices to maintain connections to the network as well as easily
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adding and removing devices to and from the network. The set of applications for MANETs 
is diverse, ranging from large-scale, mobile, highly dynamic networks, to small, static 
networks that are constrained by power sources [8]. Besides the legacy applications that 
move from traditional infrastructure environment into the ad hoc context, a great deal of new 
services can and will be generated for the new environment. Typical applications include:
1.1.1 Military battlefield
Military equipment now routinely contains some sort of computer equipment. Ad hoc 
networking would allow the military to take advantage of commonplace network technology 
to maintain an information network between the soldiers, vehicles, and military information 
head quarters. The basic techniques of ad hoc network came from this field [9].
1.1.2 Commercial sector
Ad hoc can be used in emergency/rescue operations for disaster relief efforts, e.g. in fire, 
flood, or earthquake [10]. Emergency rescue operations must take place where non-existing 
or damaged communications infrastructure and rapid deployment of a communication 
network is needed. Information is relayed from one rescue team member to another over a 
small handheld. Other commercial scenarios include e.g. ship-to-ship ad hoc mobile 
communication, law enforcement, etc.
1.1.3 Local level
Ad hoc networks can autonomously link an instant and temporary multimedia network using 
notebook computers or palmtop computers to spread and share information among 
participants at an e.g. conference or classroom. Another appropriate local level application 
might be in home networks where devices can communicate directly to exchange 
information. Similarly in other civilian environments like taxicab, sports stadium, boat and 
small aircraft, mobile ad hoc communications will have many applications [11].
1.1.4 Personal Area Network (PAN)
Short-range MANET can simplify the intercommunication between various mobile devices 
(such as a PDA, a laptop, and a cellular phone). Tedious wired cables are replaced with 
wireless connections [12].
Such an ad hoc network can also extend the access to the Internet or other networks by 
mechanisms e.g. Wireless LAN (WLAN), GPRS, and UMTS.
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1.2 Design Issues and constraints
The design and implementation of QAR and AC protocol for MANETs become a 
challenging task due to the following issues and constraints and these constraints must be 
addressed.
1.2.1 No Centralized Control and Infrastructure
MANETs are formed spontaneously without any pre existing or fixed architecture. Mobile 
nodes can be connected directly or via multi-hop routes. Mobile nodes are free to move 
independently through the network in any direction. It is challenging to achieve an efficient 
and fair media access control in MANETs due to the mobility of the nodes. Therefore 
communications protocols operating in a completely distributed manner are preferred [13]. 
Each node has to disseminate and gather routing information individually. There is no 
central entity that collects all the routing information of the network. It is due to this 
characteristic of MANETs these networks have drawn a lot of attention in the research 
community. MANETs can be setup easily in circumstances where no infrastructure exists. It 
can be connected to the Internet through a gateway.
1.2.2 The shared wireless channel
Nodes communicate over shared wireless channel. The signal may be degraded due to 
different causes like noise, shadowing and multipath fading [14]. Such an error may result in 
corruption of the data packet. If the error occurs due to simultaneous node transmission then 
it is called collision at the MAC layer and sometimes this type of error can be corrected with 
802.11 re-transmission techniques [15]. If the error correction technique fails then the packet 
needs to be retransmitted. Re-routing introduces more overheads to the network and 
degrades session throughput, increase delay and also the network may be congested.
1.2.3 Unpredictable Topology
MANETs topology is totally unpredictable due to the random movements of node. The 
movement of nodes may result in route failure and contribute in the degradation of available 
resources that are assured to the data session at the time of admission. The nodes can move 
in the interference range of route nodes of some data session which decreases the capacity of 
route nodes and results in degraded throughput of the session.
However the rate of changing topology may not be so fast such that it would disable the 
routing protocol to gather and transmit routing information. The network must be
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combinatorially stable. Combinatorially stable means that routing protocol must gather and 
transmit the routing information before topology changes [16]. The routing protocols 
efficiency can be tested in combinatorially stable networks.
1.2.4 Channel Utilization
Mobile nodes communicate over a common channel to find the network topology. Our work 
is based on contention aware MAC layer. However this introduces problems of interference 
and channel availability to the nodes. The well-known problems of hidden node [17] and 
exposed nodes [18] are consequences of channel contention. The hidden node can cause 
collision of data packets and exposed node reduces the efficiency of channel utilization [19]. 
Carrier sensing or interference range is higher than the transmission range of the signal. 
Although a packet cannot be decoded correctly at sensing range but it can corrupt other data 
packet as result of collision. Mobile nodes on the same route should also contend for 
channel’s capacity and this phenomenon is called intra-route contention or mutual 
contention. Mutual contention results in excessive capacity consumption than what the 
application requires.
1.2.5 Limited Power Supply
It is fairly an open research issue in research community to increase the battery life of 
portable or mobile devices such as PDA, smart phone etc. Although research achievement 
has begun to solve the problem of limited battery life, it is still a fact that portable or mobile 
devices have less power supply as compared to wired networks devices [20]. Therefore, the 
design of protocol design should minimize the overhead, because it will drain energy of the 
device proportionally [21].
1.2.6 Less Computational Power
As the research advances we see that the wireless devices nowadays have high 
computational power, still mobile devices have less computational power than the wired 
network devices [22]. So this affects the designing of protocol in MANETs. QoS-Aware 
Routing (QAR) and Admission Control (AC) protocols should be less complex so the 
processor must not be burdened. The routing protocol overhead should affect the running 
application on these devices as little as possible.
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1.3 R esearch Challenges
Most of the research in MANETs is carried out to provide best effort service to the 
applications. Routing protocols working in MANETs environment are designed and 
implemented to achieve best effort services. The emerging use of various multimedia 
applications over wired networks makes it inevitable for MANETs to support these 
applications. These applications achieved a high research success in wired networks, but still 
there are research gaps to fill to achieve the requirements of these applications in MANETs.
The most important QoS metrics are throughput, end-to-end delay, packet loss ratio and jitter 
from application viewpoint [13]. Throughput is the received data per second. It mainly 
depends on transmission rate and packet loss ratio. Transmission rate depends on channel 
rate and channel contention; that means a fraction of time channel is available for specific 
node transmission. As the number of contending nodes increases, channel availability for 
nodes to transmit the data decreases. In other words, channel availability depends on traffic 
load in the network. End-to-end delay mainly depends on the queuing delay at the source and 
intermediate nodes, and the transmission delay from source to destination. Queuing delay is 
the time when a packet is queued in buffer before transmission. It depends on packet arrival 
rate in the queue and the Estimated Service Time (EST) at the MAC layer. The EST mainly 
depends on node channel contention and EST is directly proportional to the number of 
contended nodes. Delay jitter is the variation in delay in packet transmission. It occurs when 
the number of contended nodes changes, or when traffic load changes. Packet loss ratio 
affects the throughput of the network and has mainly three contributors; packets drop due to 
route failure caused by mobility; packets drop due to excessive collision at MAC layer 
during transmission or re-transmission of packets; packets loss due to network congestion or 
queuing buffer overflow. If we see to all of the four discussed QoS metrics, they degrade on 
common reasons and can be controlled mutually up to a very high limit. The main affecting 
factor is channel contention time which is affected by the number of contended nodes, or in 
other words; the traffic load in the network. So to control the traffic in the network, we have 
designed admission control and QoS aware routing protocol. Flow aware means that the 
protocol knows the requirements such as throughput of the flows and admit the traffic into 
the network on the basis of requested and available resources. Non flow aware protocols do 
not consider the flow requirements and admit all the requesting session, which results in 
overwhelming the network. In non flow aware protocols, most of the sessions do not achieve 
the guaranteed throughput and drop the sessions.
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1.4 R esearch M otivation
As we have discussed in section 1.3, provisioning of QoS is mainly affected by the traffic 
load in the network. By careful admissions of data traffic to the network, a requested level of 
throughput can often be reliably guaranteed and other metrics such as delay and packet loss 
ratio can be bounded [23]. Without admission control, network may be overwhelmed with 
excessive traffic and QoS will be violated for all admitted traffic. An admission control 
protocol must test the resources of all the nodes on data route. In addition, QoS aware 
routing will find such routes that can satisfy the requirements of the data flow. We are 
focusing on admission control and QoS aware routing protocol to provide guaranteed 
throughput and bounded delay services to the application. These are the most common QoS 
metrics that most of the application requires.
1.5 Objectives
(i) Routing protocols provide best effort services to applications in MANETs; therefore, 
we aim to design an Admission Control Protocol that works with routing protocol to 
ensure that the throughput guaranteed to the application or data sessions is consistently 
achieved. The protocol uses the opportunistically gathered information during the 
route request process.
(ii) Node Mobility is the main challenging issue in MANETs in providing QoS to the 
applications, therefore our second design protocol supports multiple paths to cope with 
the node mobility to assure guaranteed throughput.
(iii) The multipath protocol introduces new switching mechanisms. It switches the data 
session from primary to secondary route in the following three cases: Firstly when the 
primary route fails due to node mobility. Secondly, when the primary route is not 
satisfying the throughput requirements of the data session. Finally, when the 
secondary route is assuring higher throughput to the data session than primary route.
(iv) Our third design protocol assures the guaranteed throughput and bounded end-to-end 
delay to user applications. The protocol finds the route on the basis of throughput 
requirement and then tests the route for end-to-end delay requirement of the data 
session.
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1.6 R esearch Achievem ent and Novelty of the Research
(i) The design and evaluation of Admission Control and QoS-aware routing protocol that 
provide guaranteed throughput services to the application in MANETs. The novelty of 
our approach is that we present a method that finds a satisfying throughput route, 
assesses the impact of new data session on existing data session, continuously tests how 
much the throughput is achieving each data session, and uses the information gathered 
in the route cache either during the route discovery process or opportunistically.
(ii) The design of a second AC and QAR protocol that maintains multiple routes between 
source and destination for each data session. Multiple paths are maintained on data 
session basis, not on a node basis. The uniqueness of our work is the overhead free 
testing of resources of multiple routes. The switching of data session on the basis of 
requirement, whether due to route failure, when the primary route is not fulfilling the 
requirements and when the secondary route offers greater throughput than the primary 
route.
(iii) The Design and evaluation of a third AC and QAR routing protocol that finds the route 
on the basis of multiple constraints such as throughput and delay requirements of the 
data session. The novel way includes route finding on the basis of throughput 
requirement, and the testing of route delay with a dummy packet. The protocol also 
switch the data session on the basis of achieved throughput and end-to-end delay.
(iv) The comparative study of the different AC and QAR protocol in a real life environment 
where shadow fading occurs in urban areas due to cars, people, building etc. The 
results showed that our protocols react in better way to such conditions, as it is aware of 
changes in shadowing standard deviation.
1.7 S truc tu re  of the repo rt
This work consists of six chapters, which are organised in the following way:
Chapter 1 gives a basic introduction to MANETs, designing of the QAR and AC protocols 
for QoS provisioning. Research challenges, motivation, objectives and outlines are also 
presented.
Chapter 2 presents the literature review and the state of the art protocols in MANETs. The 
most important routing protocols which are the basis of admission control protocols are 
discussed. The state of the art admission control protocols are also presented.
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Chapter 3 includes the basic design and analysis of our proposed Flow Aware Admission 
Control (FAAC) protocol. This chapter explains the working mechanism of FAAC protocol 
and shows the simulation results of our protocol with other Admission Control protocols.
Chapter 4 describes design and analysis of our multipath admission control protocol i.e. 
FAAC-Multipath. This chapter shows the working of the protocol and how to control the 
route failure in MANETs which is the major source of throughput degradation. The 
simulation results show the performances of the single path and multiple path admission 
control protocols.
Chapter 5 presents the design and analysis of FAAC-multipath with multiple constraints 
(FAAC-MM) because with the emerging use of multimedia applications over MANETs 
required more than a single QoS metrics to be maintained. This chapter also include the 
comparative study of FAAC-MM protocol with other single path and multiple paths 
protocols. This chapter also presents the comparative study of different AC and QAR 
protocols in real life environment, where shadow fading (Occurring in urban areas) affects 
the transmission range.
Chapter 6 presents conclusions on the results of the simulation and present the future 
research.
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2 Literature Review and State of the Art
QoS is the collective effect of service performance which determines the degree of 
satisfaction of a user of a service while at the same time ensuring an efficient resource usage. 
A wired network QoS solution cannot be applied in MANETs due to its certain 
characteristics [24], [25]. For wired networks there are two approaches to obtain QoS: an 
over-provisioning and network traffic engineering. Over-provisioning consists of the 
network operator offering a large amount of resources such that the network can 
accommodate all the demanding applications. Instead, network traffic engineering classifies 
ongoing connections and treats them according to a set of established rules. Two proposals 
belonging to this class has been proposed inside the IETF: Integrated Services (IntServ) [26] 
and Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [27].
IntServ is a reservation-oriented method where users request for the QoS parameters they 
need. The Resource reservation Protocol (RSVP) [28] has been proposed by IETF to setup 
resource reservations for IntServ. In comparison to IntServ, DiffServ is a reservation-less 
method. Using DiffServ, service providers offer a set of differentiated classes of QoS to their 
customers to support various types of applications. IPv4 TOS octet or the IPv6 Traffic Class 
octet is used to mark a packet to receive a particular QoS class.
In general, the specific aspects of MANETS make the wire-based QoS models not 
appropriate for MANETs. Over-provisioning, for instance, may not be possible because 
resources are scarce. IntServ/RSVP may require unaffordable storage and processing for 
mobile nodes, and signalling overhead. Diffserv on the other hand, is a lightweight overhead 
model that may be more suitable for MANETs. However, Diffserv organization in customers 
and service providers does not fit the distributed nature of MANETs. These have motivated 
numerous QoS proposals targeted to MANETs [29].
A complete QoS solution requires; an appropriate QoS model, a QoS signalling, a QoS 
aware MAC protocol, admission control and QoS aware routing protocol. Different solutions 
have been proposed in literature to achieve these components. We have focused on 
Admission Control and QoS aware routing to assure QoS to the user applications. Routing 
Protocols in MANETs are designed to provide best effort services to the applications. 
Admission Control (AC) and QoS-aware routing (QAR) protocols are closely related and 
work together for the achievement of QoS in MANETs. In this chapter, we will study 
different routing, admission control and QoS-aware routing protocols. Most of the AC and 
QAR protocols base on these MANET routing protocols.
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2.1 Routing Protocols
Routing is one of the main issues in MANETs that has attracted the research community for 
the past decade. Various solutions are proposed in literature [30]. Proposed solutions are 
mainly categorized by their ways of getting and disseminating network information and 
finding the route between source and destination node. The solutions are broadly classified 
as reactive, proactive and hybrid as shown in Figure 2-1
2.1.2.1 DSR 2.1.3.1ZRP2.1.1.2 OLSR 2.1.2.2AODV2.1.1.1 DSDV
2.1 Routing Protocols
2.1.1 Proactive 
Protocol
2.1.3 Hybrid Routing 
Protocol
2.1.2 Reactive Routing 
Protocol
Figure 2-1 Routing protocols in MANETs
In the proactive routing category, the protocols forms routing table through the exchange of 
routing or topology information of the network. They maintain the routes between each node 
of the network all the time. This concept of routing is mainly inherited form wired networks 
and it does not become very popular in MANETs because of rapidly changing topology in 
MANETs. These protocols introduced a lot of overhead to the network.
In the reactive protocol category, the protocol collects the routing information and routes 
between source and destination on a basis of request from source node’s application. These 
protocols do not disseminate network topology information through control packets and do 
not maintain the routing table of all routes from each node to others and vice versa.
In the hybrid category, protocols are sharing the characteristics of both reactive and 
proactive. It divides the network in different zones and it uses reactive solutions in intra-zone 
nodes and proactive solutions in inter-zone nodes.
Routing protocol tries to find the shortest route, meaning fewer numbers of hops between 
source and destination. It has considered that the shortest route is always better than the 
longer one. The other objective of routing protocol is to reduce the number of control 
overheads, so that data packets can utilize the channel more efficiently. We will discuss 
some of the well-known routing protocols which are also base for admission control and 
QoS-aware routing protocols.
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2.1.1 Proactive Protocols
2.1.1.1 Destination Sequenced Distance V ector R outing
Destination Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) routing protocol is one of the famous 
pioneers routing protocol in MANETs that works on next- hop method of routing table 
construction [31]. It tries to provide best effort services to the application running on 
MANETs. It is based on Distributed Bellman Ford (DBF) [32] algorithm. This algorithm is 
more efficient, less complex, easier to implement and required less memory as compared to a 
link state algorithm. However, this algorithm has problems of short-lived and long-lived 
loops [33]. Figure 2-2 explains the loop problem. The primary cause of this route loop 
problem is the possible use of stale routing information.
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Figure 2-2 Loop problem
Let say that node ‘A’ has a route to node ‘D’ initially and then later on the link between ‘C’ 
and ‘D’ fails and ‘C’ sends the route error message to node ‘A’, which is lost in the middle. 
Now after some time node ‘C’ sends a request to find route to node ‘D’. The request 
approaches through node ‘E’ to node ‘A’ and ‘A’ believes that it has a route to node ‘D’ 
through node ‘B’ which results in loop CEABC. The loop occurs due to stale information 
and there is no mechanism defined in DBF algorithm to solve this problem.
The proposed work in [34], [35], [36] provides the solution to this problem by inter-node 
communication and they have solved the problem up to some point. However, the frequent 
topology changes make it difficult to work in MANETs environment. To solve the routes 
loop problem DSDV is proposed. DSDV introduces the concept of sequence numbering to 
show the freshness of the routing information, thus avoiding the routes loop.
In brief, each mobile node has its own routing table that lists all the possible destinations, 
along with the length of route between itself and other destination. DSDV maintains the 
sequence number to keep the routing table updated. The sequence numbers are generated by 
the destination nodes during its introduction or showing first presence in the network or 
show some new information e.g. about topology changes [37] and the sequence number
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generated by the destination is always even. Each node periodically broadcasts control 
packets of routing information that contains; the destinations’ address, the number of hops to 
reach this destination, and the sequence number of this information, which is originally 
stamped by the destination. DSDV is table driven protocol and each node maintains the path 
to each other destination. Table 2-1 shows the routing table of the mobile node ‘A’ of 
Figure 2-3, and the same table maintained by each node.
i------------► Communication
link
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Figure 2-3 DSDV operation in MANETs 
Table 2-1 Routing table of mobile node 'A'
Destination Next Hop Number of Hops Sequence Number
B B 1 S-340
C B 2 5-460
D D 1 5-310
E D 2 5-090
F D 3 5-190
G B 3 5-236
As every node has the sequence number of all destinations, so they will update their routing 
table if they receive the routing information with higher sequence of that node. Let say that 
route failure occurs between node A and node B, so node A updates its routing table and 
increment by one the sequence number of node B and make the destination B unreachable. 
The node A will update its routing table for node B only when it receives higher sequence 
number than in its routing table. Therefore, there will be no loop formation.
Routing information is broadcast periodically under normal circumstances, but if topology 
change occurs either due to mobility or link breaks, then updates are broadcast earlier. On 
the basis of this difference in updates, two types of updates are defined. One is called “full 
dump” and the other one is called “incremental” [38]. The full dump broadcast carries all the 
available routing information and they are broadcast periodically, while incremental
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broadcast carries only the changed information since the last full dump broadcast. The 
incremental broadcast is smaller in size than the full dump. Therefore, it introduces less 
overhead to the network. But in frequent changes in information it can increase the overhead 
by broadcasting small packets frequently. So in case of frequent changes in information, one 
full dump is broadcast.
A mobile node compares the new received information with the current information of the 
routing table. If the sequence number of new information is higher than the routing table 
information then changes are made in the routing table. If the sequence number of two routes 
is same then the route with shortest length is kept in the routing table. A major advantage of 
DSDV over DBF algorithm is the use of sequence numbering. With this sequence number, 
DSDV has solved the problem of routes loop. Therefore, the routing table routes remain 
updated as the change occurs in routing information.
2.1.1.2 Optimised Link State Routing
Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol is a link state proactive routing protocol 
developed for MANETs [39], [40]. It is derived from a basic link state algorithm and 
optimized the control overhead of proactive routing algorithm. The main difference between 
OLSR and DSDV is that the former one uses only a set of selected nodes to re-transmit the 
control information. These selected nodes are called Multipoint Relays (MPRs) and re­
transmission of control overheads only by MPRs reduces the control overheads of proactive 
routing protocol which is a big issue [41]. Nodes other than MPRs in the network can 
receive, process the control messages but cannot re-transmit.
The idea behind the use of MPRs is to reduce the flooding of broadcast messages by 
controlling the re-transmission of the control messages in the selected area of the network. 
Each node selects a set of nodes from its 1-hop neighbour as MPRs such that it covers the 
two hop neighbours. In other words, a node should be able to reach any of its two-hop 
neighbours via one of its MPRs.
M o b ile  n o d e
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Figure 2-4 Node *A' MPRs selection
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In Figure 2-4, it is illustrated; a node ‘A’ selects nodes ‘B’ and ‘D’ as MPRs to reach to all 
other nodes. The node ‘C’ is not selected as an MPR by node ‘A’, so it will not re-transmit 
the packet to other nodes and in this way OLSR controls the flooding of control information 
in the network.
OLSR uses different types of control messages for different functions of the protocol. The 
most common control messages are; hello messages, topology control (TC) messages and 
Multiple Interface Declaration (MID) messages. Hello messages are broadcast to gather 
neighbours information, form MPRs and perform the task of link sensing. The common 
purpose of Hello messages is to find the local topology and hello messages are generated on 
the basis of information in MPRs set, link set and neighbour set stored in local link 
information base. Each node sends Hello messages periodically, advertising its presence and 
listing any neighbours that it has already detected. Since all of its neighbour nodes also send 
Hello messages, a node learns of its two-hop neighbours, and this allows it to select its MPR 
set for full two-hop neighbour coverage.
On receiving Hello messages, each node finds the addresses of nodes which have selected 
that node as MPRs, and then this node built MPRs selector table that stores the addresses of 
all of these nodes along with their sequence number. OLSR uses sequence number to 
maintain the table updated such as in DSDV. The second kind of control messages 
broadcasted in OLSR is topology control messages. These messages consist of the 
information of MPRs selectors’ node that MPRs have stored in MPRs selector table. The 
topology control messages are broadcasted by MPRs that carry the addresses of those 
neighbours that have selected the sender as a MPR. If a node is not selected by any other 
node as a MPR, a node’s MPRs selector list will remain empty and cannot broadcast 
topology control messages. TC messages are broadcasted periodically and also whenever 
change occurs in MPRs selector list, so the broadcast time of TC may vary. With the help of 
TC messages, each node in the network maintains the topology information in the topology 
table.
Since each MPR periodically advertises a list of its selectors in TC messages, and this is 
propagated by all of its MPRs, routing tables containing the freshest next hop information to 
each destination can be constructed and maintained at all nodes. OLSR protocol maintains a 
route for data packets between any source and destination.
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2.1.2 Reactive Protocols
2.1.2.1 Dynamic Source Routing Protocol
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [42], [43] protocol is a well-known reactive routing 
protocol for MANETs. It uses source routing mechanism to find and store the routes. It can 
be loosely classified as a distance vector protocol and can find route from source to 
destination on a demand basis. The most important mechanisms of DSR protocol are route 
discovery and route maintenance.
Route discovery is the process of finding a route on demand from source to destination. By 
on demand, we mean that the source node wants to send data packets to the destination node. 
Route discovery process mainly consists of Route Request (RtRq) and Route Reply (RtRp). 
Route maintenance is the mechanism by which a node is able to detect the link failure in the 
route of data packet transmission. Route maintenance also operates entirely on demand. DSR 
reduces the overhead of routing in MANETs by designing the route discovery and route 
maintenance reactively, or on demand when needed. There is no mechanism of periodically 
distributed control packets in the network like Hello messages, link sensing, topology 
information, and neighbourhood detecting packets.
When source node “S” wants to send data packets to destination node “D”, then the DSR 
protocol will first search the route from source to destination in route cache of the source. If 
it finds the route in cache then it sends the data on that route, otherwise the protocol will 
initiate the route discovery for the route between source and destination. Node “S” generates 
the route request (RtRq) and broadcast it locally. All the neighbouring nodes receive the 
RtRq message that contains the source and destination node addresses’ and sequence number 
for the refreshing of RtRq. The receiving node will do the following action on receiving 
RtRq message. If, it finds that the RtRq is already processed with the same sequence number 
then the RtRq is dropped, otherwise processed further. If the destination address of the RtRq 
is different from its own address then it broadcast further the RtRq while adding its own 
address to the list of intermediate visited nodes. If that node is the intended destination then 
this node replies with the route reply (RtRp) message to the source node. The destination 
node transmits the RtRp message on the reversed accumulated route of the RtRq. The source 
node “S” caches the route contained in RtRp to use it for successive transmission of the data 
packet. The data packet remains in Send Buffer for a certain time before the route 
discovered.
Figure 2-5 shows how DSR protocol finds a route from source to destination and Figure 2-6 
shows the RtRp from destination to the source of data.
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Figure 2-5 Propagation of Route Request
The circle, rectangle, double sided dotted arrows and single side arrows represent nodes, 
route traversed, wireless link and Route Request (RtRq) transmission form one to another. 
Let say node ‘A’ want to send data to node ‘E’. Hence, node ‘A’ generates route request 
(RtRq) and broadcast it to neighbours node asking for the route to destination. Here in this 
figure, nodes ‘B’ and ‘F’ receives the RtRq and check their own cache for route to 
destination node ‘E’. If there is route in their respective caches of these two nodes, they send 
route reply (RtRp) to source node ‘A’, otherwise it will forward the RtRq further while 
appending its own ID in RtRq path traversed. Eventually, the RtRq reaches the destination 
node ‘E’, and node ‘E ‘ reverse the traversed path in RtRq and unicast the RtRp as shown in 
Figure 2-6. The node ‘F’ and ‘G’ do not send RtRp because these nodes are not in the route 
from source to destination, therefore these nodes dropped the RtRq.
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Figure 2-6 DSR's Route Reply
The second main mechanism of DSR protocol is route maintenance. Route maintenance is 
accomplished by means of Route Error (RtEr) message. DSR employs the acknowledgement 
of data packet receipt at MAC layer or by using passive acknowledgement. When a node 
detects node or link failure, either MAC excessive re-transmission or by passive 
acknowledgment, then the node generates RtEr message and sends to the source node of the 
data packet. The source node removes the stale route from the cache and re-route the packets 
if a route is available.
One of the promising characteristics of DSR protocol is the ability to gather and extract 
useful information from route requests (RtRqs), route replays (RtRps), route errors (RtErs) 
and even from data packet headers. In promiscuous mode, DSR protocol is able to gather this 
information at the MAC layer from each and every packet. This property of DSR protocol is
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called aggressive caching mechanism. DSR protocol employs different time-to-live (TTL) 
values to control the flooding of RtRqs, so to reduce the protocol overheads. The protocol 
overhead is also controlled by implementing the route shortening property of DSR. In route 
shortening, any node can reply to source node from its own cache, if it has the route in its 
cache to the requested destination.
2.1.2.2 Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing
Ad Hoc on Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) [44], [45] is also a well-known 
reactive routing protocol in the field of MANETs. It is one of the main rivals of DSR 
protocol. The basic protocol mechanism consists of route discovery and route maintenance. 
AODV protocol uses next-hop routing technique in route caching [46]. Each node caches the 
addresses of its next-hop address. It uses table based routing instead of source routing. It uses 
sequence number to maintain routing information updated. The primary objectives of AODV 
Protocol are:
• To initiate route discovery on demand, when source node wants to transmit data to 
destination node and there is no route for that destination in the current routing table of 
the source node.
• Neighbour detection (local information) and information of the whole network topology 
are different things.
• To disseminate the local information only to the nodes when they need it.
The source node initiates and broadcast RtRq to its neighbours. The RtRq consists of source 
address, destination address, source sequence number, destination sequence number and hop 
count. The Source sequence number is used to maintain fresh information about source of 
the RtRq and the destination sequence number shows that which route will be acceptable to 
the source to reach destination [47]. The receiving node indentifies the RtRq based on source 
address and broadcast id. The node drops RtRq if has already been processed. If the node is 
not the intended destination, then it broadcasts the RtRq if it does not have fresh route to the 
destination, otherwise it send route replay (RtRp) to the source. On receiving RtRq the 
destination node sends back RtRp to the source node. The sequence numbers are updated in 
the following cases:
• A node generates new RtRq or RtRp.
• An intermediate node gains the new sequence number of the known destination from 
RtRq, RtRp or data packets.
• A route expires or becomes stale.
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Figure 2-7 shows the RtRq and RtRp of the AODV protocol, here the RtRq and RtRp don’t 
carry the whole traversed path as in case of DSR protocol.
i 7 Communication
link
Figure 2-7 Propagation of AODV's Route Request
The circle, rectangle, double sided dotted arrows and single side arrows represent nodes, 
route traversed, wireless link and Route Request (RtRq) transmission form one to another. 
Let say node ‘A’ want to send data to node ‘E’. Hence, node ‘A’ generates route request 
(RtRq) and broadcast it to neighbours node asking for the route to destination. Node ‘B 
‘unicast a RtRp to node ‘A’, as shown in Figure 2-8.
RtRp RtRp
RtRp
RtRp4 RtRp
4---------^ Communication
X link
Figure 2-8 AODV’s Route Reply
In AODV, neighbours are detected either by sending a broadcast or Hello messages. If Hello 
messages are employed, then any node that is part of an active route periodically broadcasts 
a Hello packet. This is simply a RtRp packet with a TTL of one hop, and ensures that all of 
the node’s neighbours are aware of a one-hop route to it [48]. When a broken link is 
detected, a RtEr message is originated and disseminated by the detecting node, listing all of 
the new unreachable destinations.
2.1.3 Hybrid Protocols
2.1.3.1 Zone Routing Protocols
Zone routing protocol [49] is a combination of characteristics of both proactive routing and 
reactive routing protocol, therefore it is known as hybrid routing protocol. As the name 
suggests, it divides the Network in different zones. The ZRP protocol zones overlap, 
therefore it can be categorized as flat routing protocol, hence avoids the organizational
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overheads of the hierarchical routing protocols. Hierarchical routing protocols depend on the 
strategic assignment of gateway, so that every node can access all levels. Nodes belonging to 
different subnets must send their communication to a common subnet. This may congest 
parts of the network [50]. It can be assumed in MANETs that the largest part of the traffic is 
directed to nearby nodes. Hence the ZRP protocol uses proactive routing technique within a 
zone and reactive routing technique among different zone.
Each node of the network defines routing zone separately, and zones of neighbouring nodes 
overlap. The routing zone has a size of radius of ‘r’ and this is expressed in number of hops. 
Hence, the node routing zone includes those nodes that are at a distance of r hops. The 
nodes of zone also divided in peripheral and interior nodes. Peripheral nodes are those which 
are at the same distance of radius ‘r’ of the node and interior nodes are those that are at a 
lesser distance than the radius ‘r’. Figure 2-9 presents the routing zone of node ‘A’ with 
radius ‘r’ of 2 hops.
r=2
/ ©
Figure 2-9 A routing of zone of node ‘A’ with r=2
In Figure 2-9, the nodes B, D, F and H are interior nodes and C, G,I,J are the peripheral 
nodes of the routing zone of node A. the number of the nodes in a routing zone can be 
regulated with the transmission power of the nodes. If the radius is of one or infinity hop 
then it will use only reactive routing and the selection of radius is the trade off between 
proactive routing efficiency and maintenance of the zone viewing. ZRP consist of three parts 
lARP [51] proactive part, lERP [52] reactive part of it and BRP [53] used with lERP to 
reduce the query traffic.
ZRP refers to the locally proactive routing component as the Intra-zone Routing Protocol 
(lARP).IARP are not specific routing protocols, but it is a family of proactive link state 
routing protocols. lARP maintains the routing information of a node’s routing zone. A node 
communicates within its routing zone through lARP. The nodes within a zone communicate 
with each other throughput lARP. Each node maintains the map of its zone nodes that it can 
reach easily. Due to the frequent changes in topology, the nodes update its zone nodes 
information frequently. lARP uses route shortening and removal of redundant routes for 
route optimization.
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Correspondingly, ZRP refers to globally reactive routing component as inter-zone routing 
protocol (lERP). lERP is a family of reactive routing protocol and it does not present any 
specific reactive routing protocol. lERP enhances the route discovery based on lARP local 
connectivity information. In case of global route request, lERP uses zone peripheral nodes to 
reduce the number of transmission. This technique is called Bordercast packet deliver and it 
is provided by Bordercast Resolution protocol.
When a source node wants to transmit data to destination node, then first it searches its 
routing zone node for the destination. It will use proactive routing to send data to its zone 
nodes. If the destination is not in the source node routing zone, the lERP protocol will issue a 
route request for the destination. lERP uses a form source routing protocol. lERP will utilize 
the local information provided by lARP and will send the request to its peripheral mean 
border nodes through BRP. The receiving route requesting nodes will check the destination 
in its local routing zone, if the destination is available in its local routing zone, then it will 
accumulate the route from itself to the destination with routes in the route request and will 
send the route reply to the source node. The source node will receive multiple replies if 
multiple paths are available. Figure 2-10 and Figure 2-11 explains the ZRP routing. In order 
to detect new neighbour nodes and link failures, the ZRP relies on a Neighbour Discovery 
Protocol (NDP) provided by the Media Access Control (MAC) layer. NDP transmits 
“HELLO” beacons at regular intervals. Upon receiving a beacon, the neighbour table is 
updated. Neighbours’, for which no beacon has been received within a specified time, are 
removed from the table. If the MAC layer does not include a NDP, the functionality must be 
provided by lARP.
Figure 2-10 The routing zone of node A Figure 2-11 The routing zone of node E
Let say source node A want to transmit data to destination node M. Now node A will first 
search for the destination in its routing zone. As the destination node is out of the routing 
zone of source node A, so lERP will generate route request and will Bordercast to the 
peripheral nodes I, J, C, E, G through BRP and each nodes will further Bordercast the route 
request, if it does not have the route to the destination. Node E finds through locally
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available information by lARP that M is in its routing zone and it has the route to node M. 
So node E sends the route reply while appending the route from itself to node M with the 
route request.
Table 2-2 illustrate the characteristics of the protocols we have discussed in this section. We 
have compared the different properties of the protocols.
Table 2-2Comparison of routing protocols
C haracteristics DSDV OLSR DSR AODV ZRP
Distributed Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Unidirectional link No Yes Yes No No
Multicast No Yes No Yes Yes
Periodic Broadcast Yes Yes No Yes yes
Reactive No No Yes Yes yes
Proactive Yes Yes No No Yes
Loop Free Routes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Scalability Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
2.2 QoS-Aware Routing and Admission Control Protocols
The roles of the QAR and AC protocols complement each other and may be closely related. 
At a basic level, both types of protocols must discover certain information about the network 
in order to perform their functions. The routing protocol must discover the network topology 
and maintain a certain view of this at each node to match applications’ requirements for 
routes. Both types of protocols must estimate the residual resources in the network. The 
routing protocol does this to aid in route discovery and selection in order to utilise those 
traffic-forwarding nodes that are most likely to support the applications’ requirements. The 
AC protocol must undertake this in order to know which application data sessions may be 
admitted into the network without degrading the QoS promised to previously-admitted 
sessions. It is possible that a QAR protocol may ascertain the achievable QoS on a route, and 
the only reason it is excluded from being an AC protocol as well, is the lack of a small code 
module that rejects or admits the session, which requested the route, by comparing the 
achievable QoS to the desired level.
The primary aim of both QAR and AC protocols is to facilitate the provision of the 
necessary QoS to user applications. Network resources are required in order to provide a
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certain QoS and a significant part of the operation of both QAR and AC protocols consists of 
the management and utilisation of these resources.
The AC protocol must find the links or path between source and destination nodes which 
have the required resources. In QAR protocols, the route discovery process can be used for 
AC decision, if the required resources are available then admission is granted otherwise 
rejected. However in contention based 802.11 network it is not the nodes through the path 
which affect the session’s achievable QoS but also the neighbours of the nodes on the path of 
the session. In contention based 802.11 network, the nodes’ sensing range are almost double 
of the transmission range. Therefore, the node’s transmission affects the capacity of all the 
neighbours’ nodes, whether they are part of the route or not. So we have to take care of 
neighbour nodes as well, we have to check their available capacity whether they can allow 
the new session or not without affecting the already admitted data sessions. While it is vital 
to make correct AC decisions when a data session begins, the QoS made to the session 
should be assured.
QoS-aware routing protocols [54], [55] are using contention free MAC. Due to the lack of 
centralized control in MANETs, it become very difficult to utilize the use of contention free 
or centralized CDMA/TDMA-based MAC, so we take into account QoS-aware routing and 
Admission Control protocols based on contention-based MAC layer like IEEE 802.11 DCF 
(Distributed Coordinated Function).
QAR and AC protocols can be classified as single path and multi-path protocols. Multipath 
protocols maintain primary and secondary path for each data session from source to 
destination. Therefore, in case of route failure. Multipath protocols switch the data session to 
backup path. In this section, we will describe some of the most important QAR and AC 
protocol which has improved the provisioning of QoS for different applications. Figure 
2-12 shows the classification of QAR and AC protocols.
2.2 .2M ulti-Path  P rotocols
2.2.1.2PAC 2.2.1.3AAC 2.2.2.1StAG2.2.1.1CACP 2.2.2.2MACMAN
2.2 QAR and AC Protocols
2.2.1 Single Path Protocols
Figure 2-12 QAR and AC protocols in MANETs
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2.2.1 Single Path QAR and AC Protocols
2.2.1.1 Contention Aware Admission Control Protocol
Contention Aware Admission Control Protocol (CACP) [56] is considered something of a 
landmark in the design of admission control protocols for MANETs [57]. The AC protocol 
measures the available resources of network by checking whether it can support or not the 
new flow of data without affecting the quality of the existing flows [58].
The proposed protocol is combined with a source routing protocol similar to Dynamic 
Source Routing (DSR). AC takes place in two stages. In the first stage partial admission is 
granted to the flow because at that time only partial route of the flow is known to the nodes. 
When a session requesting admission packet arrives at a source node, a route discovery is 
triggered. Nodes monitor the Channel Idle Time Ratio (CITR) and only forward the Route 
Request (RtRq) if their locally available capacity is sufficient, considering the intra-route 
contention. Locally available capacity means the capacity of the node monitoring CITR. In 
case of Contention Aware Admission Control Protocol-Multihop (CACP-Multihop) and 
CACP-Power only local resources are estimated; Carrier Sensing Neighbours (CSN) 
resources are not checked during this RReq phase because it enforces extra overheads on the 
partial discovered route. In CACP- Carrier Sensing (CACP-CS) after comparing the locally 
available capacity during the route request, CSN capacity is also checked before forwarding 
the RtRq because it doesn’t require any overheads.
The route in RtRq is cached at the destination. Thus, if multiple RtRqs reach the destination 
on different routes, several routes are cached. One route is selected for Route Reply (RtRp) 
on the basis of some criteria such as first discovered route or the shortest route. Each 
intermediate node receiving the RtRp again tests its locally available capacity, but this time 
with the full knowledge of the intra-route contention. During the RtRp all nodes on the route 
must check their neighbours’ capacity by one of the following proposed methods.
2.2.1.1.1 Flooding method
CACP-Multi-hop floods an Admission Request (AdReq) packet to a distance of two hops, 
assuming it will reach the nodes in a carrier sensing neighbourhood. In some network 
topology, the given node may not reach its entire carrier sensing range nodes, and by 
increasing the hop count the node may reach some nodes out of its Carrier Sensing Range 
(GSR) as shown in Figure 2-13. In this figure GSR of node ‘B’ is considered. If the number 
of hops is increases from two to three, then the AdReq will also reach node T’, which is out 
of GSR of node‘B’.
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Figure 2-13 Multi-hop Admission Request Propagation 
2.2.LL2 High Power Method
CACP-Power uses a higher power to transmit a bandwidth query packets to ensure it will 
reaches all nodes within the CSR with a single transmission. Data packets are transmitted 
with a normal power to compensate the interference. Figure 2-14 shows the procedure of 
the high power transmission of AdReq. High power transmission introduces more 
interference in the network that reduces the capacity.
Figure 2-14 High Power Transmission AdReq
2.2.1.1.3 Passive Resource Discovery Method
CACP-CS employs a passive resource discovery-based approach and thus no explicit 
capacity query packet is used. CACP-CS employs a second lower threshold aside from the 
Carrier Sensing Threshold (CST) called Neighbour Carrier Sense Threshold (NCS-T) to 
sense all transmissions occurring to and from its two-hop CSN. CACP-CS then estimates the 
available channel capacity as the Channel Idle Time Ratio (CITR) detected by the NCS-T, 
multiplied by the raw channel capacity. This method may underestimate the capacity. The 
Figure 2-15 shows the capacity estimation of node ‘B’. It includes the neighbours of node 
‘F’ and node ‘G’ which are nodes ‘H’ and ‘F respectively. The transmission of these nodes 
will not affect the capacity of node ‘B’, so this method may underestimate the capacity of the 
route or nodes.
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Figure 2-15 CACP-CS mechanism of Neighbour's Capacity Estimation
The admission request (AdReq) packet carrying the session request information of the flow 
is broadcast to the CSN in case of CACP-Multi-hop and CACP-Power. When the nodes 
receive AdReq packet, it checks their available capacity either they can support the flow or 
not without effecting the existing flows. If these nodes do not send the admission denied 
(AD) packet back to the AdReq source within the specified time, the source nodes consider 
that they can support the flow and forward the RtRq packet.
When a route failure occurs, CACP must search for an alternate route. This is because, after 
the initial route discovery, only one RtRp is returned to the source, and since the AC 
procedure is coupled with the route discovery process, the session cannot simply be re­
routed to another known route. CACP introduces more overheads in the network while 
checking the resources. It check the resources with half and full knowledge of contention 
aware. There is no such method specified that ensures that the collision will not be increased 
with the new data session admission. Also, again it’s very expensive to initiate route 
discovery when route failure occurs. CACP also used session pausing mechanisms, which 
increase the end-to-end delay and results in congestion and higher packet loss ratio.
2.2.1.2 Perceptive Admission Control Protocol
Perceptive Admission Control (PAC) [59], [60] enables the nodes to estimate their available 
bandwidth for admission decision by sensing the transmission. PAC uses passive monitoring 
to estimate the available capacity at the current node and its neighbours, similar to CACP-CS 
[56] albeit with some modification [58]. However the PAC range of monitoring is less than 
that of CACP-CS. A received signal can be reliably decoded having a specific Signal to 
Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR). There is a minimum signal power with which 
interference can cause a collision with a packet being received. To find the range of effect of 
interference causes by the transmission of a sender; Receiver Interference Range (RIR) is 
defined as the minimum distance between a receiver and other transmitter so that the
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transmission from that source cannot affect the reception of data by the receiver from some 
other source. So, for a transmitter to sense all of the transmission that could cause collision at 
its receiver, due to 802.1 Ts ACKs [15], the monitoring range must be twice the 
transmission/reception range Dr plus the RIR, i.e.
/&7cr = 2*Dr + RIR (2.1)
Neighbour Carrier Sensing Range (R„cr) is the monitoring range of a node; Dr is the 
maximum distance between transmitter and receiver. A receiver can receive data from 
transmitter within this area. Nodes within this particular range are called neighbours (N). 
Two senders should be at a distance of Rncr for parallel transmission to two different 
receivers. Figure 2-16 shows the distances Rncr, RIR and Dr. Small circle represent nodes, 
medium circle represent Dr, dashed larger circle represent RIR and the largest circle 
represent Rncr- Node ‘c’ is out of node ‘b’ RIR so node ‘c’ transmission will not affect the 
receiver ‘b’ reception.
RIR,
Rncr
Figure 2-16 PAG Distances
PAG reserved some capacity to cope with the problem of congestion caused by node 
mobility. The size of capacity varies depending on the congestion. The reserved capacity 
should not be considered as the available bandwidth for the admission of new data flow. The 
following condition must be satisfied to get admission to new flow:
Bavail — Bres >  Breq (2.2)
Where Bavaii is the available bandwidth, Bres is the reserved bandwidth to avoid congestion, 
and Breq is required bandwidth by the new application flow.
As mobile nodes change their location, the network may become more congested due to 
which nodes will interfere more with each other. Therefore after careful AG the network 
traffic should be monitored to avoid congestion. PAG informs the source of the flow if the 
Ghannel Idle Time Ratio (GITR) decreases below a threshold value. The source can either
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suspend or reject the flow. After a random back-off time the flow is re-admitted. Rejecting 
multiple flows concurrently is not efficient because it can underestimate the residual 
capacity. Sources check the available resources randomly to avoid the rejection of multiple 
flows at the same time. PAC can be coupled with a QAR protocol such as CACP-Multi-hop 
[31] routing protocol to perform multi-hop AC. The AC will then take place during the route 
discovery process and the state of available bandwidth is measured periodically or on 
demand.
2.2.1.3 Adaptive Admission Control Protocol
Adaptive Admission Control (AAC) [61] protocol concentrates on the impacted region by 
the transmission of a source node and Contention Count (Ccount) on the basis of network 
topology [13]. AAC protocol defines the serviceable bandwidth as the smallest available 
bandwidth on the sensing range of a node. Hello messages used for bandwidth information 
propagation are forwarded to only one hop containing the bandwidth information of the 
sender and its one hop neighbour. So the receiving node becomes aware of the two hops 
bandwidth availability.
Ccount is the number of nodes that are members of the forwarding path and also present in the 
carrier sensing range of the contended node. AAC protocol determines the Ccount using the 
hop count provided by the Reactive Routing Protocol during the route discovery process. 
The most accurate estimation of Ccount is obtained by considering the impacted region up to 
the radius of two or three hops, depending on the roughness of the path. Number of hop 
counts of 2 and 3 are suitable for smooth and rough paths respectively. The roughness of a 
path is determined by the network nodes density. On the basis of roughness of the path, hop 
count is switched between 2 and 3.
AAC protocol uses QoS-AODV [62] style route discovery, therefore minimizing the 
signalling overheads. The full admission is granted to the session on the basis of RtRp, 
because the accurate rank of a node in a route can be found only by receiving RtRp packets. 
The rank of a node as defined by the author of [62] means the hop distance of the node from 
source and destination nodes.
AAC protocol deal with the QoS violations due to mobility as follow: When QoS data 
packets of a session occupy a significant part of the interface queue; the pre-specified source 
node is informed about it. The specified source node pause the transmission of data flow 
with the highest bandwidth requirements. By doing this, more network resources become 
available, and there is less chances for other flows to be affected. It becomes difficult for the 
paused data session to get re-admission due to high bandwidth requirements.
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2.2.2 Multi-path QAR and AC protocols
2.2.2.1 Staggered Admission Control Protocol
Staggered Admission Control Protocol (StAC) [63] is a passive monitoring-based AC 
protocol that ensures that the throughput requirement of the session is maintained in multi 
hop mobile ad hoc networks. StAC protocol focuses on collisions, because collisions not 
only wastes the channel time due to retransmission but result in high back off time. Nodes 
check their local resources using a CITR mechanism [15]. StAC protocol is implemented in 
three stages [13].
In the first stage, the application agent in the source node generates the Session Request 
(SReq) packet specifying the requirements of the data flow. The network layer receives the 
SReq packet and checks the local available capacity considering the intra-route contention 
whether it can support the flow or not. If it does not support the flow then the session is 
rejected else the SReq is broadcast in the form of Route Request (RtRq). All intermediate 
nodes test their local resources and append the information with the RtRq packet. When 
RtRq is received by the destination node it also tests the local resources and sends Route 
Reply (RtRp). All routes are cached at the source nodes. The CSN capacity is not checked 
during the RtRq and RtRp stages.
In the second stage, the CSN capacity is tested using the method akin to CACP-Multihop 
[56]. The AdReq packet is transmitted to two hops CSN and neighbour nodes test the local 
available capacity. If a CSN finds that it cannot support new data flow, it sends an 
Admission Denied (AD) packet back to the AdReq sender. If a CSN finds that it can support 
the new data flow then it reserves the required capacity of the data flow and session is 
partially admitted.
In the third stage, the source starts transmitting the data at a very low rate. The effect of this 
newly admitted session is observed and gradually increasing the data rate up to the required 
level of data session within the specified time. During this increasing period, a session may 
be rejected if it is affecting the earlier admitted sessions.
StAC protocol takes mUch more time in admitting the sessions and wastes the network 
capacity by rejecting the data sessions very late. The Data rate increasing time under­
estimates the network’s capacity.
StAC protocol re-route the session when the current route break due to mobility or 
congestion. It reserves some capacity for unseen interference [64].
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2,1,22  Multi-Path Admission Control for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
MANETs face problems in providing QoS due to mobility, wireless channel and mutual 
contention. The proposed Multi-Path Admission Control for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks 
(MACMAN) [65] protocol focuses on the mobility issues of MANETs. It improves the QoS 
by providing multiple paths for the same flow. Its basic functionality is akin to CACP [56] 
and PAC [59] to provide the required QoS to the flows in MANETs [13].
It uses Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol to discover multiple routes between source 
and destination. All the routes are stored in source node so that a flow can switch from one 
route to another route whenever congestion occurs. The data flow is always transmitted on 
the best route, selected by the source on some specified criteria that is not explained in the 
paper.
The reliability of the backup routes is checked periodically by transmitting Route Capacity 
Query (RCQ) messages. The RCQ message contains the listing of current route and the 
bandwidth requirements of the flow. Each node on the backup route tests its local capacity to 
find whether it can accomplish the requirements of the data flow or not.
When testing the capacity of nodes on a backup route, the Contention Count may 
underestimate the capacity of nodes due to some of the nodes on the current session route 
may imposing interference on the nodes on the backup path. So to solve that problem 
Contention Difference (Cdiff) of a node is calculated. Cdüf of a node is the number of nodes 
which are Carrier Sensing Neighbours (CSN) of that node, as well as present in the backup 
route but not in the current route of the flow. The destination node is not included in node’s 
Cdiff. Contention Difference is estimated as:
Cdiff = {(CSN (~\ Rbu  ^— (CSN O Rcurr)} (2.3)
CSN represent Carrier Sensing Neighbours of the node, Rbup is the backup route on which 
RCQ message is transmitted and Rcun- represent the current route of the flow. Figure 2-17 
presents the method of calculating Contention Difference.
CSR
Figure 2-17 Contention Difference Calculation
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The small filled circles represent nodes and larger circle represents carrier sensing range of 
node “D”. The path A—>1—>J-^K— is the current route of the flow and the path 
A-^B—>C—>D->E—>F—>G—>H is a backup route used for CQP messages. The normal Ccount 
of the node “D “on the backup route is 5, but 3 of its CSN (I, J, K} are already included in 
the current path. So the Cdiff of the node ’D’ is 2. Similarly, we can find the Cdiff for all other 
nodes.
On the basis of resource estimation, the node will either forwards the RCQ or send the Route 
Capacity Failed (RCF) message to the source, mentioning that the requirements of the 
session cannot be satisfied. The process of RCQ messages and RCF messages can only 
maintain or remove the routes from the cache if they cannot support the requirements. When 
all the cached backup routes are removed, then a new route discovery is initiated for the 
same flow, because in case of failure of the current route, there should be a backup route in 
the cache. So there will be no need of stopping the flow, but merely to switch to other cached 
route. The main obvious advantage of this protocol is that several routes are known for the 
same flow at any time at the traffic source. It has introduced more control packets in terms of 
RCQ because it tests the backup route periodically. It says that both routes should be 
completely disjoint which also introduce more control packet to search for such routes. The 
protocol does not switch the data session to secondary route although secondary is offering 
higher throughput than the primary route.
Table 2-3 Characteristics of QAR and AC protocols
AC
Protocol
MAC Routing Protocol Reaction 
To route 
Failure
Congestion
Avoidance
Local
Available
Information
Neighbour
Capacity
Estimation
Novelty
CACP Coupled
DCF
On demand 
Source Routing
Rely on routing 
protocol
Reserved
capacity
Passive
monitoring
CITR
Passive monitoring 
or multi-hop query 
or high power query
Take neighbours 
capacity into 
account
PAC Coupled
DCF
On demand 
Source Routing
Rely on routing 
protocol
Reserved some 
capacity
Passive
monitoring
CITR
Passive monitoring Passive monitoring 
for neighbours 
information
AAC Coupled
DCF
like QoS-AODV Rely on routing 
protocol
Frequent 
resource updated
Passive
monitoring
CITR
Aggregate 
information in hello 
messages
Aggregate capacity 
information
MACMAN Coupled
DCF
On demand 
Source Routing
Reroute to 
backup routes
Pause the 
heaviest traffic 
flow
Passive
monitoring
CITR
Passive monitoring Multiple capacity 
tested backup 
paths
StAC Coupled
DCF
On demand 
Source Routing
Pause and 
check
for the routes
Re-route to 
highest capacity 
route
Passive
monitoring
CITR
Query messages Increase the flow  
rate gradually
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2.3 Summary
In this chapter we have illustrated the widely used routing protocols, which form the basis 
for most of the QAR and AC protocols. All of the discussed protocols have different 
methods for gathering and propagating topology information. The most advanced method of 
routing in MANETs is reactive routing protocol due to the unpredictable and frequent 
changes occurring in the topology of network. In case of high mobility, the proactive routing 
is not efficient due to large number of overheads and false routes information. The use of 
false routes is very expensive in terms of throughput and end-to-end delay constraints for the 
applications. Most of the AC and QAR protocols are building upon DSR protocol due to the 
use of source routing and cache and specifically less number of overheads. In promiscuous 
mode, DSR nodes learn the routes for the different destination. The better use of this quality 
of DSR protocol helps to design a better QAR and AC protocol which can fulfil the 
requirements of the applications.
Routing Protocols using AC will have better provision of QoS, compared to best effort 
routing protocols. Albeit all discussed protocols have some limitations. CACP doesn’t deals 
well with mobility because it has to search a new route in case of route failure. PAC 
underestimates the available resources due to passive monitoring. MACMAN introduces too 
many overheads in maintaining the fully disjoint backup routes. The admission time of StAC 
protocol is high as compared to other proposed protocols. Its admission control method is 
very complicated which is also a problem for mobile devices.
3 Design and Evaluation of Flow Aware 
Admission Control (FAAC) protocol
The expanding use of Mobile Ad Hoc Networks is made possible by the widely available and 
inexpensive IEEE 802.11 devices. The advancement in technology and the emerging 
applications have triggered the quest to use MANETs to support these applications [66]. The 
QoS provisioning in MANETs cannot be guaranteed alone at network layer but needs to be 
addressed by different layer co-operation [67]. The provision of QoS assurance in MANETs 
has a lot of research opportunities.
Admission control and QoS-aware routing protocol is one of the solutions to provide 
guaranteed throughput to the applications in MANETs. In this regard, different proposals 
have been presented in literature. The Contention Aware Admission Control (CACP) protocol 
is considered a landmark in the design of Admission Control (AC) Protocols. It states that the 
data session not only affects the resources of route nodes but their neighbourhood nodes as 
well. The protocol maintains a single path from source to destination which becomes difficult 
to cope with the mobility. CACP does not consider the effect of newly admitted data traffic 
and then due to increase in collision, the session completion ratio is very low. The admission 
control process is very complex and introduces more overheads to the network.
Perceptive Admission Control (PAC) protocol enables the nodes to estimate their available 
bandwidth for admission decision by sensing the neighbouring nodes transmission. PAC uses 
passive monitoring to estimate the available capacity at the current node and its neighbours. 
PAC has devised new transmission sensing range and checks the resources using carrier sense 
method that is not near to practical deployment of the MANETs. Staggered Admission 
control (StAC) protocol uses to test the local available resources of nodes more than twice to 
get admission into the network which is the waste of resources and delays session admission 
into the network. Single Phase Admission Control (SPAC) [68] protocol is based on AODV 
protocol but does not calculate the contention count properly.
We designed and implemented a novel Flow Aware Admission Control (FAAC) protocol to 
assure guaranteed throughput to user applications [69]. This chapter demonstrates FAAC 
protocol design and implementation. The design is modelled and simulation studies conducted 
to show the effect of Admission Control (AC) protocol on improving the QoS provisioning in 
MANETs. The remaining part of the chapter is structured as follows: section 3.1 presents the 
FAAC protocol; section 3.2 presents the designed protocol verification and analysis; 3.3
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shows FAAC Performance Evaluation and Parametric Study; section 3.4 presents Simulation 
Parameters; section 3.5 presents Output Metrics; section 3.6 represents simulation results and 
analysis and section 3.7 presents the summary of the chapter.
3.1 Flow A w are Admission Control Protocol
FAAC protocol incorporates both routing and admission control aspects of operation. Its 
purpose is to provide end-to-end guaranteed throughput services to application data sessions 
that have a strict constraint on the minimum level of throughput they require. FAAC protocol 
includes features to discover routes that nominally have adequate capacity to support 
admission of data sessions, as well as to admit only those new sessions that would not have a 
derogatory effect on the throughput of the previously-admitted sessions and finally to uphold 
the level of throughput that it has promised to sessions by way of admitting them.
FAAC protocol is implemented on top of DSR protocol, which solves the issues of stale route 
in DSR route cache, because every route must have to be tested for throughput before data 
transmission. The novelty of our protocol is the mechanism to find the route which can 
guarantee the throughput and make use of caching mechanism of DSR protocol and to test the 
local and neighbour resources during the Session Request (SReq) with the full knowledge of 
contention count and how to propagate the SReq in the network.
3.1.1 Protocol Operation
Here, we give a full description of its operation as well as the design choices made. The 
protocol working mechanism is a combination of application layer and network layer. We 
have explained the behaviour and characteristics of each layer involved in our protocol.
3.1.2 Application Layer Model
Application layer is the 5* layer in TCP/IP suite and it is basically responsible for different 
services. Different applications run on application layer. We have developed an application 
that generates constant bit rate data and the application agent defines the notion of a session. A 
new data session is specified by the following fields; data session ID, start time (s) of data 
session, minimum required throughput (bps), and data packet size (bytes). The session ID is 
allocated by the application agent. The throughput requirement defines how many bits, and 
therefore packets, are generated per second, as well as the desired end-to-end throughput. 
Traffic is modelled by constant bit rate sources, since this adequately demonstrates the ability 
of FAAC to handle various traffic loads and to make admission decisions.
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When a new session is generated by a user, a blocking timer is set to expire in 10s and a 
session request (SReq) message is passed to the network at the source node. The source 
application agent will block the session if it does not receive the session reply (SRep) in 10s. 
The blocking timer is set to 10s, so that the application agent can generate two SReq for each 
data session before blocking the data session. All source nodes select destination randomly in 
the network. The SReq is passed down to the User Datagram Protocol (UDF) agent. The UDF 
agent encapsulates the SReq in a UDF packet, giving it a unique sequential packet ID. The 
SReq is carried as the application data and passed down to the routing agent, which takes over 
the handling of SReq.
3.1.3 Network Layer Model
Network layer is the 3rd layer in TCF/IF suite and routing protocol runs on this layer. As 
FAAC protocol is partially coupled with DSR protocol, therefore it is implemented on 
network layer. Application data sessions that are requesting service from and admission to the 
network are assumed to specify their desired traffic characteristics to the FAAC protocol. In 
this work, we model these characteristics in the form of Session Request (SReq) packet. The 
SReq is passed down to the network layer to model the arrival of a session admission request 
at a traffic source node. The routing agent will find the route in route cache or will initiate the 
Route Request (RtRq). When route is found then the protocol will test the route nodes 
resources according to Session Request (SReq). The Novelty of our designed FAAC protocol 
is the method of propagating Session Request (SReq), resource checking and to find the route 
for throughput sensitive data session. Figure 3-1 shows the position of FAAC protocol in 
TCF/IF suite. FAAC protocol works on network layer and as well MAC layer, because MAC 
layer calculate the remaining resources for FAAC protocol to take admission decision.
Application Layer Session Request
Transport Layer UDF/TCF
Network Layer FAAC Protocol
Network Interface
Link Layer
Physical Layer
Figure 3-1 FAAC protocol in view of TCP/IP suite
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3.1.4 Protocol Implementations
FAAC protocol is implemented in two phases:
• In first phase, the protocol searches the route from source to destination in route cache. If 
the route is available in the route cache, then the protocol checks the resources for that route in 
second phase of the protocol implementation. If there is no source to destination route in route 
cache, then the routing agent generates the route request (RtRq) and finds the routes between 
intended source and destination.
• In second phase of admission control, local and neighbour resources are tested before 
forwarding the SReq to other nodes. As in the second stage, the full route is known to the 
source, so FAAC protocol will check the resources with the full knowledge of contention 
count (Cgount)'
The required capacity of a node {Cre  ^ can be estimated by using the following equation. The 
session single hop requirement is calculated as:
^req=breq*Keq (3-D
Both types of capacity are measured in bits per second. Where breq is the required capacity by 
the session and W^q is the weighting factor means the overheads of different layers to be 
included with the data capacity as show in following equation 3.2.
_  {T dIFS + 3 T siFS + T fTS + T c TS + T dATA + Tack + Tbackoff+ TMAChdr+ TlPhdr + TuDPhdr + TsWidr+ TgoShdr)
# 2 )
here T o i f s  and T s i f s ^ ^ Q  the times taken by distributed coordinated function (DCF) inter-frame 
space (DIFS) and short inter-frame space (SIFS) employed by the direct sequence spread 
spectrum (DSSS) physical layer (PHY) specification in IEEE 802.11 standard [6], T r t s .  T c t s ,  
T d a t a  and T a c k  are the times taken to transmit request-to-send (RTS),clear-to-send (CTS), Data 
and ACK frames (along with the physical layer preambles) respectively, Tbacko// represents the 
time for which a node backs off before each packet transmission and TMAChdn 7/fWn Tsmidn 
TuDPhdr, TgoShdr are the times taken to transmit the fixed size MAC, IP, source route, UDF and 
QoS-specification (SReq contents) headers on each data frame. Figure 3-2 explains the 
transmission of data using RTS/CTS method and Table 3 -1 shows the values of the variable 
used in overhead calculation.
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Sender
Receiver
DIFS
50ns
Backoff
[0,CW]*20ns
RTS
20Bytes
SIFS
10ns
MBytes
CTS
SIFS
10ns
DATA SIFS
10ns
MBytes
ACK
DIFS
50ns
Figure 3-2 Data Transmission Procedure on wireless Link 
Table 3-1 Overheads Values and their references
So for any node to forward the SReq should satisfy the following equation:
{Tidie—Ttvsv)P>Creq*Ccoum wheve rcsv e l , 2 ,3 ,4 ,,,,,
time
time
Parameter/
Variable
Value Reference
Tdifs 50psec IEEE 802.11b
T b a c k o ff [0,CW] slot time IEEE 802.11b
Slot time 20psec IEEE 802.11b
R T S s i z e 20bytes IEEE 802.11b
Tsifs lOpsec IEEE 802.11b
U D P h d r s iz e Gbytes TCP/IP suite
1  P h d r s iz e 20bytes TCP/IP suite
Q o S h d r s iz e 1Gbytes FAAC protocol
S R -h d r s iz e 20bytes Route Length - 1
M A C h d r s iz e 28bytes IEEE 802.11b
R R Y p ream b le Gbytes IEEE 802.11b
P H Y h d r s iz e IGbytes IEEE 802.11b
(3.3)
Where T^ die is the fraction of channel idle time, Tresv is the session reserved fraction of the 
channel time, which is not yet being used, but which has been reserved by previously 
processed session admission request (SReq), and p is the node transmission rate, which 
specifies the raw channel capacity in bps. FAAC protocol requires that the 802.11 MAC 
protocol monitors the status of the channel reported by the virtual and physical carrier-sensing 
mechanisms. The basic unit of time in the 802.11 MAC specifications is the time slot, the 
duration of which is between 9ps and 20ps depending on the type of PHY assumed. As 
admission control protocols take decision on average available capacity, therefore, in our 
model, the MAC protocol simply checks the channel status once per time slot, since this is a
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computationally cheap operation, and records the number of slots for which it is deemed idle. 
This number is aggregated for one second before being reported to the higher layer protocol. 
This avoids responding to momentary fluctuations in the CITR. MACMAN uses 250ms 
instead of 1 second, which results in wrong admission decision.
The source node of the data traffic will test its local resources according to equation (3.3). If it 
can satisfy the requirement of the new session then it will check the resources of its two hops 
neighbour resources by transmitting admission request (AdReq) to two hops neighbours. The 
neighbour nodes test their local capacity using equation (3.3). If it can satisfy the 
requirements, then it stores the session and route information, otherwise will send the 
admission denied (AD) packet to the AdReq source node. After this the AdReq source node 
will inform the data source node that it cannot accommodate the new data session. If the 
AdReq did not receive the AD packet, so it considers that its neighbours can accommodate the 
new data session. The node forwards the SReq, when its local and neighbour nodes can 
accommodate the requesting data sessions. FAAC protocol checks the node resources during 
the session request phase with full knowledge of contention count (Ccount)- Contention count of 
the node can be calculated by the following formula [56],
Ccount =  (C S N  H \R ) \  D (3.4)
Here Contention Count (Ccount) is the combination of Carrier Sensing Neighbours (CSN) and 
tentative route (R) of the data traffic excluding the destination node (D). The destination node 
does not transmit the data further therefore, it is not considered in Ccount-
FAAC protocol is implemented on the top of routing protocol means it is the protocol of 
network layer in TCP/IP suite. FAAC protocol receives the SReq from application layer, 
which states the throughput requirement of the session. FAAC protocol caches the SReq 
information in SReq table. Figure 3-3 represents the operation of the FAAC protocol and 
explains the testing of local and neighbours’ node resources.
 ► Data route
 ► AdReq
Carrier Sensing 
\  Range
AdReq
iData Fioi
M obile node!Tx Range
Figure 3-3 Capacity test at local and neighbour nodes
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In Figure 3-3, small circle represent mobile nodes, middle and large circles represent the 
transmission and carrier sensing range of node ‘B’ respectively. Node ‘S’ is the source and 
node ‘D’ is the destination of the data session. Solid arrows represent the intended data route 
from ‘S’ to ‘D’ and dotted arrows represent the transmission of Admission Request (AdReq) 
control packets from node ‘B’ to its two hops neighbours to check their capacity.
Let say the SReq reaches the node ‘B’ and ‘B’ have to calculate session’s required capacity 
while considering the Contention Count (Ccount)- So node ‘B’ will consider nodes {S,A,B,C,E} 
as a Contention Count because these nodes are within the Carrier Sensing Range (CSR) of 
node ‘B’ as well as part of intended route and also none of these nodes is the destination. At 
this stage node ‘B’ will test its local resources using equation (3.3).
Figure 3-4 shows the processing of SReq by each individual node.
# Received SReq 
If (Bavail >= Breq) then 
-Broadcast AdReq 
Note: If (AD) then
-Drop SReq 
-Inform Source Node
Else
If (time>=SReqtime) then
-Reserve resources 
-Propagate SReq 
Else
-Goto Note:
End if 
End if
Else
-Drop SReq 
-Inform Source Node 
End if
Figure 3-4 The processing of SReq by each individual node
SReqtime is the time during which the source node of data waits for Admission Denied (AD) 
before reserving the resources and propagating the SReq. When the local resources of node 
‘B’ satisfy the requirements of the new session, it stores this information and broadcast 
Admission Request (AdReq) up to two hop neighbours.
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Figure 3-5 shows how each node process AdReq packet. AdReq time to live (TTL) represents 
the number of nodes to which AdReq packet has to be forward. Two hops neighbours’ nodes 
will also test their capacity according to equation (3.3). The two hops neighbour’s node will 
issue the admission denied (AD) packet to the source of Admission Request (AdReq) that is 
node ‘B’, if it does not have enough resources to accommodate the new data session. If node 
‘B’ does not receive AD packet then it will forward the SReq to other node on the intended 
route of the data and reserve the required resources of the data session.
# R e c e i v e d  A d R e q
# Store travelled route in cache 
If (AdReq is redundant) then 
-Drop AdReq
Else
If (Breq > Bavail) then 
-Drop AdReq 
-Inform source (Send AD)
Else
-Reserved Capacity 
If (AdReq TTL > 0) then 
-Decrement TTL 
-Rebroadcast AdReq
Else
-Drop AdReq 
End if 
End if
E n d  i f
Figure 3-5 AdReq processing by each node
Each node will continue the process of checking local and neighbours’ resources and 
forwarding the SReq till destination node. After receiving SReq by destination, it generates 
Session Reply (SRep) and transmits back to source of the data session on same route followed 
by SReq. If a data source node receives multiple SReps, it will select the shortest path to 
destination or first received path to the destination.
The throughput of the session is continuously monitored and averaged over a period of one 
second, if the session degrades the throughput of previously admitted sessions or its 
achievable throughput is below the guaranteed throughput, then the session is dropped. FAAC 
protocol does not support session pausing because it means that protocol is not upholding the
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guaranteed throughput and also it increases the end to end delay of the session. FAAC 
protocol does not maintain multiple paths for each individual data sessions. If a route failure 
occurs, it tests the route in the cache or initiates the route discovery. The failure-finding node 
tries to repair the route locally using its local cache and inform the data source node by 
sending route error (RE) packet.
3.2 Protocol Analysis and Verification
In this section, we analyse and verify the working of Flow Aware Admission Control (FAAC) 
protocol. We have taken a simple scenario of 5 nodes in simple chain topology as shown in 
Figure 3-6 to simplify the understanding of working of the protocol. This scenario is just as an 
example and the protocol works for different kinds of scenarios. We have simulated FAAC 
protocol with different scenarios and traffic load later on in this chapter and analyse the 
results.
CSR'
Figure 3-6 A simple mobile Ad hoc Network Scenario
The small circle represent nodes and larger circles represents carrier sensing range of the 
nodes and it is assumed as double of the transmission range and nodes are placed at equal 
distance of transmission range of the signal. The arrows represent the route of data from 
source node A to destination node B.
During the data transmission from node ‘A’ to node ‘E’, the bottleneck nodes are ‘B’ and ‘C’ 
because these node have four interfering nodes including themselves. The node ‘C’ have 5 
interfering nodes but node ‘E’ is destination and will not transmit the data furthermore, hence 
it will not be included in node ‘C’ contention count (Ccount) as calculated by equation (3.4)
Ccount = ( C S N n R ) \ D
CSN represents Carrier Sensing Neighbours of the node, R is the data route and D represents 
the destination node, and the destination node will not be included in the Ccount because it does 
not transmit the data further. We can calculate the maximum achievable capacity at each node 
by the following formula.
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Capacity (3.5)
Ccount
The achievable route capacity is the achievable capacity of the bottleneck node in the data 
route. Hence, in this scenario, the bottleneck nodes are ‘B’ and ‘C’ with maximum Ccount 
among all the route nodes. Their Ccount is 4, which is calculated earlier using equation (3.4). 
Hence the achievable route capacity of this scenario will be the achievable capacity of these 
nodes. We are using 802.1 lb  and the link capacity is 2Mbps. So, the route nominal achievable 
capacity is:
Route Achievable Capacity = Capacity
Ccount
2Mbps
4
= SOQkbps
This achievable route capacity utilizes by data as well as control information packets. Besides 
the contention count, every data packet includes the IP and MAC and PHY layer control 
overheads which also be factored to achieve maximum application data throughput. We are 
using Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum Physical layer (DSSS PHY), where Physical Layer 
Convergence Procedure (PLCP) preamble size is 1 Sbytes and PLCP header is 6bytes.The sizes 
of the RTS, CTS, ACK frames and MAC header are 20, 14, 14, and 28 bytes respectively. For 
data packets, an IP header is 20 bytes and also contains source route addresses and in the 
above chain scenario, source route header contains 5 addresses, each of which is 4 bytes. 
Hence, the source route header is of 20 bytes.
Each 4-way MAC handshake also includes a Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) Inter 
Frame Space (DIFS) and 3 Short Inter Frame Spaces (SIFS) with duration of SOpsec and 10 
psec respectively. The time of 3SIFS is 30psec. As the link is 2Mbps, so we can calculate the 
data bytes that can be transmitted in SOpsec and 30 psec.
1 sec =  2M b 
\psQQ = lb i t s  
50//sec = 12.5èy/e5 
30psQC = 1.5bytes
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With the minimum contention window size and default slot size, the back-off period for the 
first time collision considering there is no background traffic in the network has an average 
duration:
Back-off duration = 15 .5  slot time
= 15.5 *20*10'^ sec = 0.00031sec
Hence, during this back-off time, we can actually transmit 77.5 bytes of data that is also 
included in overhead.
The total overhead factor with one data packet is calculated using equation (3.6), as shown 
below.
(Tc^ FS + Tbackqff + RTSsize + 3TS!FS + CTSàze + DATAs^ + QoSidrsze + UDF^uk^ze + IPhàràze + SPhdrsize + AdAQidrdx + (4 *  ))
(3 j)
Here, we have calculated the W^q for contention count 4 using Figure 3-2 and Table 3-1 ;
(12.5 +  77.5 + 2 0 + 7 .5  + 1 4 + 5 1 2 + 1 6 + 8  + 2 0 + 2 0 + 2 8 + ( 4 * 2 4 )
Wreq =
W r
512
831.5
req
512
W req — 1 .624
nominal maximum route capacityPredicted Achievable T h ro u ^ p u t =
W req
5 0 0 k b p s  
1 . 6 1 4  
=  3 0 9 .7 9 k b p s
The aim of this section is to verify the correctness of the basic operation of FAAC in a small 
network when unpredictable conditions, such as node mobility leading to route failure and 
unpredictable interference, do not play a major part. Simulations in ns-2 were conducted to 
test how closely the protocol can get the predicted bounds while maintaining the desired 
throughput of the admitted data sessions. FAAC protocol was built upon the code of ns-2.29 
of the DSR protocol. Application layer was modelled as a CBR traffic source class under ns-2 
framework.
We now analyse and verified our protocol in the above network scenario. As we have reserved 
10% of the link raw capacity to deal with the unpredictable interference, so the link capacity 
will be 1.8Mbps. Hence, FAAC protocol should maintain the following throughput of the data 
sessions.
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FAACAchievable Throughput = (3.7)
Ccount ’^ Wreq
_  (2Mbps -  0.2Mbps)
4*1.624 
=  21^.^kbps
We have introduced 10 sessions with sending rate of 100kbps, 90kbps, and 80kbps decreasing 
linearly down to 10kbps. The simulation runs for 200 sec and the data session admission time 
is uniformly distributed among the simulation time. The last session admission time will be 
180sec of the simulation. Figure 3-7 shows the throughput of the FAAC protocol. 
Throughput monitoring starts when the first data session is admitted. Sessions that are rejected 
traced zero throughputs for the duration of the simulation and are thus not included in the 
figure.
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Figure 3-7 Achieved FAAC throughput monitoring
Figure 3-7 illustrates that FAAC protocol admits only three sessions out of 10 sessions, those 
with sending rates of lOOkpbs, 90kbps and 80kbps, totalling 270kpbs. The throughput of the 
admitted session maintained throughout the simulation. In this scenario, there was no 
possibility of nodes outside the two-hop neighbourhood being within the cs-range, since hop 
lengths were almost as long as the transmission ranges. Therefore, given also that there was no 
mobility, there was no change of unexpected interference. The results show that FAAC 
protocol operates as designed in a simple topology, by admitting sufficient traffic to fully 
utilize the network capacity, while blocking any that would cause congestion.
Now, we extend our analyses two check the effect of different contention count and link 
capacity. We can calculate the Wreq for different contention count using equation (3.6), all 
other values in the equation remains same except the SRhdrsize, which changes with different 
contention count. The SRhdrsize changes with different contention count. Let say, when 
contention count is one then the SRhdrsize is 8bytes because it includes only 2 nodes and each
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node have an address of 4bytes. Table 3-2 presents the values of contention count and their 
respective SRhdrsize and their overhead weighting factor Wreq values.
Table 3-2 Wreq for different Contention count
Ccount 1 2 3 4 5
SRhdrsize 8 12 16 20 24
Wreq 1.601 1.608 1.616 1.624 1.632
Similarly, we have calculated the achievable throughput of FAAC protocol using the 
following equation (3.8) derived from equation (3.7). Table 3-3 and Figure 3-8 shows the 
achievable throughput of the FAAC protocol.
FAACAchievabIeThroughput=
x - c ,
y'Cz
(3.8)
Here x and y are variables for link capacity and contention count (Ccount), and C| and C] are 
constant for reserved capacity and overhead respectively. We will see the effect of variables 
‘x’ and ‘y’ on achievable capacity. The constant values remain same.
Here we will show the graphical representation of the achievable throughput using different 
contention count and link capacity. Figure 3-8 and Table 3-3 show the achievable
throughput of different scenarios using different contention count with different link capacity.
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Figure 3-8 Achievable Throughput of FAAC protocol
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Table 3-3 Theoretical achievable capacity using different Ccount and Link Capacity
Ccount/Link
Capacity
(Mbps)
1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0
1 562.15 618.36 674.58 730.8 787.01 843.22 899.44 955.65 1011.87 1068.08 1124.3
2 267.86 294.65 321.43 348.21 375 401.79 428.57 455.36 482.14 508.93 535.71
3 185.64 204.21 222.77 241.34 259.9 278.47 297.03 315.59 334.16 352.72 371.29
4 138.55 152.40 166.26 180.11 193.97 207.82 221.68 235.53 249.38 263.24 277.09
5 110.29 121.32 132.35 143.38 154.41 165.44 176.47 187.5 198.53 209.56 220.59
We have simulated our protocol for the above different link capacities and contention count 
for 800sec for ten times and then averaged the value of the achieved throughput. We have 
presented the average achieved throughput of the FAAC protocol in Table 3-4 and also present 
the results graphically in Figure 3-9. The FAAC protocol achieved throughput is less than the 
theoretical achievable throughput of the FAAC protocol due to reason that the protocol 
consumes some of the capacity while checking the neighbour’s capacity in form of Admission 
request packet, which is not included in the theoretical achievable throughput. Also the back­
off time can be different because in achievable throughput calculation, we have assumed the 
minimum contention window size. The session admission request also uses some of the 
capacity regardless of acceptance or rejection.
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Figure 3-9 Achieved Throughput of FAAC protocol
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Table 3-4 Achieved Average Throughput of FAAC protocol
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Ccount/
Link
Capacity
(Mbps)
1 1 .1 1 .2 1 .3 1 .4 1 . 5 1 . 6 1 .7 1 .8 1 . 9 2 . 0
1 556.8 611.6 668 724.2 781 838.4 894.1 950.2 1006.3 1061.9 1118.1
2 262.1 289 316.2 343.2 370.2 395.2 424 449.7 477.6 503.1 530.1
3 181.8 199.9 217.8 236.1 255.2 273.1 293.1 310.3 329.3 347.2 366.1
4 134.5 148 162.2 175 189.6 202.9 216.5 230.6 244.2 258.3 272
5 106.4 116.9 128.4 139.5 150.2 160.7 172.1 182.2 193.1 204.3 215.1
3.2.1 Confidence Interval
We have analysed our mean values according to 95% confident interval, we have used the 
following formula to find the lower and upper bound of mean value with 95% confidence.
=  x ±
*
(3.9)
Here ‘a’ is the lower limit and b is upper limit of mean in 95% confident interval, ‘z’ is the 
critical value depending on confidence level, ‘x’ is the average value, and ‘o ’ is the standard 
deviation and n is the number of simulation run. Table 3-5 shows the lower and upper limit of 
achieved average aggregate throughput of FAAC protocol, which is represented by Figure 3-9 
and Table 3-4. The 95% confident interval means that the average aggregated throughput will 
fall within this limit with 95% probability.
Table 3-5 Lower and Upper Limit of Mean value with 95% confident interval
c^ount/Link
Capacity
(Mbps)
1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0
1 (553.0,
560.6)
(607.8,
615.4)
(664.1,
672)
(720.0,
728.3)
(776.8,
785.3)
(834.5,
842.3)
(888.7,
899.6)
(945.2,
955.2)
(999.5,
1013.1
(1055.3,
1068.4)
(1111.8,
1124.4)
2 (258.8,
265.4)
(285.5,
292.6)
(312.9,
319.4)
(339.8,
346.5)
(367.0,
373.2)
(391.7,
398.6)
(419.9,
428)
(445.4,
454)
(472.7,
482.6)
(497.9,
508.1)
(524.9,
535.2)
3 (179.2,
184.3)
(197.5,
202.3)
(215,
220.6)
(233.2,
238.9)
(252.4,
258.1)
(270.1,
276)
(289.3,
296.7)
(306.0,
314.5)
(325.1,
333.5)
(342.8,
351.5)
(361.7,
370.4)
4 (132.6,
136.4)
(145.7,
150.4)
(159.6,
164.8)
(172.4,
177.6)
(187.6,
191.5)
(200.6,
205.2)
(212.8,
220.1)
(227.3,
234)
(240.5,
247.9)
(254.3,
262.2)
(267.9,
276.2)
5 (104.8,
108.1)
(115.3,
118.6)
(126.6,
130.4)
(137.6,
141.4)
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3.3 FAAC Performance Evaluation and Parametric Study
In order to fully and rigorously evaluate the performance of FAAC protocol, as well as to 
learn about the effects of various parameters on the behaviour of QoS aware routing (QAR) 
and AC protocol in general, a detailed parametric study was embarked upon. Several other 
protocols are evaluated as benchmarks to compare FAAC protocol. We evaluate Dynamic 
Source routing (DSR) and Contention Aware Admission Control Protocol (CACP). These 
protocols were selected because they are deemed to be the most similar to FAAC protocol. 
Protocols proposed before the description of CACP do not consider the impact of interference 
prior to admitting sessions sufficiently accurately, hence they are not considered here. 
Furthermore, based on the comprehensive survey in [57], the listed protocols have the most 
advanced and unique features at the time of writing. The consideration of the two listed 
protocols enable us to study one protocol that employs on-demand carrier sense neighbour 
resource discovery like CACP, and the best effort routing protocol. We have implemented 
CACP and MACMAN protocols in NS-2 and have reproduced their papers, and then 
compared these protocols with FAAC, FAAC-Multipath and FAAC-MM protocol while 
keeping the same scenarios and traffic condition for each protocol. FAAC-Multipath, FAAC- 
MM and MACMAN will be discussed in chapter 4 and 5.
In the following sections, we present the input parameters that are studied, followed by the 
output metrics that are used to characterise protocol performance. Then follow a set of 
sections, one for each input parameter, presenting simulation results describing the effects of 
varying that parameter. In each of these sections, the expected effects are discussed and then 
the results are analysed to reveal the actual effects in play.
3.3.1 Methodology
We have chosen to use the simulation technique to evaluate the network performance due to 
following reasons [70]:
• To simulate different network scenarios is cost effective in terms of time
• Researchers can easily repeat the simulation for better understanding
• Simulation gives us the detailed information of a network
• Simulate the network with different parameters and performance metrics.
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3.3.2 Simulation Tools
There are different network simulator to evaluate the network performance such as NS-2 [71], 
OPNET, OMNeT ++ etc. NS-2 is used throughout this work because it has many advantages 
as compared to other simulators. One of them is that it is an open source that could be 
downloaded and installed in PC for free. Besides that, NS-2 uses two languages, which are the 
C++ and OTcl. The C++ is fast to run but slower to change because C++ creates object file 
which makes it more suitable for detailed protocol implementation while the OTcl runs much 
slower but can be changed very quickly which makes it suitable for simulation configuration.
Moreover, NS-2 has been established for more than a decade ago and many researchers had 
used it for various network simulations. Because of that, NS-2 has evolved and has many built 
in simulation modules that serve as a base work for researchers. Another advantage is that 
there are many available NS-2 open discussion forums on the Internet which involve students, 
researchers, academicians and experts around the world. This has opened a good opportunity 
especially for students to discuss and ask questions regarding any network simulation 
problems in NS-2. On the other hand, OMNeT++ is a new open source network simulator 
which runs in fully object oriented C++ environment. Besides that, the OPNET is licensed 
simulator software and have many on-demand simulation modules. However, the simulation 
modules are not free and quite costly to purchase which makes it not suitable for students.
3.3.3 Simulation Setup
To evaluate and compare the effectiveness of different protocols in a MANETs, all extensive 
simulations are carried out using Network Simulator NS-2. Data files produced by NS-2 are 
further processed by data driven programming language AWK, which is designed for text- 
based data, either in files or data streams. Each simulation is carried out under different traffic 
load and changing mobility. Different performance metrics can be used for the evaluation of 
QoS-aware and Admission control protocols. Simulation runs for 800 seconds but the results 
of first and last 100 seconds are not used for the purpose of accuracy, for the following 
reasons. At the start of simulation, since session admission request arrive uniformly distributed 
in time, it will take a while before the network load reaches a steady state. Also at the 
beginning of the simulation, all sessions will be admitted, since no capacity is in use. This is 
not characteristics of the network’s typical operational state. The last 100 seconds are not 
considered because, by then, there will be less than the average number of sessions active, 
since, in order to end before 800s, the last session must start before 760s in simulation time. 
Figure 3-10 shows the simulation process of the protocols in ns-2. First of all, the traffic 
generation model generates the data traffic and mobility model generates the scenario of the
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network. The protocol uses these traffic files to run the protocol in a desired scenario. The 
output of the simulation that is trace files are processed by programming languages Perl or 
AWK to generates results files, and then plot the results. The following protocols DSR, CACP 
and FAAC are evaluated under different mobility and traffic load conditions. We have 
selected CACP and DSR for comparison because CACP is the well-accepted state of the art 
AC protocol and our protocol is based on DSR protocol.
3.3.3.1 Traffic Generation Model
An application is developed to generate Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic between mobile 
nodes, since this adequately demonstrates the ability of FAAC to handle various traffic loads 
and to make admission decisions. All protocols in this thesis have been evaluated with 
constant bit-rate traffic. This is done on the basis that, for admission control purposes, it is the 
average load that is important. Many multimedia applications produce variable bit-rate traffic 
or exhibit bursty behaviour. However, since the available capacity estimates are bases on 
averaging the channel idle time ratio over periods of a second or longer, split-second 
variations in the packet generation rate would not have a great impact at this macroscopic 
scale.
Different network loads can be introduced in the network either by changing the number of 
traffic sources, changing packet size or by changing number of traffic sessions generated by 
each source. In our simulation, we have used different input parameters to analyze its effect 
and behaviour of different protocols.
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S c e n a r io  File
S c e n a r io  G e n e r a t i o n
D a ta  P r o c e s s i n g
C o m m u n i c a t i o n  File
AWK
R e s u l t s  a n d  G r a p h s
M o b i l i ty  E x te n s io n  
N e t w o r k  S im u l a t o r  
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Figure 3-10 Simulation Process
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3.3.3.2 Communication Model
Contention aware MAC layer of the IEEE 802.11b [15], Distributed Coordination Function 
(DCF) is used as a communication model. DCF uses carrier sense multiple access with 
collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) technique for channel contention. Mobile node resources are 
shared within transmission range as well as carrier sensing range. In selection of IEEE 
802.11b and IEEE 802.11e, the latter one just give the service differentiation not guaranteed 
quality of service to the application, so with the compatibility with the earlier admission 
control protocols, we use the earlier 802.11b.
3.4 Simulation Parameters
We investigated the influence of the following input parameters on the behaviour of the 
studied protocols.
• Session arrival rate: - Within a single simulation run the same number of session requests 
arrived at each traffic source, randomly uniformly distributed in time. We then varied the 
number of session admission requests arriving at each source node within the fixed simulation 
time.
• Session data rate: - the throughput requirement and data sending rate of each session was 
varied.
• Average node speed: - We utilize the RWP model [72] with a minimum node speed of 
Im/s. At the lowest average node speed the maximum node speed is 2m/s and the pause time 
is 800s, i.e. after the initial movements caused by the RWP model, the nodes remained 
stationary. The pause time can be any value greater or equal to simulation time. The average 
node speed is then varied by setting the pause time to 20s and keeping the minimum speed of 
Im/s, but increasing the maximum node speed. For each period of movement, nodes selected a 
random destination point and a random speed uniformly distributed between the minimum and 
maximum speed values.
• Number of traffic sources: - We maintain a constant number of session request arrivals, 
and spread them over a varying number of traffic sources.
• Data packet size: - a common data packet size is adopted for all sessions and we studied 
the effect of varying this.
For the study of each input parameter, the other parameters are kept constant. Table 3-6 shows 
the default parameters of the protocol study. The number of nodes has taken an arbitrary value 
to check the performance of protocol. Most of the time, the mobile ad hoc networks consists of
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the nodes within the limit of 100, although DSR protocol has been designed to support mobile 
nodes up to 200 to work efficiently. Our protocol also can work with less or more than 100 
nodes. The traffic sources have different values to check the behaviour of the protocol when 
the traffic or load is divided among different number of source nodes. Mobile node minimum 
speed is taken Im/s and maximum speed is 2m/s which results in average speed of 0.68m/s 
which resemble the pedestrian speed. The average speed of the mobile node also varies by 
changing maximum high speed from 2m/s to 16m/s, which represent the speed of the vehicles.
Table 3-6 Default Parameters for Parametric study of FAAC protocol
Parameter Default
value
Parameter Default
value
No. of nodes 100 Results averaged 
over
10 runs
No. of traffic 
sources
50 Transmission range 250m
Mobility Model Random
Waypoint
Carrier-sensing
range
500m
Node minimum 
speed
Im/s Session desired 
throughput
25kbps
Node maximum 
speed
2m/s Offered load 10 sessions/ 
source
Node pause time 800s Session arrival 
rate in network
0.68/s
Simulation area 
size
1500m X 
1500m
Data packet size 512 bytes
Reserved
capacity
10% Simulation time 800s
We reserve 10% of the raw capacity of the channel to deal with the unpredictable interference 
due to node mobility. This reserved capacity reduces the chances of network congestion and 
collision, which results in route failure. The route failure not only degrades the throughput of 
that session but also introduces more overheads to the network.
Pause time is selected to create different scenarios so we can analyse our protocol in different 
environment. For stable node scenario, the pause time is selected as 800s, that is, equal to the 
simulation time, so the mobile node will remain at one position after the initial movement of 
the node. The pause time can be of any value greater than or equal to simulation time, if you 
want to stay the node at one position for the whole simulation time.
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Table 3-7 Common Parameters of the Simulation
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Transmission range 250m Traffic source type CBR
carrier-sensing
range
500m Data Packet size 512 B
Routing protocol DSR MAC Protocol 802.11b
Interface queue size 50 packets Minimum contention 
window size
31
"Waiting for route" 
buffer size
64 packets Maximum contention 
window size
1064
DSR maximum salvage 
attempts
2 Channel capacity 2 Mbps
DSR flow state 
extension
disabled Propagation model Two-ray ground
Route request back­
off period
0.5s Gratuitous route reply 
interval
2s
First route 
discovery has TTL=1
True Send buffer timeout 10s
Table 3-8 Varying Parameters for Parametric Study of FAAC Protocol
Study of 
parameter
Parameter values studied Other parameters different 
to the basic setup
s e s s io n  
a r r i v a l  r a t e
S e s s io n s  p e r  s o u r c e :  
{ 5 ,1 0 ,1 5 ,2 0 ,2 5 ,3 0 ,3 5 ,4 0 }
Maximum node 
sp e e d
{2, 4, 8, 16, 32}m /s P ause t im e :  2 0 se c
D ata  s e s s io n  
d a t a  r a t e
{ 2 5 ,5 0 ,7 5 ,1 0 0 ,1 2 5 ,1 5 0 } kbps Node maximum s p e e d :2 m /s ;  
Node p a u s e  t im e :8 0 1 s
D ata  p a c k e t  
s i z e
{ 6 4 ,1 2 8 ,2 5 6 ,5 1 2 ,1 0 2 4 ,2 0 4 8 } b y te s
No. o f  t r a f f i c  
s o u rc e s
{ 1 0 ,2 0 ,4 0 ,6 0 ,8 0 } S e s s io n s  p e r  s o u r c e :  
{ 4 8 , 2 4 , 1 2 , 8 , 6 }
The results are averaged over 10 simulation runs with different scenario and random number, 
so that protocol can be analysed properly and results gives a smooth transition and trend. 
Table 3-7 shows the common parameters of the simulation environment and finally Table 3-8
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presents the ranges of values that are employed for investigating the influence of the 
parameters listed above. The number of nodes, simulated area size and the average 
transmission range were selected using the guidelines in [73] for rigorously evaluating a multi­
hop (routing) protocol. These state that the average distance between node pairs should be at 
least four hops.
3.5 Output metrics
We present our results in terms of the following metrics: session admission ratio (SAR), 
session completion ratio (SCR), aggregate end-to-end throughput (in kbps), packet loss ratio 
(PLR), Average end-to-end data packet delay (in second). Normalized routing load (NRL), 
Aggregate useful throughput (kbps), and route switch per data session.
• Session Admission Ratio: - the ratio of data sessions admitted into the network to the total 
number requesting admission. As opposed to the aggregate throughput, it reflects the number 
of data sessions served. It exposes the ability of the AC mechanism to discover available 
resources and utilize them. However, note that the ability of the underlying routing protocol to 
find suitable routes may also affect the SAR. For given network and traffic configurations, a 
protocol achieving a higher SAR, while not degrading the achieved QoS of applications, can 
be considered better. The weakness of this metric is that it depends on the offered traffic load 
and the absolute network capacity.
• Session Completion Ratio: - the ratio of the number of data sessions completed to the 
application’s satisfaction. The QoS requirements and experienced QoS of a session can be 
used to define the session completion condition. The SCR can then easily be monitored and 
reflects the accuracy of admission decisions.
• Packet Delivery Fraction: - Packet Delivery Fraction (PDF) is a ratio of received packets 
by receiver to CBR generated packets by transmitter. PDF gives the correctness and liability 
of the routing protocols. Higher value of PDF shows good performance. The following 
formula is used to determine PDF from the trace files using AWK scripts.
Z  CBRrecQ)
P D F  (% ) =  --------------------X 1 0 0  ( 3 .1 0 )
Z  CBRsent^i)
/=1
• Average end-to-end delay: - End-to-end delay may include different types of delays, 
which occur during the transmission of data packets from source to destination. It include 
buffering during the route discovery process, queuing at the interface queue, retransmission at 
MAC layer, propagation delay and transfer times. Average end-to-end delay is an average of
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end-to-end delay which can be computed by the following formula. The time difference 
between sent time and receive time is divided by total CBR received packets.
n
Z  (CBRsentTme(i)-(CBRrecTiim(i))
Average End - to - End Delay = — --------------   (3 .1 1 )
Z CBRrec(i) 
i=\
• Aggregate Throughput:-Throughput is most important metric to check the performance 
of routing protocols. Throughput is a measure of how fast successful receiving CBR packets 
by the receiver. We measure the throughput in kbps. The following formula is used to measure 
the throughput and “recvsized” in bytes:
n
Z {recvsized (/) x 8)
T hroughput (kbps) = — ----------------------- (3.12)
1000
• Useful Aggregate throughput: - this metric is the same as the aggregate throughput, 
except that it is multiplied by the SCR. This indicates what fraction of the throughput was 
useful in terms of allowing an application data session to be completed while upholding its 
throughput requirements.
• Normalized Routing Load:-Normalized Routing Load (NRL) is a measure of overhead 
bytes transmitted, where each re-transmission is counted separately, normalized by the number 
of data bytes delivered to their destinations [74]. It shows the efficiency of protocols. 
Normalized Routing Load is a metric which shows the performance of protocol in terms of 
routing packets and received data packets. It gives the rate of routing protocols used for the 
successful transmission (receipt) of data packets. Each hop wise transmission of a routing 
packet is counted as one transmission. The following formula is used to calculate the NRL.
n
Z overhead (/)
NRL = . ^ -------------- (3.13)
%CBRrec{i)
• Route switches per data session: - the average number of times that an active session has 
switched the route.
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3.6 Simulation Results and Analysis
3.6.1 Source Data Rate
Data rate is one of the most important input parameters to evaluate the protocols. It is basically 
the capacity requirement of the data session that is requested from the network. We have 
simulated the protocols under different capacity requirement of the data sessions. The data rate 
or capacity requirement of the sessions varies from 25kbps to 150kbps. The number of 
sessions per source (lOsps) remains constant for this set of simulation. The variation in data 
rate is one the most important method to vary the traffic load in the network. With the help of 
this parameter, we can evaluate how the protocols efficiently utilize the capacity.
3.6.1.1 Session Admission Ratio
Figure 3-11 shows Session Admission Ratio (SAR) of Dynamic Source Routing (DSR), 
Contention Aware Admission Control (CACP) and Flow Aware Admission Control (FAAC) 
protocols. DSR admits all the requesting data sessions without concerning the capacity 
requirements of the data sessions. DSR protocol does not imply any capacity checking 
mechanism before admitting the data session. CACP protocol admits more data sessions at 
low data rate or low capacity requirements. It admits 61.6% of the requesting data sessions 
with capacity requirement of 25kbps and admits 21.6% when the capacity requirements are 
150kbps. FAAC protocol admits 60.7% of the data sessions request, when the capacity 
requirements are 25kbps, and admits 15.3% when a requirement of the session increases to 
150kbps. CACP admits more data sessions as compared to FAAC protocol. CACP drops 
session more frequently as compared to FAAC and then admits other sessions on newly 
available capacity.
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Figure 3-11 Session Admission Ratio Figure 3-12 Session Completion Ratio
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3.6.1.2 Session Completion Ratio
Session Completion Ratio (SCR) represents the efficiency of the protocols that how much it 
has endorse the commitment that was made to data session during the session admission. 
Higher SCR shows that a protocol has fulfilled the requirements of the data session throughout 
its duration. It is better to reject the session admission request at the time of admission than to 
drop the session during its duration. The capacity of the network must be efficiently utilized, 
because the admission of more or less data sessions wastes the network’s capacity.
Figure 3-12 represents the SCR of DSR, CACP and FAAC protocols. The SCR of DSR 
protocol is very low as compared to CACP and FAAC protocols. DSR admits all the 
requesting data sessions and then drop the sessions on failing to uphold the guaranteed 
throughput. In classic DSR there is no session dropping mechanism due to not fulfilling the 
requirement of the sessions. We have made changes to it and introduced the throughput 
monitoring of the sessions during its duration. It drops all the data sessions which cannot 
accomplish the throughput requirements. SCR of DSR decreases from 15.4% to 1.2% as the 
data rate increases from 25kbps to 150kbps.
SCR of CACP is higher than DSR but lower than FAAC protocol. CACP does not consider 
the effect of new data session on already serving data sessions. CACP uses session pausing, 
which increases the end-to-end delay and results in degraded throughput. It drops the sessions 
when unable to fulfil the capacity requirements of sessions and SCR remains low. FAAC 
protocol main objective is to fulfil the requirements of the data sessions that have promised 
during the session admission request. There is no session pausing mechanism in FAAC 
protocol as it introduces delay in packet delivery. FAAC protocol achieves higher SCR due to 
careful admission control, continuous checking of requirements fulfilling and taking care of 
new sessions that may affect the existing data session. FAAC protocol almost maintains the 
same higher SCR for higher data rate of the data sessions as well. Its SCR varies from 85.7% 
to 77.5% when the capacity requirements increase from 25kbps to 150kbps. SCR of CACP 
changes from 27.8% to 11.5% when data rate changes from 25kbps to 150kbps respectively.
3.6.1.3 Packet Loss Ratio
Packet Loss Ratio (PLR) shows the reliability of DSR, CACP and FAAC protocols. Packets 
drop when route failures occur either due to node mobility or due to excessive re-transmission 
of packets at MAC layer or buffer overflows. In contention aware MAC each node tries to 
transmit data stored in buffer memory. When the incoming packets are more than the outgoing 
packets in buffer, then the protocol drops the packets. Introducing more data sessions to the
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network than its capacity means that more nodes will contend for the MAC transmission 
opportunity. It increases the collision at MAC layer and results in higher packet loss.
PLR of DSR is higher than CACP and FAAC protocols. DSR protocol admits all requesting 
sessions to the network irrespective of their capacity requirements, which congested the 
network and causes buffer overflow. The transmission opportunity becomes less due to more 
contending node, which increases collision at MAC layer and results in higher packet drop. 
PLR of DSR increases from 8.3% to 62.1% as the capacity requirements increase from 25kbps 
to 150kbps. PLR of CACP is lower than DSR due to admission control but higher than that of 
the FAAC protocol. Collision is the main source of higher PLR in CACP protocol. CACP uses 
session pausing mechanism during route failure as well as when the capacity requirements of 
the sessions are not satisfied. PLR in CACP increases from 3.5% to 4.9% when data rate 
increases from 25kbps to 150kbps. FAAC protocol introduces traffic to the network according 
to the network resources. It thoroughly checks that each data session requirements are 
accomplish throughout the session duration. It maintains very low PLR and it step up from 
1.3% to 1.6% with raise in data rate from 25kbps to 150kbps.
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3.6.1.4 The Average end-to-end Delay
The average end-to-end delay means that how much average time takes a data packet, from 
source to destination. This includes queuing delay, transmission delay, propagation delay, and 
re-transmission at MAC layer. Average end-to-end delay shows the effectiveness of the 
protocol handling different data rate. The average end-to-end delay increases as the data rate 
increases means heavy traffic load causes congestion in the network, which results in longer 
average end-to-end delay. Session pausing mechanism is also a cause of longer average end- 
to-end delays. Figure 3-14 shows the increase in average end-to-end delay of the DSR, CACP 
and FAAC protocols. In this set of simulation, the number of sessions remains same for 
different data rate. Higher data rate of the sessions introduces more traffic in the network, 
which raise the average end-to-end delay. In DSR, data packets experience longer delays than
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CACP and FAAC protocols due to different reasons; including MAC layer collisions, buffer 
overflow, packets drop, route failure either due to node mobility or failure of re-transmissions. 
The delay increases from 0.17 to 0.67 sec, when data rate transforms from 25kbps to 150kbps. 
In CACP, delays are smaller than DSR but longer than FAAC protocol and mainly suffer from 
collision at MAC layer and session pausing mechanism. In CACP, delay increases from 0.04 
to 0.08 sec as the data rate changes from 25kbps to 150kbps. FAAC protocol selects the route 
on the basis of throughput capacity not always on the number of hops. Also there is no session 
pausing mechanism that can make the delays longer. There is a small increase from 0.03 to 
0.04sec in FAAC, when data rate changes from 25kbps to 150kbps. The FAAC protocol 
controls the traffic in the network, so when the data rate increases then it reduces the session 
admission ratio accordingly.
3.6.1.5 The Aggregate T hroughpu t
Figure 3-15 illustrates the aggregate throughput of DSR, CACP and FAAC protocols. The 
aggregate throughput of the protocols is different for different data rates. The protocols can 
accommodate the data traffic when data rate or capacity requirements are moderate. The 
excessive traffic load in the network causes congestion, which increases the packets drop 
either due to route failure or buffer overflows and degrades the aggregate throughput.
DSR retain higher aggregate throughput when data rate remains below 75kbps. As stated 
earlier there is no capacity testing or admission control mechanism in DSR, so it admits all 
requesting data sessions. The number of sessions stays constant, so higher data rate sessions 
introduce more traffic load in the network. High traffic load increases collisions at MAC layer 
that results in high packet loss, which further contributes to low aggregate throughput. CACP 
and FAAC protocols control the admission of data traffic as the data rate increases, which 
avoids the congestion in the network and in return faces less collision. Higher data rate may 
wastes capacity in case of CACP and FAAC protocols because in some cases, the nodes have 
capacity but it cannot satisfy the capacity requirement, so reject the session admission and 
capacity remains unused. Therefore increases in capacity requirement also increase the 
probability of wasting the network capacity. FAAC protocols maintains higher aggregate 
throughput than DSR and CACP during all different data rate of the sessions. Due to thorough 
admission control and considering the effect of new sessions over previously serving sessions, 
FAAC accommodate the traffic up to 100kbps instead of 75kbps. The decrease in FAAC 
protocol for higher data rates are also less than CACP and DSR.
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3.6.1.6 Useful Aggregate T hroughput
Figure 3-16 shows useful aggregate throughput of DSR, CACP and FAAC protocols. Useful 
Aggregate throughput shows the effectiveness of the protocol in maintaining the aggregate 
throughput throughout the session duration. It is calculated by multiplying aggregate 
throughput with session completion ratio (SCR) of the respective protocols in studied 
simulation environment. This metric is considered because aggregate throughput shows the 
overall throughput gain of the network irrespective of either session are completed or dropped 
before completion. If the session is dropped before completion, the throughput for this session 
may not be useful to the application user.
FAAC protocol demonstrates higher useful aggregate throughput due to higher SCR as well as 
higher aggregate throughput. It represents the same trend as in aggregate throughput and SCR. 
DSR useful aggregate throughput is very low due to low SCR and aggregate throughput. DSR 
useful aggregate throughput drops severely, when data rate rise from 25kbps to 150kbps 
respectively because DSR sustain very low SCR for higher data rate. CACP useful aggregate 
throughput also degrades as the data rate increases from 75kbps.
3.6.2 Session Arrival Rate
The main function of an AC protocol is to manage the offered load, and therefore this study 
highlights one of the most important aspects of FAAC protocol performance. Table 3-8 lists 
the studied loads. Ideally, FAAC protocol rejects all sessions that would degrade the 
throughput of previously-admitted sessions and therefore there should be no significant drop 
in the achieved QoS. However, non-predictable overhead, in the form of AdReq and RtRq 
packets, can still degrade the QoS after session admission. Furthermore, the simple cs-range=2 
hops model might not encompass all cs-neighbours, and therefore some QoS degradation is 
possible as the load increases. Each of the studied protocols is now discussed in turn.
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3.6.2.1 Session Admission Ratio
Figure 3-17 shows the session admission ratio of DSR is higher than any other admission 
control protocol. Actually in DSR there is no mechanism to check the resources before getting 
the session admission into the network. FAAC protocol admission ratio is lower than DSR and 
CACP protocol due to thorough checking of resources, as the main contribution of our 
protocol is to uphold the throughput requirements of the session till completion. The 
admission ratio of both protocols FAAC and CACP decreases as the number of sessions (load) 
increases in the network. The session admission request uses the capacity of the network 
before acceptance or rejection, because FAAC and CACP protocols check the resources for 
each admission request. Network load have no effect on DSR admission ratio.
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3.6.2.2 Session Com pletion Ratio
DSR performs better in lower network load because there is less congestion, but as the load 
increases, the session completion ratio drops. The FAAC protocol maintains almost high 
completion ratio at lower as well as higher network load. This is due to the careful admission 
of sessions and considering the effect of new sessions over previously admitted sessions.
CACP protocol also does not uphold throughput and drops the data sessions. Figure 3-18 
shows a significant percentage of CACP sessions dropping even at lowest load. This is partly 
because CACP does not consider the increase in collision rate that occurs upon session 
admission. The dropped sessions releases the network capacity and allows new sessions to be 
admitted to use the newly available capacity. The session pausing mechanism in CACP also 
drops the SCR.
3.6.2.3 Packet Loss Ratio
Packet Loss Ratio is an opposite of Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR). Figure 3-19 presents high 
packet loss ratio of DSR protocol due to admitting all requesting sessions into the network. 
The PLR of DSR increases from 6.2% to 45.7% as the traffic load increases in the network.
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PLR of CACP is low as compared to DSR but high as compared to FAAC. PLR of CACP 
changes from 3.1% to 8.26% when number of sessions per source increases from 5 to 40. 
Relatively low PLR of CACP due to the reason that CACP pauses the session readily and does 
not admit all admission requesting sessions.
FAAC protocol has lowest PLR at different network loads because of careful and thorough 
admission control. There is no session pausing mechanism in FAAC protocol because session 
pausing increases average end-to-end delay and as a result PLR increase. The ultimate purpose 
of FAAC protocol is to uphold the guaranteed throughput of the data session. PLR of FAAC 
protocol changes from 0.8% to 5.1%, when number of sessions per source increase from 5 to 
40.
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3.6.2.4 The Average end-to-end delay
Figure 3-20 represents the average end-to-end delay of data packets. Average end-to-end delay 
includes different types of delays; including buffer delay, queuing delay, re-transmission and 
propagation delay. In DSR, average end-to-end delay increases with increasing number of 
sessions due to increasing collision rate and PLR. Session pausing mechanism in CACP also 
contributes to longer end-to-end delays other than collision and PLR. FAAC protocol 
maintains low average end-to-end delay due to thorough admission control, low PLR and 
absence of sessions pausing mechanism. The higher number of sessions in the network 
increases the collision rate. CACP faces more collision and as a result link failure occurs more 
frequently. The route failure causes the protocol to re-initiate the route discovery for the data 
session. All these control overheads increases average end-to-end delay of the CACP.
3.6.2.5 The Aggregate th roughput
Throughput is the average successful reception of data at application layer and is usually 
measured in bits per second. Figure 3-21 shows the aggregate throughput of the FAAC, DSR 
and CACP protocols. The aggregate throughputs of all the studied protocols increase when the
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sessions per source increase from 5 to 25. FAAC protocol maintains high aggregate 
throughput in low as well as in high traffic load. CACP performs better than DSR at higher 
traffic rate. At low traffic load such as 5 sessions per source, DSR performs better than CACP 
because there is no congestion at that time in the network and enough resources are available 
for all data traffic sessions.
3.6.2.6 Useful Aggregate th roughpu t
The useful aggregate throughput parameter explains the efficiency of the protocols as shown 
in Figure 3-22. This metric is like the aggregate throughput, except that it is multiplied by the 
session completion ratio. It indicates the fraction of the throughput that is useful in terms of 
allowing an application data session to be completed while upholding its throughput 
requirements.
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3.6.3 Packet size
We have evaluated the studied protocol with different packet size, as voice and video traffic 
are using different sizes packets than data traffic. Voice traffic is using small data packet size. 
As we have designed our protocol to support different kinds of traffic, so here we want to see 
the effect of different packet size and the behaviour of our protocol and other state of the art 
protocol. Small data packets introduce overheads to the network because each data packet 
despite of its size carries the whole source route. On the other hand larger packets caused 
collision and need to re-transmit the data packets. In this study as shown in table 3-8, the 
traffic is generated with different packet sizes. Number of sessions per source (lOsps) and the 
capacity requirement remain constant (25kbps) for all data packet sizes. We have used 
logarithmic scale for packet size because different logarithmic scale covers different packet 
sizes use by different application.
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3.6.3.1 Session Admission Ratio
Figure 3-23shows the session admission ratio of DSR, CACP and FAAC protocols. Different 
packet sizes have different impact on SAR of the protocols, DSR is a best effort routing 
protocol and it accepts all the data requesting data sessions without having the concern of 
satisfying the session requirements.
As shown in Figure 3-23, the SAR of DSR, CACP and FAAC protocol increase as the packet 
size increases. Every data packet has a fixed amount of overhead except the route length 
overhead irrespective of data payload size. Smaller data packet needs more capacity to get 
admission to the network due to increase overhead. Large data packets cause collision and 
increase the re-transmission of data packet. So in every scenario optimal packet size is 
selected for data transmission. FAAC protocol shows very steep increase in SAR for smaller 
sizes packets and small increases for higher size packets.
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3.6.3.2 Session Com pletion Ratio
Figure 3-24 shows Session Completion Ratio of DSR, CACP and FAAC protocols. The SCR 
shows the effectiveness of the protocols in terms of accuracy of session admission and 
capacity utilization of the protocols. The SCR of all the protocols decreases as the packet size 
increases, because large packet size causes more collisions, which results in excessive re­
transmission of data packets at MAC layer. The small packet size consumes the capacity of the 
nodes by introducing more overhead with each data packet, but the transmission of small 
packets is smooth at MAC layer.
The larger packet size severely affects the SCR of DSR because it admits all the requesting 
sessions and the larger packets causes collision at the MAC layer and drops the data sessions.
3.6.3.3 Packet Loss Ratio
Figure 3-25 shows the Packet Loss Ratio of DSR, CACP and FAAC protocols. PLR of the 
protocols depend on the queue size and packet collision ratio at MAC layer. Both these
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problems can be solved by admitting the traffic thoroughly and on the basis of available 
capacity. The chances of collision at the MAC layer become high for lager size data packets. 
The smaller size data packets carry more overheads but suffer from less collision.
In DSR, the PLR increases as packet size increases because in DSR all the requested data 
traffic is admitted without checking the network capacity. The PLR of DSR increases very 
rapidly for larger size data packet. CACP is also affected by packet drop by increase in data 
packet size. However the controlled data traffic admission into the network makes the PLR of 
CACP affordable. FAAC protocol works better with different data packets size. Its PLR is 
lower than DSR and CACP protocol. Thorough admission control and collision avoidance by 
use of reserve capacity makes FAAC, the best choice. The PLR of FAAC increases from 
0.42% to 1.41%, when packet size increases from 64 to 2048 bytes. The PLR of FAAC 
protocol also increases for larger sizes data packets. The SCR in Figure 3-24 confirms the 
behaviour of these protocols in terms of PLR as well.
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3.6.3.4 The Average End-to-End Delay
The average end-to-end delay is the time taken by data packets on average from source to 
destination. Figure 3-26 shows the average end-to-end delay of the studied protocols. The 
average end-to-end delay is affected by packets loss either due to link failure, buffer overflow 
or collision. The increase in competing nodes for channel contention also increases the delay 
of the packets. If more nodes contend for the channel at the same time, it causes collision as 
well as each node have less time to transmit data packets and packets will wait for more time 
in queue.
DSR is the most affected protocol out of the studied protocols. The increase in packet size 
increases the collision and in return increases the number of re-transmission of data packets. 
The delay in DSR is increasing very rapidly when data packet size is larger than 256 bytes. 
CACP and FAAC protocols have longer average end-to-end delays for data packet size larger
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than 512 bytes. The CACP average end-to-end delays are, from 0.06sec to 0.35sec, when data 
packet size changes from 46bytes to 2048bytes. The average end-to-end delay of FAAC 
protocol raise form 0.01 sec to 0.03sec when data packet size increases from 64bytes to 
2048bytes. The low average end-to-end delay of FAAC is due to less collisions at MAC layer 
and fewer number of re-transmissions.
3.6.3.5 The Aggregate T hroughput
Figure 3-27 shows the Aggregate Throughput of DSR, CACP and FAAC protocols. The figure 
shows that throughput is increasing when data packet increases from 64bytes to 512 bytes. In 
smaller size data packets, control overheads consume more capacity and the achieve aggregate 
throughput remains low. On the other hand, larger size data packets causes more collision than 
the smaller size packet. Collision drops the data packet and degrades the aggregate 
throughput. Now, the protocols that admits the data sessions thoroughly, means according to 
the available capacity of the network and tries to minimize the collision, can achieve higher 
aggregate throughput. In larger size data packet, control overhead consume less capacity as 
compare to smaller size data packets.
The Figure 3-27 shows that aggregate throughput of DSR is higher when size of data packet 
increases from 64 bytes to 512 bytes due to less collision at MAC layer. The aggregate 
throughput of the DSR decreases when data packet size increases from 512 bytes to 2048bytes 
due to excessive collision at the MAC layer. CACP aggregate throughput also increases 
smoothly upto 512 bytes data packet size. Its aggregate throughput decreases due to collision 
but still remains high than the aggregate throughput for the low size data packet.
The aggregate throughput of the FAAC protocol increases smoothly till the packet size 
increases upto 512 bytes. When the packet size increases beyond 512 bytes, there is decrease 
in aggregate throughput. Thorough admission control and collision avoidance due to reserve 
capacity helps the protocol to attain higher aggregate throughput for larger sizes packets. As 
the larger size data packet carry more user data as compared to low size data packet with less 
control overheads. Therefore, larger size data packet results in high aggregate throughput as 
shown in Figure 3-27. Larger size data packets can achieve higher aggregate throughput if 
admission control is fair and avoid collision as much as possible. By fair admission control, 
we mean that neither capacity is under-estimated nor over-estimated.
3.6.3.6 Useful Aggregate T hroughput
Useful aggregate throughput is that aggregate throughput which may only be useful to the 
application user. If a data session is unable to complete, then the throughput of that session 
may not be useful to the user. Therefore, we calculate that useful aggregate throughput for
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completed data sessions. This metric shows the effectiveness of the protocols in session 
completion and achieved aggregate throughput. If a protocol aggregate throughput is high but 
unable to complete the data session then it may have no benefit. Figure 3-28 shows the useful 
aggregate throughput of DSR, CACP and FAAC protocols. Useful aggregate shows very 
interesting results about the characteristics of the all the studied protocols. It has illuminated 
the effect of SCR on the aggregate throughput. Here, the useful aggregate throughput of all the 
protocols increases with small data packet and decreases, with larger packet size. The 
aggregate throughput of the protocols is higher at larger data packet size than the aggregate 
throughput with small size data packet. But useful aggregate throughput shows that although 
aggregate throughput is higher but due to low SCR of the protocols, the useful aggregate 
throughput is low. Therefore, we conclude that although the aggregate throughput is higher for 
larger size data packet, but useful aggregate throughput is low.
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3.6.4 Number of traffic sources
In this study we generated different types of traffic file with different number of sources. The 
total number of data sessions remains constant i.e. 480, but the number of sessions per sources 
changes. We evaluated the effect of change of sources on the protocols while maintaining the 
load constant. If the load is varying than we cannot fairly judge the affect of number of traffic 
sources on protocol performance. The traffic sources were varied from 10, 20, 40, 60 and 80. 
The number of sessions per source varies with the number of traffic sources in such a way that 
total sessions remain constant. Different number of traffic sources will give us the insight of 
the capability of the protocols. Two main things in MANETs are queue length and 
transmission opportunity means capacity of the nodes. The higher number of source node 
divide the load on the whole network. So in this study we will evaluate the behaviour of the 
protocols in different load pattern in the network.
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3.6.4.1 Session Admission Ratio
Figure 3-29 shows the Session Admission Ratio of DSR, CACP and FAAC protocols. SAR is 
the most important metric in testing the QoS assurance of the protocols in MANETs. This 
metric actually shows the control and admission of the data traffic into the network. The load 
or data traffic admission mainly affects all of the QoS metrics.
Here in these simulations, DSR admits all the admission requesting data sessions into the 
network. DSR admits the data traffic into the network without concerning the effect of newly 
admitted data traffic over previously admitted data traffic and hence degrades the provisioning 
of QoS in MANETs. The SAR of DSR is 100% without regard of number of traffic sources.
CACP admission ratio is lower than DSR but higher than FAAC protocol. SAR of CACP and 
FAAC protocols rise as the number of the traffic sources increases. In small number of traffic 
sources, load is divided between less number of sources and a limited portion of the network 
capacity is utilized. Therefore, when number of sources increases, then the traffic load divides 
among the large number of sources and network capacity utilizes efficiently.
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3.6.4.2 Session Com pletion Ratio
Figure 3-30 Session Completion Ratio
The protocols efficiency is tested on the basis of Session Completion Ratio because it is better 
to reject the data session admission rather than dropping the data session before completion 
due to capacity limitations. Therefore, it is better to admit the sessions according to the 
available network capacity and then complete these sessions while upholding their 
requirements throughout the session duration. Figure 3-30 shows the SCR of DSR, CACP and 
FAAC protocols. The SCR of all the studied protocols increase as the number of sources 
increases, because the network capacity is efficiently utilized and traffic load is spread through 
the whole network.
DSR admits all the requested data sessions and then unable to fulfil their requirements and 
drops the sessions in the middle. CACP admits more data session than FAAC and then drop
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the sessions in the middle of the session’s duration, CACP does not consider the effect of 
newly admitted data session over previously admitted sessions. Although due to traffic load 
spreading in the network, the SCR of CACP also increases. CACP completion ratio increases 
from 11.7% to 38.6% when traffic sources increases from 10 to 80 nodes. FAAC maintains 
very high completion ratio of the sessions at all number of traffic sources due to very 
controlled and thorough admission control. FAAC make sure that the admitting traffic does 
not affect the previously admitted data traffic. Due to the spreading of traffic load with an 
increase in number of traffic sources, SCR of the FAAC protocol also increases. Its SCR 
increases from 67.1% to 87.6% when sources increase from 10 to 80 nodes.
3.6.4.3 Packet Loss Ratio
Figure 3-31 shows the Packet Loss Ratio of DSR, CACP and FAAC protocols. The traffic 
load is spread in limited portion of the network when the source nodes are less. In smaller 
number of sources packets drop frequently due to buffer overflow and collision at MAC layer. 
The same trend can be seen in Figure 3-30 representing SCR.
DSR is suffering from high PLR due to heavy traffic load in the network. With the load 
spreading among whole network, its PLR decreases from 10.7% to 5.26%. PLR of CACP is 
high due to the collision at MAC layer when the traffic is congested or generated by less 
number of sources. However increase in number of traffic sources, spread the traffic load 
through the whole network and decreases PLR of CACP. The PLR of CACP decreases from 
4.3% to 2.9% when number of sources increases from 10 to 80 nodes. FAAC protocol also 
suffers from high PLR in case of less number of nodes as compare to PLR in high number of 
nodes. Although, PLR of FAAC protocol is low as compare to other studied protocols, which 
contribute to small average end-to-end delay in Figure 3-32 and SCR in figure 3-30. The PLR 
of FAAC protocol decreases from 1.8% to 1.01% when number of sources change from 10 to 
80 nodes respectively while the total traffic load remains constant i.e. the number of total 
sessions remains constant for all number of traffic sources. The PLR of FAAC protocol is 
always low than CACP without regard of number of sources.
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3.6.4.4 The Average E nd-to-End Delay
The average end-to-end delay consists of queuing delay, processing delay and transmission 
delay. The main component of average end-to-end delay is queuing delay. Every node 
generates and carries more data, so queuing delay become high and results in high average 
end-to-end delay. So, an increase in number of nodes distributes the traffic and minimizes the 
average end-to-end delay of the packets.
SCR in Figure 3-30 and PLR in Figure 3-31 also confirm the average end-to-end delay 
transition with the number of nodes. DSR has maximum average end-to-end delay due to 
higher PLR and heavy traffic load. Its average end-to-end delay decreases as the traffic spread 
among many traffic sources. Its delay decreases from 0.20sec to 0.15 sec for nodes 10 and 80 
respectively. CACP and FAAC protocols also show the same trend in average end-to-end 
delay variation with different number of sources as in DSR. But their average end-to-end 
delays are less due to controlled admission of traffic and less congestion and collision at MAC 
layer. CACP experiences more collision than FAAC protocol, that’s why its average end-to- 
end delay is higher than FAAC protocol. CACP average end-to-end delays are 0.07 sec and 
0.04 sec for traffic sources 10 and 80 nodes respectively. FAAC average end-to-end delays are 
0.05 sec and 0.03 sec for sources 10 and 80 respectively. FAAC protocol always endures less 
average end-to-end delay than CACP protocol.
3.6.4.5 The Aggregate T hroughput
Figure 3-33 explains the trend of the throughput of DSR, CACP and FAAC protocols. The 
graph confirms the same results as expected. It was clear from the achieved PLR and average 
end-to-end delay that the aggregate throughput will show the opposite behaviour. As the PLR 
and average end-to-end delay is high when traffic is concentrated among few source nodes, so 
the aggregate throughput is low. When PLR and average end-to-end delay becomes low then 
the aggregate throughput becomes high. SCR of the protocols also predict the aggregate 
throughput transition trend. DSR achieves the lowest aggregate throughput due to high PLR 
and average end-to-end delay. CACP aggregate throughput is higher than DSR but lower than 
FAAC protocol.
3.6.4.6 Useful Aggregate T hroughput
Useful aggregate throughput is obtained by multiplying the SCR of the protocol with 
aggregate throughput. Different sessions belong to different sources, while aggregate 
throughput shows the overall throughput of the network throughout the simulation. So the 
useful aggregate will count only this aggregate throughput for which session has completed.
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This metric highlight this issue that may be the protocol has achieved high aggregate 
throughput at the start of the session but did not sustain it throughout the session duration and 
drop the session. So this metric will highlight this difference and will show the aggregate 
throughput of the completed sessions.
Useful aggregate throughput of FAAC is highest among the studied protocols. FAAC has 
achieved highest aggregate throughput as well as highest SCR among the studied protocols. 
But the figure shows that the useful aggregate throughput is lower than the aggregate 
throughput, which means that some of the aggregate throughput may not be useful to the 
users. We have calculated the aggregate throughput without regard of the session completion. 
DSR and CACP useful aggregate throughput goes very low as compared to aggregate 
throughput because DSR and CACP are unable to maintain the session throughput for the 
session’s duration and drop the sessions. This metric also shows the objective satisfaction of 
the application user, that how much its requirement is tulfilled during the session duration.
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3.7 Sum m ary
In this chapter we have described the design and detailed parametric study of FAAC. The 
FAAC protocol is evaluated with DSR and CACP protocols. As due to the dynamic and 
unpredictable nature of MANETs, we have used almost all the various input metrics which has 
an effect on the protocols. Various input metrics have different impact on the network traffic 
load and test the behaviour of the protocol in different scenarios. The main objective of 
FAAC protocol is to maintain the guaranteed throughput to the session, which has been 
approved at the time of admission. We used different parameters to study the guaranteed 
throughput for the entire session. The protocol has achieved highest SCR as compared to DSR 
and CACP. CACP used session pausing mechanism, which in turn increases delay and 
degrade the throughput of the session. The guaranteed throughput violation results in higher 
session drop. DSR did not maintain the guaranteed throughput due to absence of admission
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control and very excessive traffic entry to the network. The SCR illustrate that the guaranteed 
throughput of each session was assured throughout the session duration. The PLR of FAAC 
remains very low for all different input metrics. Table 3-9 summarize the performances of the 
protocols studied in this chapter.
Table 3-9 Best Effort and AC protocols Performances
X . P erfo rm an ce DSR CACP FAAC
N etw ork
cond itions
D ata R ate A verage G ood Very G ood
S essions p e r  Source A verage G ood Very G ood
P acket Size A verage G ood Very Good
N u m b er o f Sources A verage G ood Very Good
4 QoS Assurance in MANETs through 
Multi-path Admission Control Protocol
The movement of mobile nodes and the lack of the network resources both in the wireless 
medium and in the mobile node, results in route failure. The route or link failure is a major 
issue in MANETs to assure the guarantee of QoS to the applications [75]. The route failure 
due to lack of network resources or not upholding the throughput requirement of the data 
flow can be managed and minimized by the use of admission control protocol, which Flow 
Aware Admission Control (FAAC) protocol have achieved. The effect of route failure by 
node mobility can be minimized by using multipath techniques between source and 
destination [76], [77].
Most of the QoS-aware routing protocols are using on-demand routing protocols for the 
assurance of QoS to the applications. These protocols maintain unipath between source and 
destination and initiates route discovery in case of route failure during the data session. This 
route discovery introduces more overheads to the network that results in degraded 
throughput. Due to the non availability of alternate path, the packets of the current data 
traffic are dropped. In [78], [79] local route repair schemes were devised that make use of 
intermediate backup nodes to alleviate the temporary packet drops. The source uses limited 
flooding technique, which spread up to few hops, to recover the broken route. The localized 
flooding techniques fail in an unpredictable mobile scenario of MANETs where applications 
require end-to-end QoS provisioning.
In [80] optimized version of AODV-with Backup Route (AODV-BR) is proposed in which 
backup paths are learned not only by route reply (RtRp) but data packet as well. Intermediate 
back up routes technique did not guarantee for the availability of backup path in case of 
route failure, so it is not as effective as needed for QoS-required applications. In [81] Goff et 
al. proposed to use pre emptive routing to predict the route failure and recover the route pre­
emptively before the actual route failure of the route happened. But in scenario like 
MANETs this prediction of route failure is very difficult because most the time route failure 
occurs due to mobility and the node topology is totally unpredictable and dynamic. In highly 
mobile scenarios of MANETs multiple paths providing protocols show better performance in 
terms of throughput, end-to-end delay, packet loss ratio, overheads etc as compared to 
unipath routing protocols [82], [83], [84]. The performance of high mobility MANETs can
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be improved by using multipath routing to provide multiple paths between source and 
destination.
QoS-aware Multipath Dynamic Source Routing (MP-DSR) protocol introduced a new end- 
to-end reliability QoS-metric, but the protocols does not take into consideration the 
constraint of delay or throughput of the data traffic [85]. Adaptive Dispersity QoS Routing 
(ADQR) protocol divides the traffic between multiple paths to fulfil the requirements of the 
data traffic [86]. The traffic is distributed among different paths which give rise to inherent 
problem of packet reordering at the destination node. In this protocol, there is no mechanism 
devised to solve this problem. Each node maintains the state information of nodes topology 
for the processing of route request. It becomes difficult to manage this information. Also 
proactive network monitoring causes very high overheads. Interference-aware QoS 
Multipath Routing (IMPR) [87] protocol proposes the combination of disjoint routes based 
on available bandwidth and link stability, but how the computation is carried out is not 
specified. Scalable Multipath on Demand Routing (SMORT) [88] improves path reliability 
by providing intermediate nodes with multiple routes to each destination. In [89] route 
stability-based multipath QoS routing (SMQR) considers each node individual bandwidth 
and does not consider how the wireless communication neighbour's capacity is affected. So 
it may underestimate or overestimate the capacity while granting admission to new data 
sessions. Finally, all studied multipath routing protocols have a reasonable amount of path 
dissemination problem [90].
We have proposed Flow Aware Admission Control-Multipath (FAAC-Multipath) protocol, 
to address the issue of mobility that causes route failure. The source node is designed to 
maintain multiple paths for each data session. The FAAC-Multipath protocol is equipped 
with the route repair mechanism to enable the intermediate node to carry out route repair 
locally. During the transmission of data traffic if route failure occurs, FAAC-Multipath 
protocol switches the data traffic from one route to another. FAAC-Multipath protocol 
upholds the guaranteed throughput and minimizes the delay due to the absence of session 
pausing mechanism found in other protocols like CACP and PAC. We have illustrated the 
effectiveness of FAAC-Multipath with the state of the art admission control protocols such 
as CACP and MACMAN. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the FAAC-Multipath 
protocol in terms of low packet loss and uphold guaranteed throughput. The remaining parts 
of this chapter are structured as follows: Section 4.1 explains the design and working of 
FAAC-Multipath protocol, section 4.2 describes the Simulation Environment, section 4.3 
analyzes the simulation results and last section gives the summary of the chapter.
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4.1 Flow Aware Multipath Admission Control (FAAC-Multipath) 
protocol
FAAC-Multipath protocol [91] has all the capabilities of FAAC protocol as discussed in 
chapter 3. The protocol is partially coupled with the Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) 
protocol and the primary route selection is like FAAC protocol. The protocol also assures the 
guaranteed throughput to the applications and it is evaluated with a single as well as 
multipath admission control protocols. In this chapter we have illustrated the functionality of 
multiple paths, backup route selection, backup route reliability and backup route 
maintenance of the protocol.
4.1.1 Route Discovery
The application agent specifies the requirements of the data session in the form of session 
request (SReq) packet and then passes on this SReq packet to the network layer. The source 
node stores this information and initiates the Route Request (RtRq). The RtRq propagates till 
the destination, and the destination unicast Route Reply (RtRp) to all routes found between 
source and destination. When the source receives multiple route replies, then it applies the 
local as well as neighbour’s capacity test either to grant or reject the admission of data 
session. The protocol tests and maintains two routes for each data session all the time; one of 
the routes is called primary and the other one is called secondary. The primary route is 
selected for data transmission while secondary route is selected as a backup for the data 
session. If primary route fails either due to nodes mobility or congestion then the primary 
route is removed from cache and secondary route is selected as a primary route for data 
transmission. After this other untested route is tested and maintains as a secondary route for 
the data session. The two routes primary and secondary must be partially disjoint; means half 
of the route. We have selected partially disjoint route condition because it is very difficult to 
find fully disjoint backup in MANETs. Therefore, we make our protocol more flexible, 
while selecting backup path. Our protocol can select a route as backup path whether it is 
fully disjoint or it share half of the nodes with primary route. We allow the backup route to 
share maximum 50% nodes with primary route, we choose maximum 50% so that the 
probability of the concurrently route failure of both routes is not higher than 50%.
4.1.2 Selection of Backup routes
The protocol may find many routes from source to destination during route discovery 
process. During the route discovery process, the nodes capacities are not tested on these
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likely routes. The source stores all the received RtRps from destination and tests the capacity 
of routes from source to destination.
For backup route, local capacity is tested using Channel Idle Time Ratio (CITR) mechanism 
while neighbour’s capacity is tested passively using lower neighbours carrier sensing 
threshold. Contention Count (Ccoum) may underestimate or overestimate the capacity because 
FAAC-Multipath supports partially disjoint routes means that backup route and primary 
route may share some nodes as well Carrier Sensing Range (CSR), so instead of Ccount, 
FAAC-Multipath will use Contention Difference (Cdiff). The Cdiff of a node is the number of 
those carrier sensing neighbours excluding destination node which are on backup path but 
not on the current path of the data flow. CD is estimated as:
Cdiff =j CcountI — I C S N  C l Rcurr \  { D }  | (4.1)
Here Cdiif is representing the contention difference which will be the number of nodes, Ccount 
is the Contention Count of the node on backup path. Carrier Sensing Neighbour (CSN) 
include those nodes which comes in the Carrier Sensing Region (CSR) of the stated node, 
Rcun^  represent the current flow the data traffic and D is the destination of the data traffic 
which is not included in Cdiff calculation. Figure 4-1 presents the illustration of Cdiff.
 ^  Current path
 ► Backup pathc s
— <D I
Figure 4-1 Calculation of Contention Difference (CD)
The small circles represent nodes and larger circle represents carrier sensing range of node 
‘h’. The solid and dotted arrows represent the current and backup route of the flow 
respectively. According to formula of contention count (Ccoum) [32], node ‘h’ Ccoum is 3, but 
two nodes {d, e} are part of the current data traffic route, so the Cdiff of the node ‘h’ will be 
1. In the same way, we can find the Cdiff of all other nodes.
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4.1.3 Backup Route Reliability
The protocol uses partially disjoint routes so that the probability of concurrently routes 
failure may be minimized. The primary and backup routes can share half of the route nodes. 
The disjointness of the routes improves the reliability of the routes. The following formula 
finds the reliability of the backup route by comparing the available bandwidth with the 
required bandwidth of the data flow.
Cavail — Crsv > =  Cdiff * Creq (4 .2 )
Here Cavaii is the available capacity at node, Qsv is the reserve capacity of the node, Qeq is the 
required capacity of the data session and Cdiff is the contention difference. On the basis of 
resource estimation, the node will decide the admission of new data session.
4.1.4 Maintenance of Backup route
FAAC-Multipath protocol has one primary and one tested backup route for each data session 
and data is always transmitted on primary route. Source node may have stored more untested 
backup routes for the same data session. The protocol switches the data session in three 
different situations: Firstly, the data session is switched from primary to secondary route 
whenever primary route fails. Secondly, the data session switches to secondary when 
primary route is not upholding the guaranteed throughput. Finally, the secondary route offers 
higher throughput than the primary route. Figure 4-2 shows, the operation of switching of 
data flow from primary to backup route due to the mobility of nodes of other data flow.
C5>->(6^-X3F-X3F.
CSR
Current path  
Backup path
Figure 4-2 Explanation of Route Changes
Figure 4-2 shows the transmission of two data flows. The small circle represents the nodes, 
large circle represent the carrier sensing range of the nodes. Flow 1 use the route A-^B and 
flow 2 use the route S ^ 1 ^ 2 - ^ 3 —>4-^D. At the beginning, the nodes participating in the 
transmission of flows are out of carrier sensing range of each other. When the first flow 
nodes move into the carrier sensing range of nodes of second flow, then the both routes fail
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to satisfy the QoS requirements. Therefore the source of flow 2 switches the flow to alternate 
route S-^5—>6—>7—> 8^9—>D so it can satisfy the requirements.
When route failure occurs at any node, then this node tried to recover the route locally. By 
local repairing, we mean that the error finding source node will search for the alternate route, 
which can fulfil the requirements of that flow.
If the backup route is, cached at the source, discovered either during the route discovery of 
primary route or found opportunistically. Then the protocol conducts the testing of nodes 
resources on the stated route. The process is similar to the second step of the route discovery 
where the protocol unicast the Session Request (SReq) packet on the stated route. Local 
resources are tested using channel idle time ratio (CITR) mechanism and neighbour’s 
resources are tested passively. The capacity testing is passive, so it does not introduce 
overheads to the network. The source stores the backup path on the successful completion of 
the resource testing on that path. If the testing fails then the route is removed from untested 
backup route cache.
If all the cached backup routes are removed, then the source set off new route discovery for 
the same data session because if the current route fails, then there should be a tested 
backup/secondary route in the cache, there will be no need to stop the data traffic but just 
switch to tested backup route.
4.2 Simulation Environment
As discussed in chapter 3, we have analysed our protocol with different input parameters and 
output metrics. In the same fashion, we will analyse and discuss the results of simulation of 
all the discussed protocols. In this chapter we have included MACMAN protocol and 
excluded the DSR protocol from analysis because DSR does not perform well in such mobile 
scenario. MACMAN maintains multiple paths between source and destination for each data 
session, so it will be a fair comparison of the stated protocol. As this chapter includes the 
analyses of multipath protocol, so we have studied these protocols in more mobile scenario 
to test the capability of each studied protocols. In this study the mobile nodes’ maximum 
speed is 2m/s and also the pause time is 20 sec, which means that nodes will be mobile as 
opposed to chapter 3 where pause time was 800sec and nodes remain stationary after first 
movement. Simulation runs for 800 seconds but the results of the first and last 100 seconds 
are not used for the purpose of accuracy.
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4.3 Simulation Results and Analysis
4.3.1 Source Data Rate
We have described the effect of this input parameter in chapter 3. This parameter actually 
exploits the network capacity by asking very high capacity and most of the network capacity 
may remain un-utilized. In this chapter we have evaluated the effect and behaviour of the 
data rate on multipath admission control. We will analyse how much improvement can be 
made with the use of multipath protocol. We will show that how the multipath protocol deals 
with different data rate or capacity requirements.
4.3.1.1 Session Admission Ratio
Data rate or capacity requirement has an effect on Session admission ratio (SAR) of the 
protocols. As the capacity requirement of the sessions increase, the admission ratio of the 
sessions into the network decreases. With the increase in capacity requirement, the efficient 
utilization of the capacity becomes difficult, because may be the network has the capacity, 
but a little bit less than the capacity requested, so the available capacity of the network will 
not be utilized. The SAR is inversely proportional to the capacity requirements.
Figure 4-3 shows the SAR of the FAAC, FAAC-Multipath, CACP and MACMAN 
protocols. The SAR of all the studied protocols decreases as the capacity requirements of the 
sessions increase. The SAR of the CACP and FAAC are higher than the FAAC-Multipath 
and MACMAN. The earlier stated two protocols do not discover and maintain multiple paths 
between source and destination. The multipath protocol consumes more capacity for each 
session as compared to single path protocols.
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4.3.1.2 Session Completion Ratio
Figure 4-4 shows the Session Completion Ratio of FAAC, FAAC-Multipath, CACP and 
MACMAN protocols. The major difference between best effort routing protocol and QoS- 
aware routing (QAR) protocol is that the earlier do not assure the guaranteed throughput, 
while later assures the guaranteed throughput for the entire session duration. Hence, SCR is 
the best metric to test the QAR and AC protocols that how many sessions are provided the 
guaranteed throughput for the entire session duration. This metric gives the ratio between the 
admitted sessions and the completed sessions by the protocol. The completed session shows 
the number of the sessions whose guaranteed throughput is upheld for the entire session 
duration. The protocol drops the sessions, if it does not fulfil the requirements. The QAR and 
Admission Control protocols decrease the SAR into the network as the data rate increases, so 
the data rate must not severely affect the SCR of the protocols. But SCR for higher data rate 
decreases a little bit due to the fact that higher data rate may reduce the efficient utilization 
of the network’s capacity.
FAAC and FAAC-Multipath almost maintain high SCR among the studied protocols. The 
SCR of the FAAC-Multipath is higher than the FAAC protocol, because FAAC-Multipath 
has admitted less session as compared to FAAC protocol, but it utilizes the capacity in 
discovering and maintaining multiple paths from source to destination. As the network nodes 
are mobile and pause time is only 20sec, so the network topology changes and as a result 
link failure occurs frequently. FAAC-Multipath switches the data session to backup route in 
case of route failure. This switching mechanism maintains highest SCR of the protocol and 
utilizes the capacity very well. In FAAC whenever link failure occurs, it search for the route 
either in cache and then test the capacity of the route or initiate a new route discovery. This 
interruption drops the throughput and causes for session dropping. The SCR of MACMAN 
protocol is higher than the CACP but lower than FAAC and FAAC-Multipath protocols. 
MACMAN and CACP protocols do not consider the possibility of increasing collision on the 
admission of new sessions. The session pausing mechanism of MACMAN and CACP 
decreases their SCR. However the backup route capability of MACMAN improves its SCR 
as compared to CACP protocol.
4.3.1.3 Packet Loss Ratio
Figure 4-5 shows the Packet Loss Ratio of FAAC, FAAC-Multipath, CACP and 
MACMAN protocols. The PLR of the protocols increases as the data rate or capacity 
requirement increase. As with higher data rate, the link failure occurs frequently either due to 
mobility or due to excessive re-transmission of data packets or due to buffer overflow. The 
process of new route discovery or to test the route capacity increases the PLR. PLR of FAAC
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is higher than the FAAC-Multipath and MACMAN protocols. In FAAC-Multipath, the local 
route repair and tested backup path makes the PLR lower. MACMAN has lower PLR due to 
backup paths and pausing mechanism, but this pausing mechanism lead to longer average 
end to end delay and decreases aggregated throughput. The careful admission and fast re­
routing of the sessions in FAAC-Multipath mechanism avoid the congestion and decreases 
the PLR.
4.3.1.4 The Average end-to-end Delay
The Average end-to-end delay of the studied protocols is shown in Figure 4-6. As the data 
rate increases, the congestion as well as packet loss increases which in turn results in longer 
average end-to-end delay. The SCR and PLR in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5, respectively 
acknowledge the trend of average end-to-end delay.
The average end-to-end delay of CACP is highest among the studied protocols. The CACP 
does not consider the effect of newly admitted data traffic over previously serving data 
traffic. Also the link failure causes the need to initiate the route discovery in CACP because 
there is no backup route available in CACP. MACMAN has longer delays than FAAC and 
FAAC-Multipath protocols but smaller than CACP. In MACMAN the PLR and the session 
pausing mechanism increases the average end-to-end delay. MACMAN resource estimation 
is also bases on passive monitoring for primary as well as for backup which leads to capacity 
under-estimation or over-estimation as explained in chapter 2. The FAAC-Multipath 
maintains very low average end-to-end delay due to thorough admission control, primary and 
backup route local repair, and fast re-routing of the sessions.
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Figure 4-5 Packet Loss Ratio
4.3.1.5 The Aggregate Throughput
Figure 4-6 The Average end-to-end Delay
Figure 4-7 shows the aggregate throughput of the studied FAAC, FAAC-Multipath, CACP 
and MACMAN protocols. The aggregate throughput of all the protocols increases as the data
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rate increases from 25kbps to 75kbps. When data rate increases from 75kbps, different 
protocols behave differently. An increase in data rate increases the collision and PLR and as 
a result drops the data sessions more frequently.
Here the figure reflects the advantages of multipath admission control protocols. The higher 
data rate causes congestion, collision and as result frequent route failure occurs frequently. In 
frequent route failure, it becomes difficult for single path admission control protocol to 
maintain guaranteed throughput while multipath protocol takes advantages of backup routes 
in such scenario. Single path AC protocol initiates a new route discovery for any route or 
link failure due to any reason. The Figure 4-7 confirms this trend because although FAAC- 
Multipath admits less data session but its completion ratio is higher than FAAC protocol, 
which results in higher aggregated throughput. Although backup route reduces the session 
admission ratio and introduce more overhead in the start of the session admission but these 
backup routes maintain high aggregated throughput during frequent route failures. The 
aggregate throughput of MACMAN is lower than FAAC protocol because FAAC admitted 
more data traffic than MACMAN and also completed more data sessions successfully. 
MACMAN protocol uses passive monitoring for resource testing of primary and backup 
route as well, which most of the time results in wrong admission decision and results in very 
low session completion ratio.
The aggregate throughput of the CACP is lowest among the studied protocols, due to higher 
PLR and higher average end-to-end delay. When data rate increases, CACP suffers from 
higher collision as compared to other protocols because it introduces more sessions and then 
drops the sessions in the middle and start the route discovery and capacity testing that 
introduces overheads in the network. As at the time of admission control, CACP does not 
care the possibility of increase in collision with the arrival of new data session. MACMAN 
has higher aggregated throughput than CACP due to backup routes availability, so in case of 
route or link failure, it switches the session to other available backup route. The session 
pausing mechanism of MACMAN reduces the aggregate throughput due to longer end-to- 
end delay. Moreover the switching mechanism of MACMAN is very slow as compared to 
FAAC-Multipath protocol. FAAC-Multipath protocol maintains highest aggregated 
throughput due to thorough admission control, backup routes and fast re-route mechanism of 
the protocol. FAAC-Multipath maintains higher throughput up to the data rate 100 kbps and 
decreases when data rate exceed this limit.
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4.3.1.6 Useful Aggregate T hroughput
This metric show that only this aggregated throughput may be useful to the application users 
for which sessions have been completed. The Figure 4-8 shows that FAAC-Multipath has 
highest useful aggregate throughput due to highest completion ratio and aggregate 
throughput. The useful aggregate throughput increases up to some limit of increase in data 
rate.
4.3.1.7 Norm alized Routing Load
Multipath admission control protocols add overheads to network in the start of data session 
admission, but these extra overheads make the protocols more efficient if link failure occurs 
frequently either due to node mobility or buffer overflow. The NRL of all the protocols 
decreases, when data rate changes from 25kbps to 75kbps, and then increases because the 
aggregate throughput of the protocols decreases.
MACMAN tries to find fully disjoint primary and backup routes. These disjoint routes 
discovery increase the overheads of the MACMAN. The increase in PLR increases the re­
transmission at MAC layer which results in a collision at the MAC layer. The excessive re­
transmission results in link failure which also adds the overheads. NRL of CACP is higher 
than MACMAN due to unavailability of the backup routes. NRL of CACP is mainly added 
by route discovery and route failure. As the data rate increases collision increases, so at the 
highest data rate, the NRL of CACP becomes very high as compared to other protocols. 
FAAC-Multipath maintains lower NRL for low as well as high data rates. The NRL of 
FAAC-Multipath decreases as data rate increases because it maintains higher aggregate 
throughput for higher data rates than for lower data rates.
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4.3.2 Session Arrival Rate
The AC protocols manage the data traffic load in the network. The protocols try to admit the 
data traffic according to their capacity estimates of the network capacity. In this study, we 
change the data traffic load by changing the total number of requesting data sessions. The 
Table 3-6, Table 3-7 and Table 3-8 shows the simulation parameters. The data rate of all 
session will be 25kbps and will remain constant.
4.3.2.1 Session Admission Ratio
Figure 4-10 depicts that Session Admission Ratio of the analyzed FAAC, FAAC-Multipath, 
CACP and MACMAN protocols. The SAR of all these protocols decreases as the number of 
requesting sessions rises. As the number of requesting sessions imposes extra overheads on 
the network, no matter whether requested sessions are accepted or rejected. The SAR of the 
MACMAN and FAAC-Multipath protocols are lower than CACP and FAAC protocols. 
FAAC and CACP reserve the network resources maintaining a single route for each data 
session, while the other studied protocols maintain multiple routes. Therefore, each session 
consumes more capacity in multipath AC protocols. The main objective of AC protocols is 
to uphold the guaranteed throughput of the session and efficiently utilize the network’s 
capacity. These multiple routes help the protocol to assure the guaranteed throughput to user 
data sessions.
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4.3.2.2 Session Com pletion Ratio
Figure 4-11 shows a significant percentage of session drops of CACP and MACMAN even 
at lowest load. This is partly because CACP does not consider the increase in collision rate 
that occurs upon session admission. The higher number of sessions dropped allows the 
CACP protocol to admit more sessions as compared to other studied protocol as shown in 
Figure 4-10. MACMAN protocol performs better than CACP due to the availability of 
backup paths. MACMAN protocol tries to maintain totally disjoint routes, which introduces 
more overheads in the network and fails to complete the sessions.
FAAC-Multipath protocol maintains highest SCR due to tested backup route, local route 
repair and fast switching mechanism. The session completion ratio of all the protocols 
idealistically should remain constant with the increase of number of sessions per source 
because the AC protocols control the admission of traffic according to network’s capacity. 
Actually, the protocols control the admission of data traffic, but still the requesting session 
introduces some overheads in the network, although it may be rejected.
4.3.2.3 Packet Loss Ratio
Figure 4-12 shows Packet Loss Ratio of FAAC, FAAC-Multipath, CACP and MACMAN 
protocols. The PLR of all the studied protocols increase with the rise in number of sessions 
per source. As the number of sessions increase, it congests the network and nodes find less 
opportunity to transmit its data packets. The two main reasons of the increasing PLR of the 
protocols are buffer overflow and collisions at MAC layer.
CACP protocol suffers from higher packet loss ratio due to complicated and extra control 
overheads during the session admission. The protocol initiate route discovery, whenever 
route failure occurs. CACP protocol does not take into account the effect of new sessions 
over previously admitted sessions, which increases collision and as a result packets drop. 
CACP and MACMAN protocols also pause the sessions, which results in the buffer
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overflow and packet loss. MACMAN protocol takes the advantages of multiple paths to 
reduce collision, but still the switching mechanism of MACMAN is very slow. FAAC 
protocol has higher PLR than MACMAN due to frequent link failure and unavailability of 
backup route. PLR of CACP and MACMAN change from 3.3 % to 12.4% and from 1.1% to 
5.4% respectively, when number of sessions per source increases from 5 to 40.
FAAC-Multipath protocol has lowest PLR among the studied protocols. The partial disjoint 
routes help to minimize the extra overheads of the backup route. The thorough admission 
control, local route repair and fast switching of data session of the protocol maintain very 
low packet loss. PLR of FAAC and FAAC-Multipath increases from 1.3% to 6.7% and from 
0.45% to 1.6% respectively, when number of sessions per source increase from 5 to 40.
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4.3.2,4 The Average end-to-end delay
Figure 4-13 represents average end to end delay of FAAC, FAAC-Multipath, CACP and 
MACMAN protocols. It consists of queuing delay, re-transmission, and propagation delay. It 
mainly depends on transmission opportunity of a node and PLR. The transmission 
opportunity of a node decreases with the increasing number of requesting data sessions to the 
network. The heavy traffic load in the network causes the collision and PLR, which results in 
longer average end-to-end delays.
CACP suffers from longer delays as compare to other studied protocols due to frequent route 
failure and unavailability of backup routes. MACMAN protocol has higher delay than FAAC 
and FAAC-Multipath protocol. The session pausing, slow re-routing and more overheads in 
finding totally disjoint routes results in longer delay. FAAC-Multipath protocol takes 
advantages of thorough admission control, efficient use of cache information, local route 
repair and fast re-routing to control the average end-to-end delay.
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4.3.2.S The Aggregate th roughpu t
The aggregate throughput represents the received data at application layer in unit time. It is 
usually measured in bits per second. Figure 4-14 shows the aggregate throughput of FAAC, 
FAAC-Multipath, CACP and MACMAN protocols. The aggregate throughput represents the 
receive data of each session irrespective of either session has been completed or dropped. An 
average end-to-end delay and packet loss affects the achieved aggregate throughput of the 
protocols. The SCR of the protocol also predict its aggregate throughput. The aggregate 
throughput of each protocol increases when data sessions increases from 5 to 25 sessions per 
source. FAAC-Multipath protocol achieves highest aggregate throughput among the studied 
protocols. Shorter end-to-end delay and lower PLR contribute to highest aggregate 
throughput of the protocol. MACMAN protocol performs better than CACP due to backup 
route availability.
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4.3.2.6 Useful Aggregate th roughpu t
The useful aggregate throughput parameter explains the actual place of the protocols as 
shown in figure 4-16. This metric is the same as the aggregate throughput, except that it is 
multiplied by the Session Completion Ratio. This indicates what fraction of the throughput is 
useful in terms of allowing an application data session to be completed while upholding its 
throughput requirements. It shows almost the same trend as that of aggregate throughput and 
session completion ratio.
4.3.2.7 Norm alized Routing Load
The Normalized Routing Load represents actual data transmission at a cost of control or 
routing overheads. The NRL of all the studied protocols decrease as the session per source 
increases up to 20, because all protocol achieves higher aggregate throughput at that session 
rate. CACP suffers from higher PLR and has longer end-to-end delays, which results in 
lower aggregate throughput. The route discovery and capacity testing is also very complex in
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CACP and introduces overheads into the network. Therefore, CACP has highest NRL. 
MACMAN tries to maintain fully disjoint multiple routes for each data session, which is 
very difficult to achieve in such frequently changing topology. The MACMAN capacity 
testing mechanism also over-estimate or under-estimate the capacity, which is also a source 
of high NRL.
NRL of FAAC is lower than CACP and MACMAN due to its higher aggregate throughput, 
although it is higher than NRL of FAAC-Multipath. FAAC-Multipath introduces overheads 
in start of session admission because it maintains partially disjoint multiple routes for each 
session, but higher aggregate throughput of FAAC-Multipath compensates these overheads 
and as a result has low NRL.
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4.3.3 Packet Size
We analyse the behaviour of the protocols with different packet size. As different 
applications have different packet size, so we will investigate the protocol how they react or 
behave with different size data packet. Data traffic will be generated by the application with 
different packet size. The data rate will be same i.e. 25kbps for all different types of packet 
size.
4.3.3.1 Session Admission Ratio
Figure 4-17 shows Session Admission Ratio of FAAC, FAAC-Multipath, CACP and 
MACMAN. This figure represents the effect of different size data packets on the session 
admission into the network. As the data rate remains constant i.e. 25kbps for this set of 
simulation irrespective of data packet size, so large number of smaller packets will be 
transmitted to achieve this data rate as compared to bigger size data packets. Smaller size 
data packets means more overhead will be introduced in the network. The SAR of the
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protocols increases as the packet size increases because higher size data packets introduced 
less overheads and more capacity is available for data sessions.
The SAR of CACP is highest among the studied protocols, because CACP does not search 
for multiple routes or in other words it only tests a single route capacity for the session 
admission. It admits more sessions but then it fails to assure the guaranteed throughput to the 
sessions. SAR of FAAC is higher than FAAC-Multipath and MACMAN due to 
unavailability of multiple paths.
SAR of MACMAN and FAAC-Multipath protocols are lower due to resource checking of 
multiple paths. MACMAN tries to find fully disjoint multiple routes between source and 
destination, which reduces the session admission into the network. Moreover, MACMAN is 
using perceptive method to test the resources which also causes the over-estimation of free 
capacity and as a result collision increases and drops the sessions.
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4,3.3.2 Session Completion Ratio
Figure 4-18 represents the effect of data packet size on the Session Completion Ratio of the 
studied protocols. Different size data packets have different impact on the performance of 
the protocols. Smaller size data packet introduces extra-overheads into the network, which 
degrades the aggregate throughput while on the other hand, larger size data packets increase 
collision at the MAC layer, which in turn increases the overheads and degrades the 
performance. The figure shows that with smaller size packet, the protocols attain higher SCR 
due to less collision. Smaller size data packets misuse network’s capacity by introducing 
more overheads at the time of session’s admission, but it has less collision at the MAC layer 
that results in higher SCR. On the other hand, larger size data packet introduces less 
overhead at the time of session admission and as a result admits more data sessions as 
compared to small size data packets. But later on, larger size data packets suffers from higher 
collision at the MAC layer during data transmission and cause route failure, which results in 
adding extra overheads to the network and decreases the SCR.
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SCR of CACP is very low as compared to other studied protocols. CACP admits the data 
sessions without considering the effect on the previously admitted data sessions. It admits 
more sessions than the capacity, which increases collision and re-transmission of data packet 
at the MAC layer. The node movement also affects the SCR of the CACP. Its SCR decreases 
as the packet size increases because larger size packet causes more collision. SCR of 
MACMAN is higher than CACP due to its multiple routes availability. Although it admits 
less sessions than CACP but its fully disjoint multiple routes finding decreases the available 
capacity to accommodate new sessions. MACMAN re-route mechanism is very slow and not 
efficient. It switches the data from primary route to secondary route when primary fails or 
not providing the guranteed throughput.
FAAC and FAAC-Multipath protocols have achieves higher SCR than others. The multipath 
fast re-routes mechanism and route local routes repair plays a vital role in achieving high 
SCR.
4.3.3.3 Packet Loss Ratio
Figure 4-19 shows the Packet Loss Ratio of FAAC, FAAC-Multipath, CACP and 
MACMAN. Data packet size has great impact on PLR of the protocols. As the data rate of 
all the protocols are constant i.e. 25kbps for all sizes of data packets. It means that the 
protocol will generate will more data packets when size of data packets are low and vice 
versa. As less number of sessions are introduced in the network at low size data packets, so 
less collision occur. Hence, the PLR of the protocols increases as the size of data packet 
increases. PLR at small size data packet is mainly due to buffer overflow while in large size 
data packet, collision is the main cause of PLR.
CACP has highest PLR among all the studied protocols, because of its maximum session 
admission without considering its affect on existing data sessions. CACP has severely 
affected by collision at the MAC layer. MACMAN takes an advantage of multiple routes 
availability, so in case of collision it switches the data flow to other route. Although it’s 
switching mechanism of the data flow is slow but still it reduces the packet loss ratio. 
MACMAN protocol has lower PLR than FAAC protocol due to session pausing mechanism 
and backup route availability. But the session pausing mechanism of the MACMAN protocol 
introduces higher delays and degrades the throughput. FAAC-Multipath protocol has least 
PLR due to thorough admission control, local route repair and availability of partially 
disjoint tested backup path. FAAC-Multipath protocol switches the data session from 
primary to secondary in case of route failure instead of session pausing.
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4.3.3.4 The Average End-to-End Delay
The average end-to-end delay of all the studied protocols increase as the data packet size 
increases. Small size data packet introduces more overheads and consumes more capacity at 
the start of the session admission, but it is less affected by collision during the data 
transmission. Collision is the main cause of increasing average end-to-end delay of the 
packets. Collision fails the routes and become a reason for route discovery initiation and as 
results packets delay increase.
CACP is more affected by collision so its packets delay is highest among the protocols. 
MACMAN has higher delay than FAAC and FAAC-Multipath due to session pausing. 
FAAC-Multipath has less collision at the MAC layer due to its fast switching mechanism 
and results in short packet delay. The PLR of FAAC and FAAC-Multipath is low for small 
as well as for large size data packets. Figure 4-20 makes it clear that collision is a major 
reason for PLR than buffer overflow and as a result average end-to-end delay is higher for 
large size data packet.
4.3.3.5 The Aggregate T hroughput
Figure 4-21 shows the aggregate throughput of the studied FAAC, FAAC-Multipath, CACP 
and MACMAN protocols. The aggregate throughput is the measurement of received data 
bits per second at the destination node, so the packet size has an impact on the aggregate 
throughput of the protocols. Smaller size data packets carry less amount of data with 
reference to overheads but less affected by collision. On the other hand, large size data 
packet carries more data with respect to packet overhead but affected by collision more than 
the small size data packet. The large size data packets have more collision and as a result 
have higher PLR and delay, which further results in decrease of aggregate throughput. The 
figure shows that the aggregate throughput of almost all the protocols is higher when data 
size is 512 bytes because at that size the packets overhead and collision are low.
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FAAC-Multipath has maximum aggregate throughput among all the studied protocols. The 
availability of the tested backup route, local route repair and fast re-routing make it the best 
choice among the protocols. The PLR and average end-to-end delay of FAAC-Multipath 
confirms the highest aggregate throughput and the trend of aggregate throughput of the 
protocol. The aggregate throughput increases as the packet size increases from 64 bytes to 
512 bytes, because smaller size data packet consumers capacity by overheads and larger size 
data packet misuse capacity by higher collision ratio.
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4.3.3.6 Useful Aggregate T hroughput
Figure 4-22 shows the Useful Aggregate throughput of the studied protocol for different size 
data packets. Useful Aggregate Throughput measures only that throughput for which data 
session has been completed. Only that throughput from completed session will be valuable to 
the application. The useful aggregate throughput is calculated by multiplying the throughput 
with SCR of the protocol. FAAC-Multipath has maximum useful aggregate throughput due 
to maximum aggregate throughput and SCR. Useful aggregate throughput almost follow the 
similar trend of SCR and Aggregate throughput.
4.3.3.7 Norm alized Routing Load
Figure 4-23shows the Normalized Routing Load of the studied protocols. The NRL of the 
protocols changes with the change in size of the data packet. Smaller size data packet 
introduces more overheads attach to each data packet and consumes the capacity at the time 
of data session admission and data transmission. Smaller size data packet has low route 
discovery overheads because less route failure occurs due to collision. Hence, the overheads 
decreases as the size of data packet increases from 64 bytes to 512 bytes and then increases 
due to increase in collision when data size increases from 512 bytes. But still the overheads 
for low size data packet are higher than large size data packet.
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Route discovery and capacity testing is the major source of overheads in the networks. 
CACP suffers from higher collision among the studied protocols. It does not maintain the 
guaranteed throughput of the data session and hence, drops the session and initiates new 
route discovery, which results in low aggregate throughput and higher NRL. The NRL of 
MACMAN is higher than FAAC and FAAC-Multipath because it achieves less aggregate 
throughput due to inefficient control mechanism. FAAC-Multipath has lowest NRL due to 
highest aggregate throughput and efficient admission control and fast re-routing.
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4.3.4 Node Speed
Aside from handling the offered load, a combined QAR and AC protocol should also react 
intelligently to the route failures and available resource reductions potentially caused by 
node mobility. Clearly, it is expected that, at higher node speeds, routes will break more 
often. This leads to temporary lapses in throughput and increase in delay while alternative 
routes are found. Also, the incurred route re-establishment overhead may cause unexpected 
interference and congestion. Session may additionally have to re-route more frequently. In 
turn, these factors decrease the session completion ratio of the protocols. Node speed is one 
of the main reasons of unpredictable topology of the MANETs. Another factor that comes 
into play is the variation in the nodes spatial distribution. As shown in [92], the utilized 
random waypoint (RWP) mobility model causes mobile nodes to cluster nearer the centre of 
the simulation area compared to a uniform geographic distribution. The movement of a node 
from a starting position to its next destination is denoted as one movement period or 
transition in this period. Transition length is the Euclidian distance that a node travels during 
one movement period between waypoints. Transition time is the time it takes a node to move 
from one waypoint to the next waypoint. As from [92] it is proved that in square area the 
expected transition length is 0.5214*s where s represent the side of a square. The expected 
transition time is calculated by:
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E(T) is the expected transition time; k is the maximum node speed and E(L) is the expected 
length for node movement. E(L) is calculated by the following formula and ‘s’ represents the 
side length of the square simulation area.
E (L )= 0 .5 2 1 * 5  ( 4 .4 )
If a node pauses for a certain time then the total expected transition time will become
T .E { T )  =  E { T )  +  E {T p )  (4.5)
Where T.E(T) present total RWP period and E(Tp) represents pause time. Using these 
equations we derive the average node speed.
4.3.4.1 Session Admission Ratio
Figure 4-24 shows the Session Admission Ratio of the studied protocols at different node 
speed. Node speed affects the performance of the protocols due to frequent topology 
changes. Node movement causes collision and frequent route failures. As the node speed 
increases, the SAR of the protocols decreases because the protocol generates more control 
overheads to find or recover the data route. The CACP protocol admits more sessions than 
FAAC protocol because CACP does not consider the effect of new data session on the 
existing data session in the network. The CACP protocol drops session and then uses this 
free capacity for the admission of other new sessions. Data session admission ratio in FAAC 
decreases as the node maximum speed increases because the provisioning of guaranteed 
throughput in such mobile scenario becomes difficult. The main task of FAAC protocol is to 
assure the guaranteed throughput to the admitted session and complete the session that have 
been admitted.
SAR of FAAC-Multipath is low and it decreases from 42.6% to 20.5% when speed increases 
from 2 to 32 m/s. Higher speed of nodes causes frequent route failures, more re-routing, 
local route repair, increases PLR and average end-to-end delay that results in consumption of 
network capacity and decrease the SAR. SAR of MACMAN is higher than FAAC-Multipath 
because FAAC-Multipath test the resources very thoroughly during the admission control 
and consider the effect on previously admitted sessions, because the main objective is to 
complete the data session not only to admit the data session.
4.3.4.2 Session Com pletion Ratio
Figure 4-25 represents the Session Completion Ratio of the studied protocols and their 
behaviour at different node speed. Higher node speed decreases the SCR of the protocols
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because it changes topology frequently and results in collision at MAC layer. The excessive 
re-transmission at the MAC layer causes the route failure which either results in switching 
the data session to another route or initiate new route discovery. The switching mechanism 
or initiating the route discovery increases the overheads and results in degraded throughput. 
The session drops if its requirements are not fulfilled. It is clear from the figure that the data 
session completion ratio of FAAC is higher than CACP protocols. The completion ratio of 
FAAC protocol varies from 60.3 % to 12.8% by increasing speed from 2 to 32m/s while the 
completion ratio of CACP decreases from 21.9% to 7.4% respectively. CACP admits more 
data sessions and then drops the sessions due to failure of providing the guaranteed 
throughput to data sessions.
SCR of MACMAN protocol is higher than FAAC protocol at higher node speed because 
higher speed cause frequent route failure and MACMAN takes an advantage of back up 
route availability. The SCR of the MACMAN is decreases from 51.4% to 19.2% when node 
speed rises from 2 to 32m/s. FAAC-Multipath performs better at different node speed among 
all the studied protocols. It’s fast re-routing mechanism and local route repair mechanism 
helps to maintain the agreed throughput to the data session. Moreover the thoroughly 
controlled admission of data session also helps to achieve high SCR. Its SCR decreases from 
83.7% to 51.1% when node speed changes from 2 to 32m/s.
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4.3.4.3 Packet Loss Ratio
Figure 4-25 Session Completion Ratio
Node speed has a great effect on the Packet Loss Ratio of the studied protocols. Figure 4-28 
shows the Packet Loss Ratio of the four studied protocols i.e., CACP, FAAC, FAAC- 
Multipath and MACMAN. Nodes mobility make the data route stale and also causes route 
failure, which results in data packet loss. CACP protocol is severely affected by higher node 
speed, which increases the collision and as a result the protocol drops the data packets. 
FAAC protocol PLR is lower than CACP due to thorough admission control and efficient
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utilization of resources. FAAC finds alternate routes for the data session faster than CACP 
protocol, which results in low PLR. However, the PLR of FAAC protocol is higher than 
MACMAN and FAAC-Multipath protocols because it initiates route discovery or start the 
testing of available routes in source cache for the session. The PLR has great impact on 
session completion ratio of the protocols.
PLR of MACMAN is higher than FAAC-Multipath at different node speed and its PLR are 
increasing as the node speed increases. The increase in node speed changes the topology 
very frequently and the node movement may affect the capacity of each other and as a result 
either decreases the session throughput or fails the data route. The node movement not only 
causes collision at the MAC layer, but also causes the buffer overflow. The MACMAN 
protocol session pausing mechanism although reduces the PLR that is due to collision, but on 
the other hand, session pausing mechanism increases the average end-to-end delay which in 
turn increases the PLR that is due to the buffer overflow. Its PLR increases from 1.2% to 
6.2% when node maximum speed changes from 2 to 32m/s.
FAAC-Multipath protocol has lowest PLR due to thorough admission control, fast re-routing 
and local route repair of routes. The reserved capacity plays a vital role in frequent topology 
changes and switches the data session from primary to secondary route. Its PLR increases 
from 0.57% to 2.7% when node speed changes from 2 and 32m/s.
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4.3 4.4 The Average End-to-End Delay
The average end-to-end delay is the second most important metric for evaluation of network 
layer protocols. It shows the efficiency of the protocols to deal with congestion, mobility, 
PLR and utilization of available capacity. Excessive dropping of packets either due to route 
failure or due to collision increase the average end to end delay of the data packets. Figure 4- 
27 shows the effect of nodes mobility over different protocols. Higher node speed causes 
frequent route failures and protocols initiate route discovery frequently that introduces more 
overheads to the network. Higher speed increases the interference that results in high PLR
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and longer end-to-end delays. FAAC protocol has smaller average end-to-end delay than 
MACMAN protocol at lower node speed because lower node speed causes less number of 
route failures. At higher node speed, route failure occurs more frequently and MACMAN 
protocol takes an advantage of backup routes and attains smaller average end-to-end delay.
MACMAN protocol has a longer average end-to-end delay than FAAC-Multipath protocol, 
due to its session pausing mechanism and slow re-route mechanism. MACMAN protocol 
pauses the session, when its achieved throughput is less than the requested. Session pausing 
mechanism of the MACMAN protocol results in longer average end-to-end delay which in 
turn also increases the PLR. MACMAN protocol maintains fully disjoint routes, which is 
very difficult to achieve in such frequent changing topology. FAAC-Multipath uses fast re­
routing strategy instead of session pausing mechanism. The fast re-routing mechanism 
avoids the collision and keeps the average end-to-end delay minimum, which results in 
higher SCR and lower PLR among the studied protocols. SAR and reserved capacity also 
contribute to maintain minimum average end-to-end delay at different node speed.
4.3.4.S The Aggregate T hroughpu t
The Aggregate throughput is related to the successful transmission of data packets. Route 
failure, PLR and average end-to-end delay affects the aggregate throughput of the network. 
Figure 4-28 shows the aggregate throughput of the FAAC, CACP, FAAC-Multipath and 
MACMAN protocols. Aggregate throughput of the protocols reduces with the rising node 
speed. MACMAN protocol achieves higher aggregate throughput than FAAC protocol at 
higher node speed. The simulation results show that multi-path protocols works better in fast 
changing topology environment.
MACMAN protocol aggregate throughput is mainly affected by increasing average end-to- 
end delay with increase in node speed. Although MACMAN protocol uses backup route to 
achieve higher aggregate throughput, its session pausing mechanism increases the average 
end-to-end delay, which in turn decreases the throughput. MACMAN protocol attains lower 
aggregated throughput than FAAC-Multipath protocol.
The main objective of FAAC-Multipath protocol is to assure and uphold the throughput of 
each session which has been guaranteed at the time of session admission. The thorough 
admission control, tested backup route, fast re-routing and the absence of session pausing 
mechanism upholds the highest aggregate throughput of the protocol. It maintains minimum 
average end-to-end delay among all the studied protocol, which also contribute to the highest 
aggregate throughput. The SCR of the Figure 4-25 also confirms the result shown in Figure 
4-28. Although the aggregate throughput of the FAAC-Multipath decreases with the increase
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in node maximum speed but still it maintains the guaranteed throughput of a higher ratio of 
the admitted session into the network.
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4.3.4.6 Useful Aggregate T hroughput
This metric shows only the average aggregate throughput of the completed sessions. The 
aggregate throughput of sessions, which drops in the middle, may not be useful to the 
application. Node mobility or speed create challenging environment for the protocols to 
uphold the guaranteed throughput till session completion. It shows the protocols’ behaviour 
dealing with frequent route failure and unpredictable topology. Useful aggregate throughput 
is calculated by multiplying the aggregate throughput with the session completion ratio of 
the protocol. Due to higher aggregate throughput and session completion ratio of FAAC 
protocol, the useful throughput of FAAC is higher than the CACP protocols. The useful 
aggregate throughput of all the protocols degrades as the node speed increases because 
higher node speed causes frequent route failure and increases PLR. The figure shows that 
FAAC-Multipath has maintained its highest useful aggregate throughput due to its highest 
SCR and aggregated throughput.
4.3.4.7 Norm alized Routing Load
Normalized Routing Load of the stated protocol increases with the increase in node speed. 
Here, mobile speed is the main cause of route failure and this failure occurs very frequently. 
Due to frequent changes in topology, single path AC protocols do not achieve higher 
aggregate throughput because most of the session drop in the middle of session duration. 
CACP and FAAC initiates and test the capacity of route for each route failure. In high 
mobile scenario, MACMAN achieves higher aggregate throughput and SCR than FAAC 
protocol, which compensates the higher overhead of multiple routes and maintains lower 
NRL than FAAC protocol. FAAC-Multipath has lowest NRL among the studied protocols. 
The partial disjoint multiple routes and fast re-routing mechanism helps to assure aggregate
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throughput throughout the session duration that results in higher SCR. Higher SCR and 
aggregate throughput helps the protocol to compensate the routing overheads and maintain 
lower NRL.
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4.4 Sum m ary
In this chapter we have described the design and detailed parametric study of FAAC- 
Multipath protocol and compared with FAAC, CACP and MACMAN protocols. FAAC- 
Multipath protocol is designed to assure guaranteed throughput to the application in mobile 
scenarios. It maintains multiple paths for each session from source to destination. The 
thorough admission control, efficient route cache utilization, local route repair, and fast 
switching mechanism uphold the guaranteed throughput of the data session.
The protocol switches the data session in three different situations: Firstly, the data session is 
switched from primary to secondary route whenever primary route fails. Secondly, the data 
session switches to secondary when primary route is not upholding the guaranteed 
throughput. Finally, the secondary route offers higher throughput than the primary route. The 
significant improvement offered by our protocol in terms of throughput and data session 
completion ratio is established. The simulation results show that FAAC-Multipath protocol 
performs better than FAAC, CACP and MACMAN protocols. The following table shows the 
performance of each protocol under different network conditions on the basis of simulations 
results achieved in this chapter. Table 4-1 shows the performance of single and multiple path 
AC protocols.
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Table 4-1 Single and Multiple Path AC protocols Performances
\ P e r f o r m a n c e P ro tocol N am es
N etw ork
C onditions
CACP MACMAN FAAC FAAC-M ultipath
D ata Rate N ot Good A verage G ood V ery G ood
S essions p e r  Source N ot Good A verage G ood V ery G ood
P acket Size N ot Good A verage G ood Very G ood
N ode S peed N ot Good G ood A verage V ery G ood
5 Multi-Metrics QoS Provisioning with 
Multipath Admission Control Protocol
Multimedia applications need the guarantee of more than one QoS metric such as 
throughput, bounded average end-to-end delay, jitter etc. Here, we are considering two QoS 
metrics i.e. throughput and bounded end-to-end delay, although framework of our protocol 
can easily be extended to assure third QoS metrics i.e. jitter. The most important task to 
assure these two QoS metrics is to select the route on the basis of data session requirements 
of throughput and end-to-end delay. In this chapter, we will illustrate the provisioning of 
throughput and bounded average end-to-end delay to the applications.
Literature survey shows that different techniques have been devised to ensure QoS to the 
applications. Mainly, these protocols use minimum hop-count; as the main criteria in path 
selection. Nonetheless, as it has been concluded by [93] a path with minimum hop-count 
may suffer from higher collision and results in longer delay and higher packet loss ratio. To 
guarantee QoS in MANETs for delay sensitive applications two things are required. First, 
route selection criterion must be QoS-aware. Second, instantaneous response to the dynamics 
of MANET topology changes must be considered so that the route changes are seamless to 
the end user over the life time of a data session [94]. The methods proposed in [95], [96] 
assure only bounded end-to-end delay to the application and also try to maintain totally 
disjoint multiple routes, which becomes very expensive in terms of control overheads. These 
protocols are based on AODV protocol, and it is very costly for AODV protocol to maintain 
multiple routes, which increases the congestion and packet loss ratio. These factors result in 
longer end-to-end delay than the bounded end-to-end delay. Also these protocols did not 
mention any methods to deal if delays get longer than the bounded, there are no simulation 
results to check how much of the admitted traffic has successfully completed the data 
session.
We have designed Flow aware Admission Control-Multipath with multiple constraints 
(FAAC-MM) protocol to assure the guaranteed throughput and bounded end-to-end delay to 
the data session. The protocol admits the data session when the route satisfies both the 
requirements of the data session. The remaining parts of the chapter is structured as follows: 
Section 5.1 explains the design and working of FAAC-MM protocol, section 5.2 represents 
simulation environment, section 5.3 analyzes the simulation results, section 5.4 explains
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effect of shadowing on QoS provisioning protocols, section 5.5 and 5.6 represent simulation 
environment and results analysis and the last section presents the summary of the chapter.
5.1 Flow Aware Admission Control-Multipath with Multiple 
Constraints (FAAC-MM) protocol
Flow Aware Admission Control-Multipath with Multiple Constraints (FAAC-MM) [97] 
protocol assures the guaranteed throughput and bounded average end-to-end delay to 
application. The data session is admitted in the network if it accommodates without affecting 
the previously admitted sessions. The basic structure of the protocol has been presented 
before in chapter 3 and chapter 4. Here we will present the protocol extended structure and 
working of the protocol.
5.1.1 User Requirements Specification
We have developed an application that generates the traffic and specifies the requirements of 
the traffic on the basis of user requirements. The application agent generates Session Request 
(SReq) packet indentifying the requirements of the data session. It includes the requested 
throughput, data session ID, data packet size (bytes), bounded average end-to-end delay and 
session state.
5.1.2 Optimal Route Finding
FAAC-MM protocol receives the user data session requirements in form of SReq, which 
specifies the throughput and end-to-end delay requirements of the data session. The protocol 
stores this information and checks its local capacity. The protocol generates Route Request 
(RtRq) and broadcast to one hop neighbours. The receiving node checks the destination of 
RtRq, if it is intended for that node then it sends the Route Reply else drop the RtRq. When 
the source node did not get the RtRp then it broadcasts the RtRq with TTL 16. We have 
selected 16 hops because it covers the whole simulation area. The RtRq spread through the 
network and reach the destination. The destination node sends back the Route Reply to the 
source node. The source node may receive multiple routes for each data session.
5.1.3 Session Admission Decision
The FAAC-MM protocol tests the available routes according to the needs or requirements of 
the data session. The application agent specifies the requirement of the data session in
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session request packet. The protocol tests the routes for the requirements fulfilling in the 
following ways.
(i) First check the available capacity of the route nodes against the required capacity 
forward by the session request. The route nodes check its local capacity using CITR 
(Channel Idle Time Ratio) mechanism and if the nodes can satisfy the requirements then 
it checks the two hop neighbour nodes capacity by transmitting admission request 
(AdRq) packet. The neighbouring nodes reply with admission denial (AD) packet if it 
cannot satisfy the session requirements.
(ii) The protocol finds the end-to-end delay of the capacity tested route by transmitting a 
dummy packet (size of data packet) on the stated route. The Round Trip Time (RTT) of 
the dummy packet on the route helps FAAC-MM protocol to decide whether this route 
can satisfy the requirements of the data session or not. If the route satisfies the capacity 
as well as end-to-end delay requirements of the data session, then the data session 
admits into the network.
(iii) The FAAC-MM protocol maintains multiple routes for each data session. The backup 
or secondary routes are tested for each session as well but with a slight different 
procedure. The protocol tests local capacity using CITR mechanism and neighbour’s 
capacity using low neighbours carrier sensing threshold value.
5.1.4 Local Route Repair
FAAC-MM protocol tries to locally repair the routes if it fails during the active session. The 
repairing node tries to find the alternate route to the destination and sends Route Error (RtEr) 
packet to the source. The repairing node tests the alternate route whether it can satisfy the 
requirements of the session or not. If the route satisfies the requirements then the repairing 
node informs the source with new available tested route.
5.1.5 Switching Mechanism
The switching mechanism is one of the important aspects of FAAC-MM protocol. It actually 
avoids the route failure, avoids the collision and tries to uphold the guaranteed throughput 
and bounded end-to-end delay of the data session. The switching mechanism benefited the 
protocol to avoid the session pausing mechanism, which increases end-to-end delay and 
results in collision and route failure. Switching mechanism is implemented in the following 
three different scenarios.
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(i) The protocol switches the data session from primary to secondary route, when the
primary route is not satisfying the requirements of the data session. The failure to satisfy 
the requirement can be due to node mobility or collision. When a route node of other 
data session moves into the interference range of the earlier stated data session’s route 
nodes, it affects the throughput of the session and also increases PLR which in turn 
increases end-to-end delay.
(ii) The FAAC-MM protocol switches the data session from primary to secondary route
when primary route fails either due to mobility or due to failure of excessive re­
transmission at the MAC layer. When a route nodes move out of the transmission range 
of the data sending node then failure detecting node informs the source node and the 
source node switches the data session from primary route to secondary route. Figure 
5-1 and Figure 5-2 shows the data flow before and after the route failure by node 
mobility.
^  Primary route 
Secondary route
a.
Figure 5-1 Data route before route failure Figure 5-2 Data route after route failure
In Figure 5-2, when node ‘C’ moves out of the transmission range of node ‘B’, then 
node ‘B’ informs the source node ‘S’ about route failure. The source node switches the 
data session from primary route to secondary.
(iii) The protocol also switches the data session from primary to secondary route when it 
finds that the secondary route offers higher throughput and shorter end-to-end delay 
than the primary. The protocol admits the data session when it finds a route from source 
to destination that satisfies the session requirements. As the protocol does not wait for 
secondary route discovery to initiate the data session, so when source node become 
aware that secondary route is offering higher throughput and less end-to-end delay then 
the primary route, then the protocol switches the data session from primary to secondary 
route. One thing must be noted in this scenario that the primary route is still satisfying 
the requirements of the data session. It upholds the guaranteed throughput and bounded 
end to end delay. The Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4 explains the scenario.
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In Figure 5-3, the protocol finds the route between source node ‘A’ and destination node ‘D’. 
The source node initiates the data session and the available primary route is selected for data 
transmission. During the session duration, the protocol finds the secondary route as shown in 
Figure 5-3. The secondary route assures the provision of guaranteed throughput and bounded 
end-to-end delay. It offers higher throughput and less end-to-end delay to the session than 
the primary route, and then the protocol switches the data session from primary route to 
secondary route as shown in Figure 5-4.
5.2 Sim ulation E nvironm ent
Simulations are carried out using Network Simulator NS-2 in this chapter as well. Most of 
the simulation parameters are same as in chapter 3 and 4. However, every session also 
require bounded end-to-end delay with addition of throughput requirements. In this chapter, 
we have included FAAC-MM protocol to analyze and compare the performance with other 
admission control protocols. FAAC-MM protocol assures guaranteed throughput and 
bounded end-to-end delay to the applications. We consider only two input parameters i.e. 
data rate and number of sessions per source for the analysis of the protocols.
5.3 Sim ulation Results and Analysis
5.3.1 Source Data Rate
The network data traffic varies by changing data rate of the sources. Higher data rate 
sessions occupy more network capacity than smaller data rate. The higher capacity 
requirement increases the chances of wrong admission decision and most of the network 
capacity may remain un-utilized. In this section, we evaluate the effect of the data rate on 
admission control protocol assuring multiple QoS metrics such as guaranteed throughput and
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bounded end-to-end delay. The bounded end-to-end delay requirements (20ms) remain same 
irrespective of capacity requirements of the sessions.
5.3.1.1 Session Admission Ratio
Figure 5-5 shows the SAR of CACP, FAAC-Multipath, FAAC-MM and MACMAN 
protocols. The SAR of all the above protocols decreases as the data rate or capacity 
requirements of sessions increase because the total number of sessions per source remains 
constant. The bounded end-to-end delay i.e. 20ms requirements of the sessions remains same 
for all the data rates.
All of the above mentioned protocols except FAAC-MM admit data sessions only on 
satisfying the data rate requirements. These protocols do not test the end-to-end delay of the 
route before admitting the data session. CACP protocol admits more data sessions than other 
studied protocols because it maintains single route for each data session at one time. It 
initiates route discovery on each route failure and test the capacity of the route. All other 
studied protocols maintain multiple routes for each data session. The multipath protocol 
consumes more capacity for each session as compared to single path protocols.
The SAR of the FAAC-MM is lowest among the studied protocols due to constraints of 
throughput and end-to-end delay. The FAAC-MM protocol first finds the route that satisfies 
the throughput requirements of the data session and then also tests the end-to-end delay of 
the route whether it can satisfy the delay requirements of the data session or not. If any route 
does not satisfy the requirements of the data session then the protocol reject the admission of 
the specify data session.
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5.3.1.2 Session Completion Ratio
Figure 5-6 shows the SCR of CACP, MACMAN, FAAC-Multipath and FAAC-MM 
protocols. The session completion ratio is the best metric to test the QAR protocols that how 
much sessions were provided the requested QoS requirements throughout the entire session
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duration. This metric gives the ratio between the admitted sessions by the protocol and the 
completed sessions. The SCR of all the above protocols decrease with the increase in data 
rate. Every protocol has to uphold the guaranteed throughput and bounded end-to-end delay 
requirements of the sessions. The protocol drops the session if it does not uphold the assured 
requirements of the session. In this set of simulations, the session drop occurs by violating 
throughput as well as delay requirements of the data sessions.
The SCR of CACP protocol is lowest among the studied protocols. The collision in network 
increases as the capacity requirements of each session increases. CACP pauses data sessions 
very frequently, which results in longer end-to-end delay of the session. As the protocol 
drops the data sessions by not fulfilling the throughput and delay requirements, therefore, 
protocol drops most of the admitted data sessions. CACP protocol admits new sessions on 
recently available free capacity due to dropped sessions.
The SCR of MACMAN is higher than CACP but lower than FAAC-Multipath and FAAC- 
MM protocols. MACMAN protocol also pauses the sessions, which in turn results in longer 
end-to-end delay and also degrades the throughput. MACMAN performs better than CACP 
due to backup routes availability. MACMAN backup routes also do not consider the delay 
requirements of the session at the time of admission and then drops the session more 
frequently. The switching mechanism of MACMAN is also slower than FAAC-Multipath 
and FAAC-MM and it only switches the data session on the basis of throughput 
requirements. FAAC-Multipath also does not test the routes for bounded delay and switch 
the data session on the basis of throughput. The SCR of the FAAC-MM is highest among all 
the studied protocols as it admits the data only if it can guarantee to fulfil the throughput as 
well as delay requirements of the data session. The protocol maintains multiple routes for 
each data session satisfying the throughput as well as the delay requirements of the data 
sessions. The protocol switches the data sessions from primary to secondary on throughput 
as well as assured bounded delay basis. The protocol achieves highest SCR and utilizes the 
resources efficiently.
5.3.1.3 Packet Loss Ratio
Figure 5-7 shows the Packet Loss Ratio of FAAC-Multipath, FAAC-MM, CACP and 
MACMAN protocols. The delay requirement of all the sessions remains constant in spite of 
changing data rate. As shown in Figure 5-7, the PLR of all the studied protocols increases as 
the data rate or capacity requirement increase, because the number of requesting sessions 
remains constant irrespective of data rate requirements. The link failure occurs frequently 
either due to mobility or due to excessive re-transmission of data packets or due to buffer 
overflow in higher data rate sessions. The process of new route discovery or to test the route
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capacity is increasing the PLR. The PLR of the FAAC-MM is lowest among the studied 
protocols due to its efficient switching mechanism techniques. The switching of data from 
one route to another reduces the chances of collision and as a result less route failure occurs 
and less route discovery has to initiate. The FAAC-MM protocol also admits the sessions 
according to the throughput and delay requirements satisfaction of the data sessions. FAAC- 
MM protocol also switch the data session from primary to secondary route when secondary 
is offering higher throughput and lower delay than the primary.
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5.3.1.4 The Average end-to-end Delay
The Average end-to-end Delay of FAAC-Multipath, FAAC-MM, CACP and MACMAN 
protocols are shown in Figure 5-8. The average end-to-end delay of the session increases 
with the increase in the data rate due to higher collision and increase in PLR. CACP and 
MACMAN protocol pauses the data sessions frequently, which eventually increases the end- 
to-end delay. The protocols drop the session if the average end-to-end delay is longer than 
the bounded end-to-end delay of the consecutive three data packets. Therefore, CACP and 
MACMAN protocols drop the sessions and then admits more new sessions, which increases 
the overhead in the network by finding and testing the capacity of the routes. The FAAC- 
MM protocol maintains the average end-to-end delay below 20ms. The figure confirms that 
FAAC-MM protocol always maintain the bounded end-to-end delay of the data sessions. All 
other studied protocols other than FAAC-MM, do not care about the delay of the sessions 
and results in sessions drop. The SCR in Figure 5-6 confirms the trend of average end-to-end 
delay the protocols. The FAAC-MM protocol admits and then takes care of the data sessions 
according to the throughput and delay requirements of the data session. It switches the data 
flow to avoid congestion and collision form primary to secondary route on the basis of 
throughput and average end-to-end delay while all other protocols only consider throughput 
explicitly. FAAC-Multipath protocol also maintains lower average end-to-end delay due to 
thorough admission control and fast re-routing.
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5.3.1.5 The Aggregate T hroughput
Figure 5-9 shows the aggregate throughput of CACP, MACMAN, FAAC-Multipath and 
FAAC-MM protocols. The increase in data rate also increases the collision, PLR and as a 
result data sessions drop more frequently. CACP protocol achieves lowest aggregate 
throughput due to higher PLR, longer average end-to-end delays and lower SCR. CACP 
protocol drops a higher ratio of the admitted data sessions in the middle due to not upholding 
the requirements of the data sessions. The higher ratio of sessions drop affects the aggregate 
throughput severely because each new data session will add overhead to the network for 
finding the route for new data sessions. When a protocol admits the data session, it means 
that it has already found the route and now is the time to reimburse the overheads by 
delivering more and more data packets.
MACMAN protocol achieves higher aggregate throughput than CACP protocol but lower 
than FAAC-Multipath and FAAC-MM protocols. FAAC-MM protocol achieve highest 
aggregate throughput among the studied protocol because it suffers from less collision and 
maintains lowest PLR and delay. The switching mechanism and controlled admission of data 
sessions into the network helps the protocol to avoid congestion which leads to collision and 
route failures.
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5.3.1.6 Useful Aggregate T hroughput
Figure 5-10 shows the useful aggregate throughput of FAAC-Multipath, FAAC-MM, CACP 
and MACMAN protocols. The aggregate throughput consists of the throughput of the 
completed as well as dropped sessions. Therefore, the aggregate throughput does not fully 
explain the achievement of the protocols. The aggregate throughput of the drop sessions may 
not be useful to the application users. Therefore, to show the fully achievements of the 
protocols in terms of aggregate throughput, we use useful aggregate throughput metric. 
Useful aggregate throughput shows the aggregate throughput of only those sessions that has
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been successfully completed. The sessions may be dropped not only due to throughput 
degradation but also due to not upholding the bounded end-to-end delay. FAAC-MM 
protocol attains highest useful aggregate throughput due to its highest aggregate throughput 
and also highest SCR.
5.3.2 Session Arrival Rate
The main function of an AC protocol is to manage the offered load, and therefore this study 
highlights one of the most important aspects of FAAC-MM protocol performance. This 
study shows how the protocol manages the increasing load in form of increasing number of 
sessions per source. Each session has throughput and bounded end-to-end delay 
requirements and these requirements does not change with the number of sessions per 
source. The increase in number of sessions per source means increase in data traffic in the 
network. Ideally, the protocol should maintain its guaranteed throughput and bounded end- 
to-end delay irrespective of increase in number of requesting sessions, but the requesting 
sessions impose overheads in the network although if it is rejected. The requesting data 
session must be rejected on the basis of available capacity of the network and end-to-end 
delay and the network capacity must be checked for each requesting data session, which is a 
source of overheads in the network. So instead of careful admission control, still protocol 
will face some degradation in QoS assurance.
5.3.2.1 Session Admission Ratio
Figure 5-11 shows the Session Admission Ratio of FAAC-Multipath, FAAC-MM, CACP 
and MACMAN protocols. The SAR of all the above stated protocol decreases as number of 
sessions per source increases means traffic load. The capacity and end-to-end delay 
requirements of all the sessions remain constant and same irrespective of increasing number 
of total session. All other protocols except FAAC-MM admit the sessions only on the basis 
of capacity’s requirements of the session. Figure 5-11 shows that the SAR of the FAAC-MM 
protocol as less as compared to all other protocols. FAAC-MM protocol make sure before 
admitting the new sessions that it has the route that can satisfy both the requirement of the 
session. Because the completion of session is more important than the admission of the 
session and the protocol has to make sure that the capacity is neither under-utilized nor over­
utilized.
5.3.2.2 Session Com pletion Ratio
The Session Completion Ratio shows the ability of the protocols to complete the sessions. 
The protocols that admit the data session only on the basis of throughput requirement may
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drop due to not upholding the end-to-end delay of the data session. The SCR of the protocols 
decreases as the number of session per source increases. On the other hand, we saw before 
that as the number of session per source increases, the SAR of each protocol also decreases.
FAAC-MM protocol achieves highest SCR among all the studied protocols. Other protocols 
have also discussed in earlier chapter 3 and 4; therefore, here we mainly concentrate on the 
behaviour of FAAC-MM protocol. The FAAC-MM protocol achieves highest SCR mainly 
due to its awareness of the data session requirement of throughput as well as end-to-end 
delay before admission of the session into the network. The protocol also using its switching 
mechanism on the basis of throughput and bounded end-to-end delay, so it avoids congestion 
and route failure.
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5.3.2.3 Packet Loss Ratio
Figure 5-12 Session Completion Ratio
Data packets drop either due to buffer overflow or collision and these two factors mainly 
depend on the congestion level of the network. When the number of session increases in the 
network, it increases the data traffic and as a result chances of congestion also increase. The 
route failure that occurs either due to node mobility or collision at MAC layer also leads to 
data packet loss. FAAC-MM protocol has less PLR among the studied protocol because of 
mainly its careful data admission and switching of data traffic between multiple routes. The 
multiple routes increase the overhead but it compensates the protocol in terms of less packet 
loss. FAAC-MM protocol also does not pause the session which increases the end-to-end 
delay and then as a result PLR increases.
S.3.2.4 The Average end-to-end Delay
In this part of the thesis and simulation, bounded end-to-end delay is the requirement of the 
data session. The application agent generates the session request (SReq) and specifies the 
end-to-end delay requirement of the data session. All protocol other than FAAC-MM does
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not consider the delay requirement of the data session at the time of admission into the 
network. The average end-to-end delay of the protocols increases as the number of sessions 
increases in the network. The requesting data session introduces overheads to the network 
although if it does not get admission into the network. The protocols check the resources for 
each requesting data session that increases control packets in the network. So as much as the 
number of requesting data session increases, the load on the network increases and the 
protocol suffers from higher packet loss ratio and longer average end-to-end delay. FAAC- 
MM protocol maintains the shortest average end-to-end delay and assures the bounded end- 
to-end delay to the majority of the admitted data sessions. FAAC-MM protocol maintain 
multiple routes for each data session from source to destination and switches the data session 
form one route to another on the basis of throughput and end-to-end delay requirements. The 
switching mechanism helps the protocol to avoid congestion, collision and link failure, 
which results in packet loss and longer end-to-end delay. FAAC-MM protocol does not 
pause the sessions, because session pausing increases average end-to-end delay. Figure 5-14a 
shows the bounded end-to-end delay of FAAC-MM protocol for larger number of sessions. 
The Figure 5-14a shows that the end-to-end delay of FAAC-MM protocols remains near to 
the bounded end-to-end delay, which is assured at the time of session admission. FAAC-MM 
protocol drops the sessions if their end-to-end delays are higher than the bounded end-to-end 
delay.
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5.3.2.S The Aggregate Throughput
Figure 5-15 shows the aggregate throughput of FAAC-Multipath, FAAC-MM, CACP and 
MACMAN protocols. Aggregate Throughput is the average successful reception of data at 
application layer and is usually measured in bits per second (bps). The aggregate throughput 
increases when the number of sessions per source increases up to 25 and then decreases. As 
the number of sessions per source increases, the aggregate throughput increases till the 
network accommodates the data traffic. The aggregate throughput decreases when the 
requirements of the data traffic increases from the capacity of the network. FAAC-MM 
protocol achieves and maintain highest aggregate throughput among the studied protocols 
and that can be confirmed by SCR of the protocol.
All studied protocols other than FAAC-MM do not consider the delay requirements of the 
data session at the time of session admission, so most of the data sessions drop during the 
session duration that also degrades the aggregate throughput. FAAC-MM protocol switches 
the data traffic on the basis of throughput and end-to-end delay, which minimize the chances 
of collision and packet loss and as a result attain highest aggregate throughput.
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S.3.2.6 Useful Aggregate T hroughput
Useful aggregate throughput shows the achieved aggregate throughput of the completed 
sessions because the throughput of the drop data sessions may not be useful to the 
application users. Figure 5-16 shows that FAAC-MM protocol achieves highest useful 
aggregate throughput due to highest SCR and aggregate throughput.
5.4 Effect of Shadow Fading on QoS
Most of the QAR and AC protocol proposed in open literature are based on idealized lower 
layer model. It considers that only path loss degrades the signal and this model is applicable
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for simulation in open field environment. In chapter 3 and 4, we have studied the same 
model. In urban areas the signal loss is also caused by buildings, people, traffic etc. the 
received signal fluctuates either the obstacles or nodes move themselves. To study the effect 
of this shadow fading, we will use different lower layer model and will study and analyze its 
affect on our proposed protocol and other admission control protocols.
5.4.1 Physical and MAC layer
In this section, PHY and MAC layers are different from the model used in earlier study and 
simulation. The major difference is that the basic transmission rate is 6Mbps, instead of 
2Mbps. Secondly, as opposed to only the single strongest source of interference considered 
in the calculation of the received SINR, the new model considers the additive interference 
power aggregated from all concurrently transmitting nodes. This makes the simulation more 
computationally expensive but also more reliable.
The NS-2 802.11 code initially utilized a simple carrier sense and reception threshold 
concept. The basic approach assumes an incoming frame relevant for upper layers (e.g. 
MAC) only if it’s received signal strength is above a configurable carrier sense threshold; 
otherwise, it is ignored. Similarly a frame is considered to be received successfully as long as 
there is no interference present and the received signal strength is greater than a given 
reception threshold. In order to overcome these simplifications and increase accuracy, Chen 
et al. proposed an improved IEEE 802.11 simulation model to account for cumulative noise 
and interference at a receiver [98]. Their approach keeps track of the incoming frames at 
each receiver and computes the minimum signal to interference noise ratio (SINR) observed 
for each frame. A comparison of the observed SINR values (of each frame) with modulation 
and coding specific reception threshold then yields the decision whether a frame can be 
received or not. A similar approach has been proposed and extended by [99] and [100] in 
order to address frame capture capabilities and to distinguish between frame 
preamble/header and body in NS-2. In this part of thesis, we want to analyze the effect of 
shadowing variance standard deviation and the behaviour of our designed protocols and 
other state of the art admission control protocols. In this set of simulation we compare the 
performance of FAAC, FAAC-Multipath, CACP and MACMAN protocols.
5.5 Sim ulation Environm ent
NS-2 is used for the simulation and analyzing the effect of shadowing on the studied 
protocols in this work. We have simulated FAAC, FAAC-Multipath, CACP and MACMAN 
protocols using the shadowing model of NS-2, where the signal degrades not only by
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constant path loss but due to shadowing as well. In real life scenario this shadowing reflects 
the signal degradation of due to environment, especially in urban areas like building, 
vehicles, people etc. we have chosen the shadowing variance standard deviation is 6dB for 
this set of simulations. Here the mobile nodes minimum and maximum speed of Im/s and 
2m/s and node pause time is 800 sec. It means that after first uniform random distribute 
nodes remain stable for the entire simulation. We have evaluated the protocols under the 
parameters shown in Table 5-1.
5.6 Sim ulation results and analysis
In this section we simulate and analyse the results of FAAC, FAAC-Multipath, MACMAN 
and CACP protocols under different network load in shadow fading environment.
Table 5-1 Simulation Parameters for shadowing model
Parameters Value Parameters Value
Simulation
Area
1500*1500 Data rate {25,50,75,100,125,150}kbps
Simulation
time
800s Node minimum and 
maximum speed
Im /s and 2m /s respectively
Simulation runs 10 times Node pause time 800sec
Number of 
nodes
100 Traffic Source type CBR
Number of 
source node
50 Transmission range 250m
Mobility Model RWP Carrier Sensing range 500m
Propagation
model
Constant path loss 
+Shadowing
Shadowing fluctuation 
Frequency
IHz
Packet Size 512 bytes Channel Capacity 6Mbps
Sessions per 
source
10 Session duration 60sec
5.6.1 Data Rate with Stable Nodes
Date rate is one of the most important input parameters to analyze and study the behaviour of 
protocols. We use different data rates to analyze its effect in shadowing environment as 
shown in Table 5-1.
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5.6.1.1 Session Admission Ratio
Figure 5-18 shows the session admission ratio of FAAC, FAAC-Multipath, CACP and 
MACMAN protocols. The SAR of all the protocols decreases as the data rate increases. The 
shadowing variance standard deviation is 6dB, which degrades the signal and causes 
frequent route failure. This frequent route failure overwhelmed the network with extra 
overheads, which misuse the network’s capacity. This causes the protocols to reduce the data 
session admission into the network. Single path admission control protocols admit higher 
number of sessions as compared to multipath admission control protocols. Single path AC 
protocols drop the data session more frequently as compare to multipath AC protocols, and 
then admits the new data sessions in the network on the basis of this newly available 
resources.
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5.6.1.2 Session Com pletion Ratio
Figure 5-18 shows the session completion ratio of FAAC, FAAC-Multipath, CACP and 
MACMAN protocols. The SCR of all the protocols decreases as the data rate increases. All 
the studied protocols assumes only constant path loss during signal transmission so for in all 
simulated studies, but in this set of simulation, we assumes signals degrades due to constant 
path loss as well as due to shadow fading. The shadow fading causes very frequent route 
failure and it becomes very difficult for single path protocol to complete a high percentage of 
sessions. Multipath protocols perform better than single path AC protocols due to tested 
backup route availability. The SCR of all the protocols is lower than the SCR in idealistic 
PHY environment, where signal degrades only due to path loss. The Figure 5-18 shows an 
interesting result that MACMAN achieve higher SCR than single path FAAC protocol in 
shadow fading environment because of higher route failure. FAAC-Multipath protocol 
performs better in shadowing environment than all other stated protocols, due to its thorough
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admission control, efficient use of cache utilization, local repairing of primary and backup 
route and most importantly the fast switching mechanism of the protocol.
5.6.1.3 Packet Loss Ratio
Figure 5-19 shows the packet loss ratio of the evaluated protocols. Shadowing causes 
frequent route failure and results in higher packet loss. The PRL of all the evaluated 
protocols are higher as compare to constant path loss PHY layer. The PLR increases as the 
data rate increases, because the higher data rate create congestion in the network and packets 
drop not only due to route failure but because of buffer overflow as well. Multipath 
admission control protocols perform well as compared to single path admission control 
protocols in shadow fading environment. Shadowing variance standard deviation affects 
severely as the data rate increases. CACP is the most affected by shadowing variance, 
because CACP does not deal well with the collision, which increases by shadow fading and 
higher data rates.
MACMAN protocol has comparatively less packets loss than CACP and FAAC protocols. 
As the shadow fading causes frequent route failure and MACMAN protocol utilizes the 
backup route to control the packet loss. FAAC-Multipath protocol deal well the route failure, 
which is mainly caused by shadow fading. The tested backup path, local route repair and fast 
switching mechanism helps the protocol to maintain low packet loss as compared to other 
studied protocols.
5.6.1.4 The Average end-to-end delay
Figure 5-20 shows the average end-to-end delay of the FAAC, FAAC-Multipath, CACP and 
MACMAN protocols. Shadowing degrades and reduces the transmission range of the 
signals. When transmission range reduces, it means that packets do not reach to the intended 
destination successfully. These packets drop before reaching the destination results in re­
transmission or link failure, which in turn gives longer average end-to-end delays. Figure 5- 
20 shows that all the evaluated protocols face longer average end-to-end delays than the 
average end-to-end delays in constant path loss PHY layer. The route failure becomes more 
severe as the data rate increases, because higher data rate imposes more overheads to the 
network. So the average end-to-end delay of all the studied protocols gets longer with higher 
data rate traffic. Single path protocols have longer end-to-end delay than multiple paths, 
because of frequent route failure and route initiation in single path protocols. FAAC- 
Multipath protocol has highest route switch but least PLR, due to which it maintains smaller 
average end-to-end delay than other protocols.
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5.6.1.5 The Aggregate T hroughput
Figure 5-22 shows the aggregate throughput of all the evaluated protocols. Shadowing 
causes protocols to drop packets and results in longer average end-to-end delays, which 
degrades the aggregate throughput. The figure shows that all the protocols achieves lower 
aggregate throughput in presence of shadow fading. CACP protocol suffers from longer 
average end-to-end delay due to frequent route failure and absence of tested backup route. 
MACMAN protocol has higher aggregate throughput than FAAC protocol in shadow fading 
environment because here the route failure occurs very frequently and single path protocols 
do not perform well. FAAC-Multipath protocol achieves highest aggregate throughput as 
compare to other protocols due to its thorough admission control, efficient cache utilization, 
local route repair, tested backup route and fast switching mechanism. The SCR, average end- 
to-end delay and PLR also confirms the trend of aggregated throughput.
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5.6.1.6 Useful aggregated th roughpu t
It shows the aggregate throughput of the completed data sessions. The SCR and aggregate 
throughput of all the evaluated protocol is severely degraded by shadow fading and
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increasing data, which results in low useful aggregate throughput. FAAC-Multipath protocol 
relatively achieves higher useful aggregate throughput.
5.7 Sum m ary
The first part of the chapter presents the design and implementation of Flow aware 
admission control for multiple constraints with multiple paths (FAAC-MM) protocol. The 
protocol assures to uphold the guaranteed throughput as well as bounded end-to-end delay to 
applications. We have simulated and evaluated the protocol with FAAC-Multipath, CACP 
and MACMAN protocols using NS-2. FAAC-MM protocol admits the data sessions on the 
basis of their throughput and bounded end-to-end delay requirements and network resources. 
The protocol performs well due to the switching of data session on the basis of achieved 
throughput and bounded end-to-end delay. The significant improvement offered by our 
protocol in terms of throughput and data session completion rate is established. In the second 
part of the chapter, we also simulated and evaluated FAAC, FAAC-Multipath, CACP and 
MACMAN protocols in shadow fading environment and the simulation results shows that 
our proposed FAAC-Multipath protocol perform well comparatively. The simulation results 
show that MACMAN performs better than FAAC protocol in shadow fading environment. In 
shadow fading environment frequent route failure occurs and single path admission control 
protocols do not perform well. The simulation results confirm that FAAC-Multipath protocol 
is the best choice in shadow fading environment at different traffic load and network 
conditions.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, we conclude the findings of our work and will highlight some future plans 
and directions. The focus of our work was to study and design a joint QoS-aware and 
Admission Control Protocol that will upheld the QoS requirements of a data flow.
6.1 Conclusions
MANETs are becoming more widely used and various applications need QoS provisioning 
in MANETs. Real time applications demands QoS provisioning that is a challenge to achieve 
because of mobility of nodes and the varying channel conditions. In order to address this 
challenge, routing protocols are designed to support data services in MANETs. But as time 
passes, the routing protocols did not fulfil the requirements of the applications that require 
QoS provisioning because they were basically designed for the best effort services. In the 
existing literature, possible ways to guarantee QoS in the MANETs can be achieved through 
Traffic Scheduling, Priority Queuing, QoS-aware routing. Admission Control protocols etc. 
In our work, we have concentrated on QoS-aware and admission control protocol to achieve 
QoS in MANETs.
We have designed and implemented QoS-aware and admission control protocol called Flow 
Aware Admission Control (FAAC) protocol that manages the data session admission on the 
basis that utilizes the network’s capacity efficiently. The protocol is partially coupled with 
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol that enables it to use source routing to find QoS- 
aware routes. The main concern of the QoS-aware and admission control protocol is to 
maintain the guaranteed throughput to the data session throughout its duration. FAAC 
protocol has achieved highest Session Completion Ratio (SCR) in comparison to DSR, 
CACP and MACMAN protocols that shows the efficiency of the stated protocol. FAAC 
protocol efficiently utilizes the routes in the route cache that is found opportunistically. The 
control overhead of finding the node’s resources are controlled by checking the resources 
with the knowledge of the full contention count. It means that protocol check the resources 
of route nodes only.
Due to the dynamic and unpredictable topology of the MANETs, Route failure is a common 
problem that makes it a challenge to uphold the throughput requirement for data session. In 
order to overcome this problem, we designed and implemented a second FAAC-Multipath 
protocol that maintains multiple paths from source to destination. The formation of these 
paths relies on data session not on source or destination node. FAAC-Multipath protocol
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switches the data session from primary to secondary route to minimize route failure. The 
switching mechanism helps to minimize the data collision in MANETs. The protocol 
switches the data session from primary to secondary route on three different occasions. 
Firstly, FAAC-Multipath switches the data session from primary to secondary route when 
secondary route offers higher throughput although primary route is also upholding the 
throughput requirement of the data session. Secondly, the data switch occurs when primary 
route is not upholding the throughput requirements due to any reason like nodes of some 
other route moves into the region of those route nodes. Thirdly, when the primary route has 
been failed and source node switch the data session from primary to secondary. The 
simulation results highlight the achievements of the protocol and have been compared with 
single path and multiple path admission control protocols such as FAAC, CACP and 
MACMAN.
The two main QoS metrics of multimedia applications are throughput and end-to-end delay. 
While keeping in mind these requirements, we have designed and implemented Flow Aware 
Admission Control for multiple constraints with multiple paths (FAAC-MM), which upheld 
the throughput and end-to-end delay requirements of the data session. FAAC-MM protocol 
also checks the routes for the end-to-end delay requirements after satisfying the throughput 
requirements of the data session. Although, this increases the control overhead in the 
network but it upholds the requirements of the admitted data session for the entire duration. 
The switching mechanism of the protocol also follow the same three conditions as stated 
earlier but this time the protocol not only check the achieved throughput of the session but 
end-to-end delay of the session as well. We present simulation results that highlight the 
achievements of this protocol as compared to FAAC-Multipath, CACP and MACMAN.
We infer from our literature review that while designing, implementing and evaluating the 
protocols in MANETs consider the idealistic lower PHY layer. But this does not match the 
real life environment especially in urban areas where signals are not only degraded due to 
path loss but also owing to buildings, peoples, cars etc. We have implemented the designed 
FAAC and FAAC-Multipath protocols and state of the art admission control protocols such 
as CACP and MACMAN in this environment and evaluate the protocols and the results 
shows the degradation of upholding the QoS requirements as compared to idealistic lower 
PHY layer. We have analyzed the protocol under different standard deviation value of the 
signal.
Although, the Admission Control protocol admits the traffic on the basis of available 
network’s capacity and idealistically it should uphold the requirements of the data session for 
whole duration and all the admitted data session must be completed successfully. But, in 
reality the unseen overheads like checking the available resources of each admission
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requesting session, unpredictable topology changes, forces the Admission Control protocol 
to drop the data session in the middle of session duration. The session pausing mechanism in 
CACP and MACMAN causes longer end-to-end delay and degrades the aggregate 
throughput, which results in higher session drop. Therefore, we implemented fast re-route 
switching mechanism instead of session pausing mechanism in our designed QoS-aware and 
admission control protocols.
6.2 F u tu re  W ork
We have designed the protocols for standalone MANETs. In future, it is possible to provide 
the Internet facility to all the nodes of MANETs. One of the mobile nodes should be 
connected to the gateway, through which all other nodes can communicate and share traffic 
with outside world.
In addition, our proposed protocols can be easily modified to provide access through satellite 
for global connectivity. The gateway should communicate with satellite and all other nodes 
can communicate through this mobile node. The protocol also provides the frame work to 
add the third QoS metric i.e. jitter. This is also an important metric of multimedia 
applications. The protocol works with applications that used UDP in a transport layer. It can 
also be extended to see the affect while TCP is used at the transport layer.
The protocol is designed for single rate MAC and this can easily be extended to multi rate 
environment. Also the protocol can be modified to work with 802.11e, which gives the 
service differentiation.
All protocols in this thesis have been evaluated with constant bit-rate traffic. This was done 
on the basis that, for Admission Control purposes, it is the average load that is important. 
Many multimedia applications produce variable bit-rate traffic or exhibit bursty behaviour. 
However, since the available capacity estimates are bases on averaging the channel idle time 
ratio over periods of a second or longer, split-second variations in the packet generation rate 
would not have a great impact at this macroscopic scale. Nevertheless, it will be interesting 
to study the protocols with different traffic models and real audio and video codec generated 
traffic. The protocols can be tested with different types of traffic including background 
traffic, which will be best effort traffic.
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